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Foreword
Dear readers,
The Bank of Russia presents the Banking Supervision Report for 2007. The year was not
an easy one for the Russian financial market. As the favourable trends of previous years con
tinued, the first half of the year saw two of the largest IPOs in Russia’s history, one by Sber
bank, and the other by VTB; meanwhile, banking sector liabilities increased rapidly as Rus
sian banks borrowed abroad heavily under favourable terms and conditions. In the second
half of the year, the banking sector met with instability, and a liquidity shortfall on internation
al financial markets.
The losses incurred by the world’s largest financial institutions due to investments in US
subprime mortgage instruments led to a worldwide reassessment of risks. As a result, inves
tors scaled down operations with emerging markets, and this had an impact on the Russian
banking services market. As the cost of external borrowing soared, it became unaffordable
for many banks. The trend towards a contraction of margins became a major factor in the
decline in profitability of the banking business.
Nevertheless, the Russian banking sector demonstrated impressive results last year. Credit
provided to the economy increased more rapidly than in 2006, and the key banking sector
indicators relative to GDP improved significantly. Consequently, as banks continued to
strengthen their positions as financial intermediaries in 2007, rapid economic growth was
maintained in Russia.
Continued stability in the Russian banking sector despite the world financial market crisis
was a result of concerted action from the Russian Government and the Bank of Russia, which
reacted swiftly to the situation by increasing the liquidity supply.
Another important trend in 2007 was the further intensification of competition on the Rus
sian banking services market, stimulated by greater foreign capital shareholding and the
expansion of regional branch networks of the top Russian banks.
At the same time, international experience has shown that rapid growth in the banking
business, including lending, is accompanied by an accumulation of banking risks. Instability
on international financial markets made banks and supervisors everywhere increasingly aware
of the need to ensure effective risk control. The altered external conditions for banking in
Russia forced banks to revise their strategies used during the credit expansion, and to take
more conservative approaches.
The Bank of Russia keeps constant track of development trends in the banking sector, so
in this Report it addresses what it considers to be the most important problems relating to the
activities of credit institutions and banking regulation, and offers solutions.
As well as analysis, the Report provides uptodate information on the implementation in
Russia of internationally recognized (both riskbased and substantive) approaches to bank
ing regulation and supervision.
Sergey M. Ignatiev,
Bank of Russia Chairman
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of the Russian
Banking Sector
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I.1. General Economic Conditions

I.1.1. Macroeconomics

of overdue receivables decreased by 5.2 percentage
points year on year, and the share of overdue payables
contracted by 2.9 percentage points.
Growth in profits created conditions enabling an ex
pansion of investment in fixed assets, which grew 21.1%
in 2007 against 16.7% in 2006. The largest investments
went to transport and the hydrocarbon extraction sector.
The average annual price of Urals crude on world
markets in 2007 climbed 14.1% year on year to $69.5 per
barrel. Prices of petroleum products, natural gas and oth
er Russian exports also increased. The favourable price
situation enjoyed by Russian exporters on world commod
ity markets, stronger demand for Russian products, and
the significantly larger inflow of foreign capital to the pri
vate sector brought a substantial volume of foreign ex
change into the country and contributed to the accumu
lation of foreign currency reserves. Russia’s internation
al reserves increased by a factor of almost 1.6 in 2007 to
reach $476.4 billion, ensuring mediumterm financial sta
bility for the country. In this respect Russia holds third
place, after China and Japan.
Russia’s foreign debt continued to decline in 2007
due to both scheduled payments and early repayments.
However, although Russia had repaid all its debt to the
Paris Club of Creditor Nations, the debt burden1 increased
slightly, due to higher private sector foreign debt.
The balance of payments situation remained stable
in 2007, although the current account surplus decreased
slightly year on year to $78.3 billion. Net private capital
inflow reached $81.2 billion in 2007, a record level since
observations began in 1992.
Household and corporate sector savings in foreign
currency continued to decline, and the volume of foreign
cash held by households decreased by $15.7 billion in
2007.
Higher mortgage credit risk in 2007 damaged confi
dence in mortgagerelated financial assets that appeared
as a result of securitisation. Distrust of certain assets
eventually became a global problem of declining trust in
counterparties. In the second half of the year, this led to
a supply shortage on the money markets of many coun
tries, and forced central banks to take liquidityboosting
measures. Such steps were taken by the US Federal Re
serve, the European Central Bank, and the monetary au
thorities of Canada, Britain, Japan, and others. Uncer
tainty over the scale and distribution of losses caused by
the mortgage crisis increased volatility on world stock
markets. The spreads between yields on securities with
minimum credit risk and less secure assets widened. Also,

During 2007, Russia’s economy demonstrated accel
erated yearonyear growth in virtually all economic ac
tivity categories, in particular construction, communica
tions and wholesale and retail trade. Household real mon
ey income and fixed capital investment rose rapidly, and
the country’s federal budget retained a surplus.
Rapid growth in aggregate demand in 2007, stimu
lated among other factors by substantial foreign capital
inflow amid limited production capacity, created a posi
tive output gap, and this significantly increased the risk
of higher inflation. Consumer price inflation gained
2.9 percentage points year on year, to reach 11.9% (De
cember against December). Core inflation ran at 11.0%
against 7.8% in 2006. Rapid price growth was due large
ly to domestic food price acceleration, due in turn to glo
bal food price rises. Nonfood prices in 2007 also grew
faster than in 2006. The slowing of growth in the prices of
paid services provided to households contributed towards
curbing inflation.
GDP grew 8.1% in 2007 year on year (against 7.4%
in 2006). Industrial output increased 6.3%, as it did in
2006. The manufacturing sector made the biggest con
tribution to industrial production growth.
Production growth was sustained by the significant
expansion of consumer and investor demand. The prin
cipal driver of growth in output of goods and services in
2007 was household demand, accompanied by rapid
growth in consumer credit. High rates of growth in sala
ries and increased social benefits contributed to growth
in household real money income. Household final con
sumption expenditure increased 12.8% in 2007 against
11.2% in 2006.
The financial standing of Russian enterprises contin
ued to improve in 2007. According to Federal State Sta
tistics Service’s preliminary data, corporate sector prof
its (net financial result) in 2007 (excluding cropgrowing,
livestockbreeding, mixed agricultural enterprises, small
businesses, banks, insurance companies and budgetfi
nanced organisations) reached 5,726.3 billion rubles, an
increase of 17.7% on 2006. The share of lossmaking
enterprises contracted by 6.3 percentage points to 23.4%
of total enterprises. Unlike the situation in 2006, profit
growth in the oil, gas and mining sector in 2007 was con
siderably higher than in the manufacturing sector.
The payments and settlements situation continued to
improve. The share of nonpayments in total receivables
and payables contracted. As of the end of 2007, the share
1

Foreign debt relative to GDP.
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At the same time, in certain areas of economic activ
ity, prices in the production of goods and services grew
considerably faster in 2007. The producer price index in
the oil, gas and mining sector reached 152.3%, and in
the hydrocarbon extraction sector it exceeded 158.0%.
In the manufacturing sector, producer prices rose by an
average of 17.9%, whereas in the production of food,
drinks, and tobacco, prices gained 20.0%, in timber pro
cessing and output of wooden products 25.5%, in the
production of petroleum products 42.2% and in coke pro
duction 88.0%.
In addition to the favourable dynamics of the domes
tic and international commodity and goods markets in
2007, growth in investment, which exceeded 121.0%
compared to 113.7% in 2006, had a positive effect on the
nonfinancial sector. As a result, gross capital formation
increased 22.6% in 2007 to reach almost 25.0% of GDP
(18.1% and 21.5% respectively in 2006).
The monitoring of nonfinancial enterprises by the
Bank of Russia shows that they invested largely in order
to maintain, expand and modernise production capacity.
Over 48.0% of enterprises said they invested mostly in
machinery and equipment. According to company esti
mates, the main sources of investment were profits
(43.2% of those questioned), depreciation (almost
35.0%) and bank loans (nearly 24.0%).
The improvement of the economic situation in the
nonfinancial sector is reflected in the financial results
reported by companies. It is estimated that the net finan
cial result (profits minus losses) in all economic activity
categories in 2007 increased by almost 20%. Among the
key economic activity categories, the net financial result
increased the most in fishing and fish farming (by 210%),
construction (153.2%), the manufacturing sector
(118.9%), the oil, gas and mining sector (126.2%) and
the production and distribution of electricity, gas and
water (101.9%).
Bank of Russia monitoring results indicate that the
improved financial standing of enterprises in 2007 was
due to their increased capital, the adequacy of capital as
an investment resource, growth in their own working as
sets, improvements in the structure of assets, including
working assets, the establishment of a net cash inflow,
sustained sales profitability, and the predominance of
profitmaking enterprises.
In the key economic activity categories, 84.2% of
profitmaking enterprises were registered in wholesale
and retail trade, 82.2% in construction, 76.4% in the man
ufacturing sector, 69.8% in fishing and fish farming,
70.8% in the oil, gas and mining sector, and 55.1% in the
production and distribution of electricity, gas and water.
According to Bank of Russia monitoring data, enter
prises that differed in size of assets demonstrated corre
sponding differences in the dynamics of their financial
standing in 2007. Financial standing improved largely at
enterprises with assets in excess of 1 billion rubles, and
between 100 million and 1 billion rubles. As for enterprises

risk reassessments by investors barred a large number
of borrowers, including financial institutions and nonfi
nancial corporations in emerging markets, from the in
ternational capital market.

I.1.2. The nonfinancial sector
of the economy
In 2007, the nonfinancial sector as a whole demon
strated accelerated growth in the production of goods and
services in the main economic activity categories. The
output index for the key economic activity categories
stood at 108.7% in 2007 against 106.1% in 2006.
The results of regular monitoring of enterprises con
ducted by the Bank of Russia show2 that the overall eco
nomic situation in the corporate sector in 2007 was bet
ter than in 2006. Assessments of the financial standing
of enterprises also showed dramatic improvements. It
should be noted that the improved economic perfor
mance of nonfinancial enterprises was stimulated by
marked growth in the number of orders on global and
domestic markets, and a rise in working assets, includ
ing money. In the first eight months of 2007, enterprises
were more optimistic about credit conditions than in 2006,
and were aware of reduced risks. However, after Septem
ber 2007, these estimates became substantially worse
than in the previous year.
Industrial production was the fastestgrowing of the
key economic activity categories in 2007. There was a
marked change in development trends among various
sectors of industrial production. The principal source of
growth in industrial output in 2007 was the manufactur
ing sector, where the growth rate reached 107.9% against
102.9% in 2006. At the same time, growth in the oil, gas
and mining sector stood at 100.3% against 101.6% a year
earlier. The production and distribution of electricity, gas
and water in 2007 declined by 0.3%, whereas in 2006 it
grew by more than 5.0%.
Production of goods and services in the key economic
activity categories such as agriculture and transport grew
almost as fast as in 2006 (103.3% and 102.2% respec
tively).
Economic activity categories oriented towards house
hold demand showed higher rates of growth than other
categories. The communications sector, for instance,
posted a 20.0% yearonyear increase in 2007, while re
tail trade turnover expanded 15.2% and paid services
provided to households grew 7.1%.
Growth in business activity in many sectors of the
economy, the expansion of household demand amid price
growth on world goods and commodity markets, the high
level of monopolization in the Russian economy, and in
effective regulation of natural and other monopolies, led
to rapid growth in consumer and producer prices in the
nonfinancial sector of the economy. Compared to De
cember 2006, industrial producer prices rose 124.0% in
December 2007.
2

The Bank of Russia monitors over 14,000 nonfinancial enterprises in key economic activity categories and all regions of the
Russian Federation.
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with assets worth less than 100 million rubles, their finan
cial standing deteriorated, mainly as a result of the inad
equacy of capital as an investment resource, and the
heavy debt burden on capital amid the strong need for
borrowed funds.
Analysis of payments and settlements in the nonfi
nancial sector has revealed the following. Official statis
tics for December 2007 show that overdue payables in
the key economic activity categories in the nonfinancial
sector accounted for almost 90% of overdue payables in
all economic activity categories. Specifically, in the man
ufacturing sector, overdue payables accounted for 30.6%
of total overdue payables in the nonfinancial sector, in
the oil, gas and mining sector they accounted for 20.0%,
in the production and distribution of electricity, gas and
water 17.5%, in wholesale and retail trade 14.0%, and in
construction 11.4%.
Overdue debt on bank loans and other borrowings in
Russia as a whole accounted for 0.6% of total bank loans
as of the end of December 2007 (against 0.9% as of the
end of November 2006). Enterprises in the manufactur
ing sector accounted for 33.7% of overdue debt on bank
loans and other borrowings, in the oil, gas and mining
sector 27.4%, in agriculture, hunting and forestry 12.8%
and in transport and communications 9.4%.

I.1.3. Payment system
The Bank of Russia payment system retained its im
portance for financial stability in the country and the ef
fective implementation of monetary policy, judging by the
share of payments it effected: payments through the Bank
of Russia system accounted for 59.7% of the total vol
ume of payments through the Russian payment system
(compared to 59.9% in 2006), and 34.0% of their num
ber (41.7% in 2006).
In 2007, the Bank of Russia payment system effect
ed 833.9 million payments totalling 445.8 trillion rubles.
The number of payments made through the Bank of
Russia payment system in 2007 increased by 19.8%, and
their value grew by 66.8%. Most of the increase came
from payments effected by credit institutions and their
branches. This was a result of high demand for services
provided by the Bank of Russia payment system, as a low
risk and highquality interbank money transfer system;
the expansion of the customer base of credit institutions
and their branches; and greater business activity among
economic entities.
The Bank of Russia payment system accounted for
59.6% of the total number and 71.9% of the total volume
of interbank payments effected in Russia in 20073.
Payments effected by credit institutions and their
branches in 2007 accounted for 83.7% of total payments
effected through the Bank of Russia payment system and
80.3% of their volume (82.0% and 84.6% respectively in
2006).

The large share of interbank payments carried out
through the Bank of Russia payment system illustrates
its importance for the national banking system. Thanks
to intraday and overnight loans extended by the Bank of
Russia for settlements, credit institutions and their
branches effected payments totalling 13.6 trillion rubles
through the Bank of Russia payment system during the
year under review.
The average daily number of payments rose by 17.9%
over the year to 3.3 million, while the average size of pay
ment increased 40% year on year to reach 534,600 ru
bles (against 383,900 rubles in 2006). The ratio of the
value of payments effected through the Bank of Russia
payment system to Russia’s GDP expanded from 10.0 in
2006 to 13.5 in 2007.
Among the participants in the Bank of Russia pay
ment system as of January 1, 2008, were 1,136 credit
institutions (1,189 credit institutions as of January 1,
2007) and 2,285 branches of credit institutions (2,062 a
year earlier). A total of 3,421 correspondent accounts
(subaccounts) were opened for them (a rise of 105%
during the year under review).
As in previous years, the overwhelming majority of
payments in the Bank of Russia payment system were
made electronically. The share of these payments
reached 99.7% both in number and in volume (compared
to 99.5% of the total number and 99.6% of the total vol
ume of payments in 2006). Credit institutions and their
branches accounted for 99.99% of the total number of
settlement documents for the effectuation of payments
accepted by the Bank of Russia for processing in a work
ing day.
The increase in the number of Bank of Russia cus
tomer credit institutions and their branches participating
in the exchange of electronic documents with the Bank
of Russia to 97.0% of the total as of January 1, 2008
(against 96.4% as of January 1, 2007) was due to im
provements in electronic technology. As a result, the
share of the payments entering the Bank of Russia pay
ment system through communication channels increased
to 97.8% of total payments, against 97.7% in 2006.
In July 2007, the Bank of Russia launched the real
time gross settlement system (BESP), and in December
BESP participants began to effect payments through this
system. In 2007, the participants in the BESP system
comprised 98 Bank of Russia establishments, including
47 main cash settlement centres; 44 cash settlement
centres; the Bank of Russia First Operations Department
(OPERU1); the Operations Department along with five
divisions of the Bank of Russia’s Moscow Branch as spe
cial settlement participants; and 17 credit institutions and
branches of credit institutions. The BESP system was a
new step forward in building a centralised Bank of Russia
payment system.
The sustained favourable economic dynamics in Rus
sia are creating conditions conducive to a rapid and qual

3
These include payments effected between credit institutions and their branches through the Bank of Russia payment system,
payments made by settlement nonbank credit institutions, payments passed through the correspondent accounts of credit insti
tutions opened with other credit institutions and payments between the divisions of one credit institution.
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itative evolution of the payment system, accompanied by
growth in demand for its services.
Banking system payment services have become
more accessible. The number of establishments4 within
the banking system providing payment services increased
by 10.2% over the year to 41,081. The most significant
growth (26.5%) was registered in the number of additional
offices of credit institutions and their branches, which
reached 18,979, as banks sought to cut their costs in pro
viding banking services, including payment services. As
a result, the number of banking institutions providing pay
ment services increased from 261 per 1 million residents
in 2006 to 289 in 2007.
The number of transaction accounts5 of households
and corporate entities other than credit institutions rose
by 14.2% over the year, and as of January 1, 2008, it stood
at 421.7 million. By the end of 2007, there were on aver
age three transaction accounts per person opened with
credit institutions (compared to 2.6 accounts in 2006).
The number of noncash payments effected in the
national currency through the Russian banking system
increased by 46.8% in 2007, and their volume (in 11
days it totals the equivalent of annual GDP) rose 67.3%.
The Russian banking system conducted on average
9.9 million payment transactions per day in the nation
al currency to the amount of 3.0 trillion rubles, while
private payment systems effected a daily average of
6.5 million payments on average to the amount of
1.2 trillion rubles.
In the year under review, 5.3% of the total number
and 12.3% of the total volume of all ruble payments in
private payment systems were made through corre
spondent accounts opened by credit institutions with
other credit institutions, or branches of credit institu
tions. Settlements between divisions of a single credit
institution accounted for 23.8% of the total number and
34.0% of the total value of ruble payments in private
payment systems. Most payments in private payment
systems were made within a single division of a credit
institution or branch of a credit institution, and account
ed for 70.9% of the total number and 53.7% of the to
tal volume of all ruble payments effected through pri
vate payment systems.
Settlements on the securities market were effect
ed by nonbank credit institutions such as the MICEX
Clearing House and RTS Clearing House. The volume
of settlements effected by the MICEX Clearing House
on net obligations in trading on the government secu
rities market, corporate securities market and futures
(standard) contracts market, increased 33.8% in 2007
year on year.
As in previous years, most payment instruments in
noncash settlements in the Russian banking system were
payment orders. These increased 10.8% in terms of num
ber to 1.1 billion transactions and 45.4% in value to
510.9 trillion rubles. There was significant growth over the

year in the number and value of payment requests and
collection letters used (90% growth in number and 150%
in volume). Cheques and letters of credit accounted for a
negligible share of payment instruments.
Cash remained the most common payment instru
ment in retail payments. However, new means of non
cash retail payments on bank accounts, effected by or
ders to a credit institution via the Internet or mobile
phones gained continually wider acceptance on the
market. In 2007, the value of these payments reached
285.2 billion rubles (9,261,100 transactions) and 1.4 bil
lion rubles (2,466,400 transactions) respectively. The
number of individual accounts maintained via mobile
phones increased by 120% year on year, while the num
ber of accounts maintained by customers over the In
ternet rose 48.2%.
The bank card market continued its steady expan
sion. Over the year, the number of bank cards gained
38.4% to 103.5 million. This was largely a result of nu
merous ‘wage projects’ and growth (of 58.0% over the
year) in the number of credit cards connected with con
sumer lending. As of January 1, 2008, the number of cred
it cards stood at 8.9 million.
A rise in worker migration led to sustained growth of
the Russian money transfer market, which increased by
an estimated annual rate of 60—80%. In 2007, the num
ber of remittances made by credit institutions on the in
structions of individual clients without opening a bank
account, including those effected through money trans
fer systems, reached 721 million, and totalled 2,149.9 bil
lion rubles in value. At the same time, the shortage of
banking institutions in Russian regions led to greater use
of nonbank institutions, such as the Russian Postal Ser
vice, for money transfers.

I.1.4. Banking sector macroeconomic
performance indicators
Trends among major bank performance indicators
show that 2007 was a relatively successful year: the bank
ing sector demonstrated resistance to the external ad
versities of the second half of the year.
Significant improvements were seen among key in
dicators reflecting the role of the banking sector in the
economy and its share of GDP. Banking sector assets
relative to GDP increased by 9.1 percentage points to
61.4%. Banking sector capital to GDP edged up 1.8 points
year on year, to 8.1%. Household deposits relative to GDP
increased by 1.5 points to 15.6%. Credit to nonfinancial
organisations and households relative to GDP expanded
by 7.4 points to 37.3%.
As in the previous year, growth in banking sector as
sets was largely a result of greater lending. The ratio of
bank loans to GDP increased by 8.1 percentage points to
43.2%, while the share of bank loans in banking sector
total assets expanded from 67.2% to 70.5%. Lending to

4
Bank of Russia establishments, credit institutions and their branches, additional offices, operations offices, cash credit offices
and cash departments.
5
A transaction account is an individual or corporate account that may be used to effect payments.
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households saw the greatest increase, reaching 9.8% of
GDP, of which housing mortgage loans accounted for
1.9% of GDP.
The principal source of funds for credit institutions in
2007 was resources raised from the corporate sector:
relative to GDP, they gained 3.5 percentage points to

reach 20.5%, and their share in banking sector liabilities*
expanded by 0.9 points to 33.4%.
The favourable dynamics of all key banking sector
performance indicators amid their growth relative to GDP
indicate that the banking sector’s importance to the Rus
sian economy continues to grow.

* Here and below “liabilities” stand for “bank funds and profits (capital items in the balance sheet) plus liabilities” or the right side
of the accounting equation (total resources); this term is traditionally used in economic analysis in Russia along with “liabilities”.
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I.2. Institutional Aspects of Banking Sector Development

I.2.1. Banking sector quantitative
characteristics

I.2.2. Regional banking

The number of operating credit institutions fell from
1,189 to 1,136 in 2007 (see Chart 1.1). Fiftyfour credit
institutions had their banking licences revoked (can
celled), eight were struck off the State Register after
merging with other credit institutions, and 10 credit insti
tutions (with banking licences) came into operation.
The number of credit institutions had been in decline
for the third consecutive year. In 2005—2007, their num
ber dropped by 163.
The number of credit institutions decreased in the
Southern, Volga, Ural and Central Federal Districts, in
cluding Moscow and the Moscow Region, where the num
ber of credit institutions fell by 39 during the year. In the
NorthWestern Federal District, the number of credit in
stitutions rose by one, while in other federal districts it
remained unchanged.
The branch networks of credit institutions continued
to expand in the year under review. The number of branch
es of operating credit institutions, excluding Sberbank,
increased from 2,422 to 2,646 during the year. Sberbank
continued to optimise its branch network, and the num
ber of its branches in 2007 fell by 50 (see also III.2).
As of January 1, 2008, as was the case a year earlier,
in all federal districts except the Central Federal District,
the number of branches of banks based in other regions
exceeded the number of local credit institutions and their
branches.

In 2007, the number of regional banks6 decreased
from 582 as of January 1, 2007, to 568 as of January 1,
2008. However, regional bank assets in 2007 grew at a
faster rate (49.0%) than banking sector total assets
(which gained 44.1%). As a result, the share of regional
banks in banking sector total assets climbed from 14.4%
to 14.9% as of January 1, 2008.
The capital (own funds) of regional banks increased
45.6% in 2007 to 400.1 billion rubles, while the share of
regional bank capital in banking sector total capital con
tracted from 16.2% as of January 1, 2007, to 15.0%.
The activity of regional banks continued to be profit
able in 2007. They posted a profit of 75.3 billion rubles,
an increase of 41.1% on 2006. As of January 1, 2008,
profitmaking regional banks accounted for 99.7% of to
tal regional banks (against 99.3% as of January 1, 2007),
while their share in regional bank assets remained un
changed at 99.9%.
As previously, the highest level of density of banking
services in 2007 was registered in the Central Federal Dis
trict, followed by the NorthWestern and Volga Federal
Districts. It should be noted that Moscow, which has the
highest density level, ensures the Central Federal Dis
trict’s leading position. St Petersburg, the Kaliningrad and
Novosibirsk Regions, and the Republic of Altai are also
well provided with banking services.
The density of banking services remains low in the
Ural, Far Eastern, Siberian and Southern Federal Districts.
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The lowest density level was registered, as in the past, in
the Republics of Ingushetia and Daghestan.

I.2.3. Concentration of banking activity
The share of the top 200 credit institutions in terms
of assets in 2007 expanded from 90.6% to 91.6% of bank
ing sector total assets, while the share of the top five
banks remained virtually unchanged at 42.3% as of Jan
uary 1, 2008 (the figure was 42.5% as of January 1, 2007).
The top 200 credit institutions in terms of capital ac
counted for 89.7% of banking sector total capital as of
January 1, 2008 (against 87.4% as of January 1, 2007),
while the top five banks accounted for 43.2% (against
35.9% as of January 1, 2007).
The number of credit institutions with capital in ex
cess of the ruble equivalent of 5 million euros in 2007 in
creased from 676 to 726, or 7.4% (the total capital of this
group of banks grew 59.1%), while their share in banking
sector total capital expanded from 98.0% to 98.9% (see
Chart 1.2).
The presence of a significant number of small credit
institutions in the banking sector (36.1% of operating
credit institutions had capital of less than the ruble equiv
alent of 5 million euros) caused low asset, credit, and
capital concentration in the Russian banking sector. This
has been confirmed by the dynamics of the internation
ally accepted HerfindahlHirschman Index (HHI)7 (see
Chart 1.3). As of January 1, 2008, the asset concentra
tion index was 0.078. In the previous two years, this fig
ure declined from 0.092 to 0.079. Meanwhile, the con
centration of lending to nonfinancial organisations in
creased from 0.115 to 0.123 over the year, remaining at
a moderate level.
Only the household deposit market had a high con
centration level, despite a sustained downward trend. As
of January 1, 2008, the HHI in this segment of the market
stood at 0.269 (against 0.403 four years earlier). The sig

nificant decline of the HHI during the past few years has
been largely a result of Sberbank’s falling share of the
household deposit market. The deposit insurance system
has had a favourable effect on market competition.
Although the capital concentration level rose from
0.053 to 0.078 in 2007, it remains low. Its increase has
been due to considerable growth in capital as a result of
IPOs launched by two large Russian banks in the first half
of 2007.
The HHI for assets in federal districts remained at a
moderate level in 2007 (see Chart 1.4). The highest as
set concentration was registered in the Southern Feder
al District, where the HHI in 2007 declined from 0.177 to
0.146. Low concentration levels were registered in the
Central and Ural Federal Districts, where the HHI stood
at 0.065 and 0.086 respectively as of January 1, 2008
(compared to 0.066 and 0.083 respectively as of Janu
ary 1, 2007). In other federal districts, the HHI for assets
declined during the year under review and remained at a
moderate level.

I.2.4. Interaction between banking sector
and other financial market segments
The crisis on international financial markets in the
second half of 2007 provoked an outflow of capital from
emerging markets, which influenced the situation on the
Russian financial market. Many of its growth indicators in
2007 demonstrated more moderate dynamics than in
2006.
Corporate securities market. The rise of major
price indicators on the Russian stock market slowed
down in 2007. The MICEX index gained 12%, and at the
end of the year stood at 1,888.86 points, while the RTS
index (see Chart 1.5) rose 19% to 2,290.51 points (in
2006, MICEX gained 68% and RTS 71%). The moderate
growth of the Russian stock market price indices in 2007
slowed growth in market capitalisation as compared with
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The HerfindahlHirschman Index is recommended by the Compilation Guide on Financial Soundness Indicators drafted by the
IMF as a measure of concentration in the banking sector.
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Russian banking sector concentration levels
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2006. The capitalisation of the RTS increased 38%
(against 190% in 2006) and at the end of 2007 stood at
$1,328.8 billion (32.6 trillion rubles).
The aggregate turnover of secondary trade in shares
of Russian issuers on the three major Russian exchang
es (the MICEX, St Petersburg and RTS stock exchanges)
increased 20% in 2007 year on year, to reach 15.8 trillion
rubles. The share of bank equities in the total volume of
secondary stock trade on these exchanges more than
doubled in 2007, reaching 13%. This was due to growth
in the number of bank shares traded on the Russian stock
market, and to growth in banking sector share trading.
The value of registered bank share issues decreased
13% in 2007 year on year, and stood at 201.7 billion ru
bles at par.
Although banks’ investments in Russian equities in
creased 60% in 2007, the bank share in the structure of
investment on the Russian stock market was less than 2%.
The issue of corporate bonds on the domestic mar
ket declined slightly in 2007. Rubledenominated bonds
with total nominal value of 456.0 billion rubles were placed
on the MICEX (464.4 billion rubles in bonds were placed
in 2006). Growth in the corporate bond portfolio slowed
in 2007. The value of outstanding corporate bonds on the
domestic market increased 39% year on year (in 2006, it
grew 80%), and stood at 1,257.1 billion rubles at par8.
The value of registered bank bond issues increased
160% in 2007 year on year to reach 298.6 billion rubles
at par.
The aggregate turnover of secondary trade in corpo
rate bonds on the three major Russian trading floors, in
terms of the volume of these transactions (the MICEX,
RTS and SPBEX) increased 50% in 2007 year on year,
reaching 2.7 trillion rubles. At the same time, the MICEX
accounted for more than 99% of all corporate bond
trades. The share of bank bonds in the overall turnover of
secondary trade in corporate bonds on the three ex
changes expanded to 19% in 2007 (against 12% in 2006).
Growth in bank investments in corporate bonds
slowed in 2007. As a result, the banking sector’s share of
investors on the ruble corporate bond market (excluding
repos) contracted from 50% in 2006 to 41% in 2007.
Banks remained lead managers, financial consultants,
paying agents and underwriters on the corporate bond
market.
Government securities market. In 2007, the gov
ernment securities market demonstrated growth in vol
ume and higher activity among market players. Over the
year, the nominal value of outstanding federal loan bonds
(OFZ) on the market increased 19.6% to 1,047.4 billion
rubles. The total volume of primary placements at Minis
try of Finance auctions reached 252 billion rubles, against
190.7 billion rubles in 2006.
Turnover on the secondary OFZ market expanded
180% in 2007, totalling 1,501.1 billion rubles at market
prices, against 536.4 billion rubles in 2006. The volume
of transactions in the main system of trading increased
8

45.7% to 491.9 billion rubles, and the volume of offboard
trades grew by 5.1 times to 1,009.1 billion rubles. Most
of transactions on the secondary government bonds mar
ket were closed in September and October (765.0 billion
rubles).
The gross yield index for government bonds calcu
lated by the MICEX ranged between 6.42% and 6.65%
for most of the year under review. It surged in September
(to a record high of 6.93%) as a result of a sharp drop in
demand on the OFZ market, caused by a shortage of ru
ble resources. However, by the end of the month, the OFZ
gross yield index had recovered to 6.6% due to Bank of
Russia purchases of OFZ bonds on the secondary mar
ket and stronger demand for government bonds from
passive investors. As a result, in 2007, this index gained
6 basis points to reach 6.5%.
Despite larger market turnover, market liquidity re
mained low. Government bonds held limited appeal to in
vestors due to their low yields, and the high concentration
of bonds (more than 35% of total volume) in the portfolios
of passive investors, such as Sberbank and the Pension
Fund of the Russian Federation, which used the ‘buyand
hold’ strategy. The nonresident share of the OFZ market
remained a negligible 0.8% at the end of 2007.
Foreign exchange market. The situation on the
domestic foreign exchange market for most of 2007 (in
the 1st, 2nd and 4th quarters of the year), as in the previous
year, was characterised by an excess of supply over de
mand amid a substantial inflow of foreign exchange from
capital and foreign trade operations, conducted against
a background of favourable prices on world energy mar
kets. In August and September, however, the domestic
foreign exchange market experienced a situation that was
atypical of recent years. The liquidity squeeze on world
financial markets, and the capital outflow from Russia and
other emerging markets that followed the US mortgage
crisis, in the midAugust provoked a steep rise in demand
for foreign currency on the domestic market. Bank of
Russia interventions offset the foreign currency shortage
on the domestic market during that period. In late August
and September, the supply of foreign currency matched
demand on the domestic market, while in the 4th quarter
supply began to outstrip demand again, as the private
capital inflow resumed and the banking sector experi
enced a new liquidity shortage.
The exchange rate dynamics of the major world cur
rencies against the ruble in 2007 were affected by ex
change rate trends on the international market and poli
cies pursued by the Bank of Russia. In 2007, the official
rate of the US dollar against the ruble depreciated 6.8%,
while the official euro rate appreciated 3.6%.
The expansion of exportimport operations and sub
stantial capital flows stimulated activity on the domestic
foreign exchange market. As a result, the average daily
turnover of interbank spot trades in all currency pairs in
creased 80% in 2007 year on year, from $42 billion to
$74.7 billion.

According to news agency Cbonds.ru.
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Ruble/dollar trades prevailed in the currency struc
ture of the interbank spot market, but their share con
tracted significantly — from 64% in 2006 to 52%. The
average daily currency turnover in interbank spot trans
actions with the US dollar grew 74% to $70.6 billion, while
the average daily turnover of similar trades with the euro
increased 110% to $24.1 billion. Turnover also grew in
trades with the Japanese yen, the British pound and the
Swiss franc.
There was a rise in traders’ activity on exchanges in
2007. On the STS, aggregate ruble/dollar trade turnover
expanded 53.8% year on year to reach $1,445.6 billion.
STS aggregate ruble/euro exchange trade turnover grew
140% to 30.2 billion euros.
As in 2006, spot transactions in 2007 accounted for
most interbank foreign exchange market trades (about
97%). The average daily currency turnover of interbank
forward trades in 2007 increased 58% to $2.2 billion.
Nonbank financial organisations
Insurance companies9. The main reasons for the
reduction in the number of insurance companies (by 6.6%
to 857) in 2007 were the tightening of the legislative re
quirements for their capitalisation, and an increase in the
number of mergers and acquisitions. The aggregate au
thorised capital of insurance companies increased 2.9%
to 157.9 billion rubles, while the share of foreign funds in
its structure more than doubled, and as of January 1,
2008, stood at 9.9%. As was the case a year earlier, the
development of the insurance business accelerated
overall. The value of insurance premiums increased
27.1% to 776.0 billion rubles, and indemnities by 36.6%
to 481.9 billion rubles. Property and compulsory medical
insurance continued to have a significant impact on the
dynamics of aggregate insurance premiums. For the first

time in recent years, the value of life assurance premi
ums increased (by 42.0%), mainly due to the almost com
plete abolishment of taxsaving ‘wage’ schemes from this
segment of the market.
Unit investment funds10. The number of unit invest
ment funds (PIFs) grew by 383 to 1,024 in 2007, com
pared to an increase of 246 in 2006. However, the aggre
gate net assets (ANA) of PIFs, which reached 745.1 bil
lion rubles as of January 1, 2008, increased by 2.5 per
centage points less (77.2%) than a year earlier. The net
flow of funds to PIFs, valued at 257.4 billion rubles in 2007,
accounted for 73.9% of growth in ANA, but unlike in 2006,
closedend trusts accounted for almost all of this sum
(95.1%). The share of openend and interval funds in ANA
contracted from 35.9% to 25.1%, while the net flow of
funds to these trusts decreased by a factor of 3.7 to
12.7 billion rubles. For the first time in recent years, there
was a fall (of 28%) in the ANA of interval funds, due to the
transformation of some of them into openend PIFs.
Nongovernment pension funds11. There was a
slowing of growth in nongovernment pension funds
(NPF) in 2007. According to preliminary data, the ag
gregate volume of property owned by the 240 NPF that
presented their reports equalled 602.8 billion rubles as
of January 1, 2008, representing an increase of 17.1%,
compared to a 49.5% rise in 2006. Pension reserves
grew 16.7% to 472.9 billion rubles (in 2006, they in
creased 46.1%). One reason for the weaker NPF per
formance indicators was small growth in the number of
their members — 5.2% in 2007. Pension savings in
creased 170% to 26.8 billion rubles as of January 1,
2008. The number of new contracts for the management
of pension savings in 2007 was the highest (1.5 million)
in the period since NPFs appeared in the compulsory
pension insurance system.

9

According to data provided by the Federal Insurance Supervision Service (FISS).
According to data provided by Cbonds.ru. news agency.
11
According to data provided by the Federal Financial Market Service.
10
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I.3. Banking Operations

I.3.1. The dynamics and structure of
borrowed funds
Despite crisis episodes on world financial markets,
Russian credit institutions continued during 2007 to
strengthen their resource base, a process accompanied
by structural changes in banking sector liabilities* (see
Chart 1.6).

The balances in customer accounts 12 increased
42.3% in 2007 to 12,053.1 billion rubles, but their share
in banking sector liabilities contracted from 60.3% to
59.5%.
As the economic situation remained generally posi
tive, the principal source of resource base growth among
credit institutions in 2007, as in 2006, was funds raised
from organisations13, which increased 48.1% (against
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54.8% in 2006). The share of these funds in banking sec
tor total liabilities expanded from 32.5% to 33.4% (see
Chart 1.7). Funds raised from enterprises accounted for
35.5% of overall growth in banking sector liabilities.
The balances in settlement and other accounts, i.e.
shortterm resources, accounted for slightly less than
47.0% of funds raised from organisations as of January
1, 2008. Over the year, they increased 34.3% and ac
counted for 15.7% of banking sector liabilities (against
16.8% as of January 1, 2007).
The balances in settlement and other accounts
with small and mediumsized banks based in Mos
cow and the Moscow Region, as well as other regions,
accounted for the largest share of funds raised from
organisations (81.1% and 73.5% respectively). The
reason for this is that the customer base of these
banks consists mainly of small and mediumsized
businesses. As of January 1, 2008, the share of the
balances in settlement and other accounts in the lia
bilities of these groups of banks exceeded the bank
ing sector average level of 15.7%, and stood at 36.3%
and 25.6% respectively.
At the same time, the bulk of funds accumulated
by the banking sector in settlement and other ac
counts were the funds of large private banks (41.4%)
and statecontrolled banks (28.3%).
Corporate deposits grew faster than other funds
raised from organisations in 2007. They increased 67.5%
against 64.8% in 2006, and their share in banking sector
total liabilities expanded from 11.0% to 12.8%. Within this
source of funds, deposits with maturities in excess of one
year increased 90.2%, and as of January 1, 2008, ac
counted for 33.7% of total corporate deposits (against
29.7% as of January 1, 2007).
The strongest growth in corporate deposits was reg
istered in banks with a government interest, and banks
controlled by foreign capital. Corporate deposits with
large private banks continue to increase, albeit at a slow
er rate. The main drivers of growth are the high level of
customer confidence in large banks, and the wider range
of services they provide.
Corporate deposits placed with these three groups
of banks accounted for 95.5% of total corporate depos
its taken by the banking sector (see Table 1.1).

Other funds raised by banks also continued to grow
in 2007. Although their volume increased 58.8%, their
share in banking sector liabilities remained small — 4.5%
as of January 1, 2008 (4.1% as of January 1, 2007). Funds
raised from nonresident corporate entities accounted for
95.0% of this item. In 2007, they increased 61.4% in vol
ume, and most of these funds (92.3%) were obtained for
terms in excess of one year.
Household deposits remain a major source of bank
funds. However, growth in the volume of household de
posits, which reached 5,136.8 billion rubles at the end of
2007, slowed from 37.7% in 2006 to 35.4%, and their
share in banking sector total liabilities contracted from
27.0% to 25.4%. Nevertheless, household deposits re
mained the most steadily growing source of banking sec
tor resources in 2007. They accounted for 22% of growth
in banking sector liabilities. Growth in household depos
its slowed slightly, as households showed a greater in
terest in alternative investments, such as PIFs, as well as
Sberbank and VTB shares.
Depositors continued to show a preference for hold
ing their savings in the national currency during 2007:
ruble operations accounted for 97.0% of total growth in
household deposits. Growth in rubledenominated house
hold deposits in 2007 stood at 41.3%, while foreign cur
rencydenominated deposits14 grew 13.5% (in 2006, the
figures were 51.9% and 2.4% respectively). As a result,
the share of ruble deposits in total household deposits in
2007 expanded from 83.4% to 87.0%. This process is one
manifestation of the dedollarisation of the economy,
which in 2007 was accompanied by a contraction of the
foreign currency component of banking sector total lia
bilities, from 24.8% to 22.8%.
In 2007, household deposits with maturities in excess
of one year increased 39.0% and their share in banking
sector total household deposits expanded from 61.0% to
62.6%.
Competition on the household deposit market con
tinued to intensify. While household deposits with credit
institutions, excluding Sberbank, increased 40.7% in
2007, household deposits with Sberbank grew 30.8%. As
a result, Sberbank’s market share contracted from 53.3%
to 51.4%, or by 1.9 percentage points (in 2006, it con
tracted by 1.1 percentage points).

Corporate
deposits

TABLE 1.1

Corporate deposits
as % of bank liabilities
Statecontrolled banks
Banks controlled by foreign capital
Large private banks
Mediumsized and small banks based in Moscow
and the Moscow Region
Regional mediumsized and small banks
14

1.01.07
7.8
17.3
13.1

1.01.08
11.1
15.9
14.5

6.0
7.2

7.2
7.6

In dollar terms.
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Household deposits with statecontrolled banks
accounted for 37.1% of these banks’ liabilities as of
January 1, 2008 (against 42.5% as of January 1,
2007), and for 57.0% of total household deposits in
the banking sector. Household deposits with state
controlled banks, excluding Sberbank, accounted for
10.9% of liabilities of this group of banks as of Janu
ary 1, 2008, and 6.0% of banking sector total house
hold deposits.
Household deposits with regional small and me
diumsized banks accounted for 35.3% of these
banks’ liabilities, exceeding the banking sector aver
age by 10 percentage points. The share of house
hold deposits with small and mediumsized banks in
Moscow and the Moscow Region in these banks’ lia
bilities expanded from 13.7% to 15.5% in 2007.
In banks controlled by foreign capital, the share
of household deposits in liabilities contracted from
14.0% to 13.2% in 2007.
Funds raised by credit institutions by the issuing of
debt obligations increased to 1,176.1 billion rubles in vol
ume, or 15.5% (against 35.9% in 2006), while their share
in banking sector liabilities contracted from 7.2% in 2006
to 5.8%. The lower share of debt obligations in liabilities
was due to slower growth in the value of promissory notes
issued by banks (from 28.6% in 2006 to 4.0% in 2007).
Promissory notes remain the predominant type of debt
obligations issued by banks, although their share con
tracted from 77.6% in 2006 to 69.9% in 2007.
The value of bonds issued by banks increased 70%,
and savings certificates 40%, but their share in banking
sector liabilities remained small, at 1.5% (compared to
1.3% as of January 1, 2007).
Bank bond issue on the domestic financial market
continues to be restrained by high costs, and the weaker
situation on the debt market, caused by instability on
world financial markets in the second half of 2007. The
inclusion of bonds in the Bank of Russia Lombard list is a
major stimulus for bond issuers.
Funds raised on the interbank market continued to
play a major role in liabilities. In 2007, obligations on in
terbank loans grew 62.2% (against 59.3% in 2006), to
reach 2,807.4 billion rubles. Their share in banking sec
tor liabilities expanded from 12.3% to 13.9%.
Russian credit institutions continued to actively
raise funds on the international interbank market: as of
January 1, 2008, loans from nonresident banks ac
counted for 76.1% of total interbank loans received
(see Chart 1.8). The volume of obligations on loans re
ceived from nonresident banks in 2007 increased 56.5%
(against 74.1% in 2006). Nearly twothirds of loans were
raised on the international interbank market with maturi
ties in excess of one year (69.5% as of January 1, 2008,
and 64.3% as of January 1, 2007).
The opportunities for Russian banks to borrow from
nonresidents were affected by foreign investors’ global
reassessment of risks on emerging markets in the sec
ond half of 2007. This resulted in growth (of 150—200
basis points) in borrowing costs, accompanied by a low

ering by foreign creditors of limits set for Russian coun
terparties, in particular mediumsized and small banks
with either low credit ratings or no ratings.
Nevertheless, loans from nonresident banks are an
attractive source of funds, being available at a price and
volume unobtainable in Russia under market terms and
conditions.
Therefore, the most active takers of interbank
loans from nonresidents were banks controlled by
foreign capital (interbank loans accounted for 22.5%
of these banks’ liabilities), statecontrolled banks
(8.8% of liabilities), and large private banks (9.1% of
liabilities).
These three groups of banks accounted for vir
tually the entire volume of loans obtained on the in
ternational interbank market.
Mediumsized and small banks, including those
based in Moscow, raise virtually no funds on interna
tional markets. Loans obtained from nonresident
banks accounted for 0.4% of liabilities among small
and mediumsized banks based in Moscow and the
Moscow Region, and 0.25% of regional banks’ liabil
ities.
In the second half of 2007, growth in interbank loans
obtained on the domestic market accelerated from 18.4%
in the first half to 55.0%. Overall growth in these loans in
2007 (83.5%) far outstripped growth in loans taken on
the international financial market (56.5%). However, the
share of interbank loans obtained on the domestic mar
ket accounted for 3.3% of banking sector liabilities as of
January 1, 2008, while the share of loans raised on inter
national markets accounted for 10.6% (as of January 1,
2007, 2.6% and 9.7% respectively).

I.3.2. Asset dynamics and structure
In 2007, the Russian banking sector continued its
dynamic development despite the crisis on world finan
cial markets in the second half of the year. Banking sec
tor total assets in 2007 increased 44.1%, as in 2006,
reaching 20,241.1 billion rubles. This growth confirms the
Russian banking sector’s resistance to external negative
influences. Banking sector total assets relative to GDP
climbed from 52.2% as of January 1, 2007, to 61.4% as
of January 1, 2008.
Statecontrolled and large private banks ac
counted for the majority of banking sector total as
sets (39.2% and 35.5% respectively). The medium
sized and small banks based in Moscow and the Mos
cow Region accounted for just 3.9% of banking sec
tor assets, and regional mediumsized and small
banks accounted for 3.7%.
The share of banks controlled by foreign capital
expanded from 12.1% to 17.2% of banking sector
assets.
It should be noted that growth in assets of large
private banks weakened due to slower growth in cred
it to nonfinancial organisations and investments in
debt obligations. Slower growth in banking opera
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Loans, deposits and other funds raised on international markets
(as % of total value)
As of January 1, 2007

As of January 1, 2008
16.9

44.6

CHART 1.8

19.7

42.3
4.2

4.2
11.9
15.5
22.4

18.3

From resident credit institutions in rubles
From resident credit institutions in foreign currency
From nonresident banks in rubles
From nonresident banks in foreign currency for up to 1 year
From nonresident banks in foreign currency for more than 1 year

tions, which are the main sources of profits, may
eventually have a negative effect on the financial per
formance of this group of credit institutions.
The asset growth of 69% was due to the expansion
of credit to nonfinancial organisations and house
holds. Total credit extended to this category of borrow
ers increased 53.0% in 2007 to 12,288.3 billion rubles,
and its share in banking sector assets expanded from
57.2% to 60.7% (for changes in asset structure, see
Chart 1.9). The structure of credit to nonfinancial or
ganisations and households by group of banks altered
in 2007 (see Table 1.2).
Credit extended to nonfinancial organisations con
tinued to dominate the structure of the banking sector
loan portfolio. In 2007, it increased 51.6% (against 39.6%
in 2006) to reach 9,046.2 billion rubles, while its share in
assets expanded from 42.5% to 44.7%. Seventyfour
percent of operating credit institutions increased lend
ing to nonfinancial organisations. Most of these loans
(73.6%) were rubledenominated. One factor behind the
accelerated growth in credit to nonfinancial organisa
tions was further improvements in their financial stand
ing. Data released by credit institutions indicates that
credit to nonfinancial organisations increased most rap
idly in the construction sector (by 85.1%), agriculture,
hunting and forestry (56.4%) and transport and commu
nications (50.8%).
The share of longterm loans (with maturities exceed
ing one year) expanded from 45.9% in 2006 to 51.6% in
2007, of which with maturities exceeding three years from
18.6% to 23.9%. Growth in this type of credit continues

to outstrip overall growth in credit to nonfinancial organ
isations, a process testifying to the growing role played
by the banking sector in maintaining investor activity in
the economy.
Statecontrolled and large private banks play the
leading role in meeting nonfinancial organisations’
demand for longterm credit. The share of this group
of banks in total loans with maturities exceeding one
year in the banking sector as a whole stood at 80.8%
as of January 1, 2008 (against 84.2% as of January 1,
2007).
Banks continued to actively increase lending to
households, although growth in this type of credit slowed
slightly — from 75.1% in 2006 to 57.0% in 2007. Loans to
households as a share in total bank loans expanded from
21.9% to 22.7%, and in banking sector total assets from
14.7% to 16.0%. In 2007, the number of banks with a
share of credit to households exceeding 20% rose from
295 to 324. Most of the loans extended to households
(87.3%) were rubledenominated.
Statecontrolled and large private banks domi
nate the household lending market, accounting re
spectively for 41.0% and 32.2% of the banking sec
tor total household loans.
Foreigncontrolled banks are actively expanding
their presence on the retail market with their share in
the household lending market increasing from 14.0%
to 18.8% in 2007.
Loans to households made up the largest share
of the loan portfolio of regional mediumsized and
small banks (33.4% as of January 1, 2008), followed

Loans to nonfinancial organisations and households by group of banks
as % of banking sector total
Statecontrolled banks
Banks controlled by foreign capital
Large private banks
Mediumsized and small banks based in Moscow and Moscow Region
Regional mediumsized and small banks
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Banking sector asset structure
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Accounts with the Bank of Russia
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Fixed and intangible assets
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by banks controlled by foreign capital (24.8%), state
controlled banks (22.1%), large private banks
(22.0%), and mediumsized and small banks based
in Moscow and the Moscow Region (16.2%).
Housing mortgage lending increased rapidly in 2007.
Debt on this type of loans rose by a factor of 2.6. Despite
significant growth in the share of housing mortgage loans
in total loans to households15 (from 12.5% to 20.6%), their
share in assets remained small (3.0% as of January 1,
2008). Most housing mortgage loans (73.0%) were ru
bledenominated.
Most housing mortgage loans were extended in
2007 by statecontrolled banks (41.1%) and large
private banks (37.5%). However, the share of hous
ing mortgage loans in the assets of these groups of
banks was small (about 3.2% as of January 1, 2008).
As of January 1, 2008, only four banks had a more
than 50% share of housing mortgage loans among
their assets, these banks being specialised in extend
ing this type of loans to households.
Credit institutions became slightly more active on the
securities market in 2007. Securities portfolios held by
banks increased 30.2% (against 27.4% in 2006), and as
of January 1, 2008, aggregated 2,554.7 billion rubles,
while their share in banking sector assets contracted from
14.0% to 12.6%. Most of the growth in securities portfo
lios was registered during the first half of 2007 (39.0%).
In the third quarter, banks’ securities portfolios fell by
10.7%, largely due to a reduction in debt portfolios
prompted by the need to create a ‘liquidity cushion’.
Statecontrolled and large private banks were
the largest holders of debt obligations by the begin
ning of 2008. They owned respectively 40.8% and
34.1% of total debt obligations acquired by the
banking sector.
15

The share of equities in the securities portfolios of
credit institutions expanded slightly in 2007 (from 19.9%
to 24.6%), due to the reduced share of debt obligations
and discounted promissory notes (see Chart 1.10).
Stock market fluctuations had no negative impact on
investments in equities. These investments increased
61.0% in 2007 (against 33.5% in 2006); the volume of
these investments reached 629.6 billion rubles, while their
share in banking sector total assets expanded from 2.8%
to 3.1%.
The portfolio of promissory notes discounted by
banks increased 9.5% in 2007 amid a reduction in their
share of banking sector assets from 1.6% to 1.2%. Rus
sian banks’ promissory notes accounted for 79.1% of the
discounted promissory notes portfolio (72.9% as of Jan
uary 1, 2007), and their volume increased 18.9% in 2007
to 198.7 billion rubles. The volume of promissory notes
issued by other Russian organisations fell by 14.0%, and
their share in total discounted promissory notes contract
ed from 25.4% to 19.9%.
As previously, mediumsized and small banks
based in Moscow and the Moscow Region were the
most active buyers of promissory notes, although the
share of discounted promissory notes in their assets
contracted from 8.5% as of January 1, 2007, to 6.9%
as of January 1, 2008.
The biggest growth was registered in the majority in
terest portfolio (shares of associates and subsidiaries) (by
78.0%). Growth in their trading books to derive current
income was slower at 41.8%. The volume of the invest
ment portfolio rose 9.1%.
Claims on interbank loans in the banking sector as a
whole increased 36.9% in volume in 2007 (against 55.0%
in 2006) to reach 1,418.1 billion rubles, while their share
in banking sector assets contracted from 7.4% to 7.0%.

Household loans are loans extended to resident individuals of the Russian Federation, excluding selfemployed entrepreneurs.
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Securities portfolios held by credit institutions
(including discounted promissory notes), %
As of January 1, 2007
11.7

CHART 1.10

As of January 1, 2008
9.8
27.4

19.9

22.7

24.6
3.9

15.1

12.7

20.5
5.3

11.8

2.5

7.0

5.0

Russian government debt obligations
Bank of Russia debt obligations*
Russian corporate debt obligations
Resident banks’ debt obligations
Debt obligations of nonresidents, including banks
Other debt obligations
Equities
Discounted promissory notes

* Pursuant to Bank of Russia Ordinance No. 1757U, dated December 11, 2006, Bank of Russia debt obligations have been
recorded separately in the chart of accounts since February 1, 2007.

Unlike in 2006, the most rapid growth in 2007 was reg
istered in funds placed on the domestic interbank mar
ket, which gained 52.6% (against 17.4% in 2006), while
their share in banking sector assets expanded from 2.6%
to 2.8%.
At the same time, growth in funds placed with non
resident banks slowed significantly in 2007 (from 88.9%
in 2006 to 28.2%). The share of claims on nonresident
banks in 2007 contracted from 4.7% to 4.2% of banking
sector assets. The share of loans with maturities exceed

ing one year increased from 19.7% to 29.7% of total loans
extended to nonresident banks in 2007.
Slower growth in credit to nonresident banks
was registered in 2007 in virtually all groups of Rus
sian banks. Banks that continued to place funds with
nonresident banks were generally statecontrolled,
or large private banks. Loans extended by these
groups of banks to nonresident borrowers totalled
665.0 billion rubles, or 78.1% of total credit extend
ed by Russian banks to nonresident banks.
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I.4. Financial Performance of Credit Institutions

Banking sector
financial results

Capital multiplier
(financial leverage)
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Profits made by operating credit institutions in 2007
amounted to 508.0 billion rubles (see Chart 1.11), and
factoring in the financial results of previous years, reached
627.0 billion rubles (in 2006, 371.5 billion and 444.7 bil
lion rubles respectively).
Banking sector profits grew 36.7% in 2007 (against
41.8% in 2006).
The share of profitmaking credit institutions expand
ed from 98.4% to 98.9% of total credit institutions, while
the number of lossmaking credit institutions fell from 18
to 11 (from 1.5% to 1.0% of total credit institutions). In
2007, credit institutions incurred total losses of 900 mil
lion rubles (against 800 million rubles in 2006).
The distribution of the various groups of banks in
terms of their contributions to the aggregate finan
cial result corresponds on the whole to their share in
banking sector assets. The largest contribution to the
financial result came from statecontrolled banks,
accounting for 40.3% (their share in banking sector
assets was 39.2%), large private banks, accounting
for 36.3% (35.5% of banking sector assets) and for
eigncontrolled banks, making up 16.3% (17.2% of
banking sector assets).
The return on banking sector assets in 2007 stood at
3.0%, and the return on equity* was 22.7% (in 2006, the
figures were 3.2% and 26.3% respectively)16. Over the
year, 646 banks, making up 56.9% of total operating cred
it institutions, improved their return on assets, and 697
banks, or 61.4% of the total, improved their return on

billion rubles

I.4.1. Financial results

1.01.03 1.01.04 1.01.05 1.01.06 1.01.07 1.01.08
Current financial result (current profits (+)/ losses (—)
Number of credit institutions with past year losses

equity. Slower growth in profits and profitability of credit
institutions was, to some extent, a result of overcoming
the liquidity shortage in the banking sector in August
November 2007.
In addition, analysis of the factors behind the low
er return on equity in 2007 shows that it was due to re
duced financial leverage (capital multiplier). Profit mar
gins and the return on assets changed slightly on 2006,
which may indicate efficiency among banks in 2007.
Financial leverage decreased, as capital grew faster
than banking sector assets, largely due to Sberbank
and VTB Bank IPOs.

Profit margin

Rate of return
on assets

Return on equity

Assets**
Financial result
Net income
Financial result
————————————— х ————————————— х ————————————— = —————————————
Capital**
Net income
Assets**
Capital**
2006

8.1116

0.4049

0.0799

0.2624

2007

7.5395

0.4044

0.0744

0.2268

In 2007, banks controlled by foreign capital dem
onstrated the strongest profitability indicators. State
controlled and large private banks had profitability in
dicators close to banking sector averages. Regional

mediumsized and small banks continued to far out
strip mediumsized and small banks based in Mos
cow and the Moscow Region in terms of profitability.
The latter remain the least profitable group of banks.

* To calculate this indicator regulatory capital, i.e. own funds are used.
** Average for period.
16
The return on assets is calculated as the ratio of the fullyear financial result before tax to bank assets, while the return on equity
is calculated as the ratio of the fullyear financial result before tax to capital. Assets and capital have been calculated as the annual
(chronological) averages for the period under review.
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Return on assets, %
2006
2007
3.5
3.2
3.0
3.1
3.3
2.9

Statecontrolled banks
Banks controlled by foreign capital
Large private banks
Mediumsized and small banks based in Moscow
and the Moscow Region
Regional mediumsized and small banks

2.1
2.9

Income from foreign exchange transactions ac
counted for the largest share of gross income among
operating credit institutions (36.9% in 2007 against
39.3% in 2006). However, the share of net income (in
come net of expense) from foreign exchange transac
tions remains small as a share of banking sector net cur
rent income.
The recovery of sums from fund and reserve accounts
continued to account for a large share (26.3%) of gross
income in 2007. The share of interest income expanded
from 14.2% as of January 1, 2007 to 15.4% as of January
1, 2008, and the share of income from securities trading
increased from 7.6% to 8.1% respectively.
Although their share contracted from 41.1% to 38.6%
during the year, expenses incurred in foreign exchange
transactions, and deductions to funds and reserves (the
share of these expenses contracted from 31.0% in 2006
to 30.0%), played a leading role in the structure of gross
expenses in 2007. The share of expenses incurred in se
curities trading expanded from 5.4% to 6.2% over the
year, while the share of interest expenses on raised funds
increased from 6.5% to 7.6%. The share of administra
tive expenses increased slightly, from 4.5% in 2006 to
4.7% in 2007.
Banking sector net current income17 is an important
analytical indicator. In 2007, it amounted to 1,255.9 bil
lion rubles, an increase of 36.9% on a year earlier. Its
structure (see Chart 1.12) was largely determined by con
tinued growth in credit investments. There was no signif
icant change in the net current income structure from
2006 in terms of the banking sector as a whole, or among
individual groups of credit institutions.
The main component of banking sector net current
income was net interest income, which accounted for
60.1% of net income in 2007 (against 59.9% in 2006).
Net interest income prevails in overall net current
income in all groups of banks, while its share is the
largest (about 70.0%) in statecontrolled banks.
The second most important element of net income is
net commission income. Its share has not altered signif
icantly. The figure was 27.6% in 2006 and 27.3% in 2007.
However, growth in commission income slowed, becom
ing comparable with growth in net interest income (in

9.8
17.9

11.9
18.7

2006, net commission income grew almost twice as fast
as interest income).
The share of net commission income by group of
banks ranges from 23.4% to 37.3%.
The share of income from securities trading and re
valuation contracted from 11.3% in 2006 to 10.1% in
2007, largely because in the third quarter of 2007, banks
restructured their assets, reducing financial investments
in order to maintain growth in credit, the principal source
of income from banking operations.
The share of net income from securities trading
and revaluation does not exceed 14.5% of net cur
rent income in any group of banks.
The share of net income from operations with foreign
exchange and foreign currency valuables, including ex
change rate differences, contracted from 4.5% in 2006
to 3.9% in 2007.
Maintenance and administrative expenses of credit
institutions increased 41.2% in 2007 (against 37.5% in

17

Structure of banking sector
current financial result
(net income and profit)
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I.4.2. Income and expense structure
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Financial result before making (recovering) provisions and without taking account of maintenance and administrative expenses.
Calculated in accordance with the Profit and Loss Statement of Credit Institutions (0409102 Form code).
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2006), and their share in net current income expanded to
46.8% (against 45.4% in 2006). This growth was partially
a result of banking business expansion.
Mediumsized and small banks based in Moscow
and the Moscow Region, and regional mediumsized
and small banks, had the largest share of mainte
nance and administrative expenses (about 60.0%).
Provisions made by credit institutions (net of those
recovered) increased 23.9% in 2007 to 160.1 billion ru
bles. At the same time, the share of net income allocated
to provisions contracted from 14.1% to 12.7%, as provi
sions (net of those recovered) grew slower than net cur
rent income. The ratio of pretax profit to net income re
mained unchanged from the previous year at 40.4% (at
the end of 2006, it stood at 40.5%).
It should be noted that the ratio of provisions to
net income decreased in 2007 in large private banks

(from 20.0% to 15.8%), mediumsized and small
banks based in Moscow and the Moscow Region
(from 16.7% to 9.5%), and regional mediumsized
and small banks (from 12.2% to 11.6%).
Analysis of the banking sector’s key financial perfor
mance indicators in 2007 shows that the Russian bank
ing system remains relatively stable. However, the num
ber of credit institutions without shortcomings in their
work fell from 194 to 148 in 2007, while the number of
credit institutions with few shortcomings rose from 932
to 946. Overall, the share of financially sound credit insti
tutions expanded from 94.7% to 96.3% of total credit in
stitutions in 2007. Accordingly, the share of problem
banks contracted over the year from 5.2% as of Janu
ary 1, 2007 to 3.5%. It is significant that financially sound
credit institutions in 2007 continued to account for the
largest share of banking sector total assets — 99.6%.
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II.1. Credit Risk

II.1.1. Loan portfolio quality
The level of credit risk facing Russian banks remains
moderate on the whole, according to their reported data.
The share of overdue debt in total credit extended by
banks in 2007 remained unchanged from the previous
year’s level of 1.3%. While credit and other placements
grew 51.1%, overdue loans increased 52.0%, and as of
January 1, 2008, reached 184.1 billion rubles. The main
reason for rising banking sector credit risk was that over
due loans to households grew faster (by 90%) than these
loans, which climbed 60%. However, in 2007 overdue
loans grew more slowly than in 2006.
The share of overdue loans in the loan portfolio
only expanded in large private banks (from 1.4% to
1.6%). Large private banks and mediumsized and
small banks based in Moscow and the Moscow Re
gion had the largest share of overdue loans in total
loans (1.6% each).
The level of overdue loans of the overwhelming ma
jority of credit institutions with overdue debt in their loan
portfolios did not rise above 4.0% (see Chart 2.1). The
number of these credit institutions increased from 743
as of January 1, 2007, to 769 as of January 1, 2008, and
their share in banking sector assets expanded from 92.0%
to 92.7%. The number of credit institutions with overdue
debt comprising no more than 1.0% of their loan portfoli
os rose from 441 to 468, and the number of credit institu
tions with an overdue debt ratio of 1% to 4% remained
virtually unchanged (302 credit institutions as of January
1, 2007, and 301 credit institutions as of January 1, 2008).
The number of credit institutions with overdue loans
of more than 8.0% in their loan portfolios fell from 45

to 27 in 2007, and their share in banking sector assets
stood at 1.6% as of January 1, 2008. In most cases,
loan loss provisions and collateral covered overdue
loans.
The level of Russian banking sector credit risk con
tinues to be determined primarily by the quality of loans
to nonfinancial organisations, which accounted for
63.4% of total loans as of January 1, 2008. The share of
overdue debt on loans to the nonfinancial organisations
contracted from 1.1% as of the beginning of 2007, to 0.9%
as of January 1, 2008. Among ruble loans, this figure de
creased from 1.3% as of January 1, 2007, to 1.1% as of
January 1, 2008, while for foreign currency loans, it de
clined from 0.6% to 0.5%.
Broken down by activity category (see Chart 2.2), the
overdue debt ratios were the highest: in wholesale and
retail trade, car, motorcycle, household appliances and
personal goods repair companies (1.4% against 1.6% as
of the end of 2006); manufacturing enterprises (1.2%
down from 1.7%) and oil, gas and mining enterprises
(0.8% against 0.9%).
The share of overdue debt in total loans to house
holds expanded from 2.6% to 3.1% in 2007. The share of
overdue debt on ruble loans increased from 2.9% as of
January 1, 2007, to 3.4% as of January 1, 2008, while the
share of overdue debt on foreign currency loans expand
ed from 1.2% to 1.4% during the period.
As of January 1, 2008, homogeneous loan portfolios
held 82% of loans to households. Meanwhile, the share
of portfolios with overdue debt in total loans to house
holds in homogeneous loan portfolios stood at 16.4%, of
which consumer loans comprised 14.1%, housing mort
gage loans 17.2%, and car loans 23.2%.

Credit institutions by share of overdue loans
in their portfolios

CHART 2.1
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Overdue debt as % of loans by activity category
as of January 1, 2008
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The share of standard loans stood at 53.2% of bank
ing sector total loan portfolio as of January 1, 2008, prob
lem loans 1.0%, and bad loans 1.2% (the respective per
centages as of January 1, 2007, were 51.6%, 1.2% and
1.5%). This is considerably lower than the level of credit
risk that can provoke a bad debt crisis18 (see Chart 2.3).
Statecontrolled banks had the largest share of
standard loans as of January 1, 2008 (58.7%); prob
lem and bad loans accounted for respective 0.8% and
1.3% of total loans extended. The largest shares of
problem and bad loans were typically in the portfoli
os of mediumsized and small banks based in Mos
cow and the Moscow Region (2.3% and 1.6% of total
loans respectively).
The number of credit institutions in which standard
loans accounted for more than half of their portfolios de
creased from 459 to 437 in 2007. The share of these
banks contracted from 62.9% as of January 1, 2007, to
42.1% as of January 1, 2008, due to the withdrawal of a
large bank from this group. Excluding this bank, the
share of credit institutions with more than 50% of stan
dard loans in their portfolios stood at 36.9% as of Janu
ary 1, 2007.
In all groups of banks, more than a third of banks
had over 50% of standard loans.
Throughout 2007, credit institutions maintained a
high ratio of loan loss provisions. On virtually all reporting
dates, loan loss provisions of the overwhelming majority
of banks met the required minimum19. As of January 1,
2008, 1,070 banks had loan loss provisions of at least
100% of imputed provisions adjusted for collateral, and
their share in banking sector assets stood at 99.2% (a
total of 1,118 banks, which had accounted for 98.8% of
banking sector assets a year earlier).

Total loan loss provisions made as of January 1, 2008,
accounted for 3.4% of actual loans, 35.1% of problem
loans, and 86.9% of bad loans (a year earlier the respec
tive figures were 4.1%, 37.1% and 82.9%).

II.1.2. Credit risk concentration
According to reported data, the number of credit in
stitutions that violated the N6 ratio (maximum risk per
borrower or a group of related borrowers) in 2007 fell from
309 to 250.
Five credit institutions (four in 2006) violated the N7
ratio (large credit exposures exceeding 5% of a bank’s
capital)20 during the year.
Banking sector large credit risks (riskweighted large
credit exposures net of provisions) increased 39.0% in
2007, to reach 5,661.6 billion rubles, while total loans

18

Quality of banking sector
loan portfolio
as of January 1, 2008 (%)
8.8
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According to international banking supervision practice, credit risk is considered high if nonperforming loans exceed 10% of the
aggregate loan portfolio.
19
Starting from reports as of September 1, 2004, Bank of Russia Regulation No. 254P, dated March 26, 2004, ‘On the Procedure
for Making by Credit Institutions Provisions for Possible Losses on Loans, Loan and Similar Debts’, requires banks to determine the
minimum provision by adjusting the imputed provision for collateral.
20
Under Article 65 of the Federal Law on the Central Bank of the Russian Federation (Bank of Russia), a large credit risk is a sum of
loans, guarantees and sureties given to a customer in excess of 5% of the bank’s capital.
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grew 51.1%. The share of large loans in banking sector
assets contracted from 29.0% to 28.0% over the year.
Mediumsized and small banks based in Moscow
and the Moscow Region had the largest share of large
credit risks in their assets (44.6%), while statecon
trolled banks had the smallest (20.0%).

II.1.3. Shareholder and insider credit risks
As of January 1, 2008, 487 credit institutions (492 as
of January 1, 2007) calculated the N9.1 ratio (maximum
value of loans, guarantees and sureties given by a credit
institution (banking group) to its members (sharehold
ers)). Six credit institutions in 2007 (compared to five in
2006) violated this ratio’s threshold value of 50%.
The N10.1 ratio, which sets a limit on total loans ex
tended by a credit institution to its insiders, and on guar
antees and sureties issued to them, was calculated by
940 credit institutions as of January 1, 2008 (928 credit
institutions as of January 1, 2007). Four credit institutions
failed to comply with this ratio in 2007 (11 in 2006).

II.1.4. Finances of corporate borrowers
as a factor of credit risk
The overall financial standing of borrower enterpris
es in all economic activity categories that were monitored
by the Bank of Russia in 2007 were better than in 2006.
However, companies with a satisfactory financial stand
ing are largely industrial and communications enterpris
es, while enterprises in other economic activity catego
ries experienced financial difficulties.
The total capital (balance sheet totals) of enterpris
es monitored by the Bank of Russia in 2007 increased
significantly, and had a wellbalanced structure in terms
of borrowing and lending. These companies had sufficient
investment resources (the sum of net worth and longterm
liabilities) to create investment assets.

The selffinancing ratio of enterprises (the share
of net assets in the balance sheet total), which reflects
the net worthtoassets ratio, was relatively high (see
Table 2.1). In 2007, however, it contracted slightly and
by the end of the year stood at 64.0%. The debttonet
worth ratio increased, but remained moderate in 2007,
despite growth in net worth (0.56 rubles as of the year
end).
The raising of longterm funds, including bank loans,
enabled enterprises to use their own funds to increase
investment assets and to finance current operations. The
value of net working capital rose 32.1% in 2007. Howev
er, floating capital contracted from 43.1% to 42.7%.
Overdue receivables increased in 2007, but overall
growth in receivables was due largely to current debt (nor
mal receivables). As a result, the share of overdue receiv
ables contracted from 10.7% to 8.1%. At the same time,
the shortterm net debtor position21 of enterprises in set
tlements increased by a factor of 1.76.
Growth in earnings from the sale of goods, works and
services slowed significantly. In 2007, they increased
18.1% year on year, compared to growth of 28.6% in
2006. In 2007, enterprises registered a net cash inflow,
with cash expanding 40.7%.
Despite growth in cash, enterprises had more diffi
culty in meeting their shortterm liabilities. As of the end
of 2007, they could only repay 2.7% of their shortterm
liabilities from cash assets, compared to 7.2% at the be
ginning of the year. The coverage of enterprise shortterm
liabilities by working assets (net of overdue receivables)
increased from 142.8% to 192.2% in 2007.
Growth in corporate pretax profits slowed: in 2007,
it grew 18.8% year on year, whereas in 2006 it increased
64.6%.
The enterprise return on assets in 2007, calculated
in terms of pretax profits, stood at 13.2% against 13.5%
in 2006, and the return on equity increased from 19.6%
in 2006 to 20.0%.

Indicators characterising corporate borrowers’ finances
(%)
2007

Indicator

Start of year
68.5
0.46
33.4
7.2
142.8

Selffinancing ratio*
Debt to net worth**
Liabilities to banks in total corporate liabilities
Cash to current liabilities
Current liquidity ratio
Return on assets***
Return on equity***

End of year
64.0
0.56
35.6
2.7
192.2
13.2
20.0

* Net worth to assets.
** Liabilities to net worth.
*** Over period since start of year.

21

TABLE 2.1

The excess of receivables over payables.
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II.2. Market Risk

Market risk and its share
in banking sector total risk

CHART 2.4
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The number of credit institutions that calculate mar
ket risk22 decreased from 747 to 727 in 2007. However,
as the structure of banks required to calculate market risk
for the purpose of including it in capital adequacy ratio
changed, their share in banking sector assets expanded
significantly over the year (from 67.4% to 93.6%).
Foreign excange risk was taken account of when cal
culating capital adequacy by 573 banks as of January 1,
2008, making up 60.0% of banking sector assets (compared
to 617 banks, which accounted for 61.6% of banking sector
assets, as of January 1, 2007). In comparison, equity posi
tion risk was calculated by 193 banks accounting for 65.9%
of banking sector assets, and interest rate risk was calcu
lated by 327 banks accounting for 76.0% of banking sector
assets. The number of banks that are important to all seg
ments of the financial market, and consequently must in
clude the three types of risk in their calculations, was rela
tively small — 114 (115 as of January 1, 2007). These banks
accounted for 36.3% of banking sector assets as of Janu
ary 1, 2008 (against 33.4% as of January 1, 2007).
As a result of continued growth in banks’ trading se
curities portfolios (the balancesheet trading book in
creased 41.8% in 2007), the expansion of bank opera
tions on the futures market, and the changed structure
of banks that calculate market risk, banking sector mar
ket risk rose 76.3% in the period under review, to reach
959.0 billion rubles as of January 1, 2008. The ratio of
market risk to capital of market riskcalculating banks
decreased from 45.1% to 38.7%. Meanwhile, the share
of market risk in banking sector total risk was less than
6.0% as of January 1, 2008 (see Chart 2.4).
As the trading book consisted largely of debt obliga
tions as of the beginning of 2008, which exceeded the
value in equities by 8.7 times and increased 45.6% in
2007, interest rate risk accounted for the largest share
of market risk (62.8% as of January 1, 2008), while equi
ty position risk accounted for 27.9% (42.9% and 45.2%
respectively as of the beginning of 2007).
The expansion of bank operations on futures markets
affected the dynamics of these risks: claims for the deliv
ery of securities under forward contracts23 increased 40%

in volume in 2007, while the volume of liabilities decreased
7.6%. Relative to banking sector capital, the net forward
position became positive, and stood at 2.3% as of Janu
ary 1, 2008 (as of January 1, 2007, it was negative at 0.2%).
Foreign exchange risk remained the least signifi
cant type of risk: its share in market risk contracted in
2007 from 11.9% to 9.3%, although in absolute terms it
grew 38.4%.
As regards balance sheet positions in foreign currency,
the ruble’s appreciation against the dollar on the domestic
foreign exchange market (see Chart 2.5) was accompanied
by a contraction of the foreign currency component (see
Chart 2.6). Foreign currency assets accounted for 22.9%
of assets as of January 1, 2008, and foreign currency liabil
ities (total resources)* accounted for 22.8% of liabilities (total
resources) (the figures were 24.6% and 24.8% respective
ly as of the beginning of 2007). The difference between the
ratios of the foreign currency components of assets and lia
bilities (total resources) was 0.1 percentage points.
At the same time, banking sector exposure to foreign
exchange risk increased as a result of currency forward
contracts. The US dollar net forward position24 was short
at the end of 2007, and stood at the ruble equivalent of
145.9 billion (at the end of 2006, it was long, and stood at

billion rubles

II.2.1. General characteristics
of market risk

4.5
1.01.03 1.01.04 1.01.05 1.01.06 1.01.07 1.01.08
Market risk, billion rubles
Market risk as % of total risk

22
In compliance with the requirements of Bank of Russia Regulation No. 89P, dated September 24, 1999, ‘On the Procedure for
Calculating Market Risk by Credit Institutions’.
23
Forward contracts recorded in Section G of the Chart of Accounts.
* “Total resources” stand for “bank funds and profits (capital items in the balance sheet) plus liabilities”.
24
Net forward positions in foreign currencies are calculated on the basis of data in 0409634 Form ‘Statement of Open Currency
Positions’ for all credit institutions that submit this form in the ruble equivalent at the Bank of Russia’s official exchange rates as of
corresponding dates.
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US dollar exchange rate
dynamics
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24.8 billion rubles). The euro net long forward position as
of the end of 2007 stood at the ruble equivalent of
106.3 billion, twice the corresponding long position a year
earlier (51.8 billion rubles).
Overall, offbalance sheet currency claims and lia
bilities25 in 2007 increased 56.9% and 97.3% respective
ly. The ratio between offbalance sheet and balance sheet
currency positions also rose: at the start of 2007, the ra
tio between offbalance sheet claims and balance sheet
assets stood at 67.7%, while as of January 1, 2008, it rose
to 79.2%. The ratio between offbalance sheet liabilities
and balance sheet currency liabilities (total resources)
followed similar dynamics: in the period under review, it
increased from 52.2% to 77.9%.
Twentyone credit institutions violated at least one of
open currency position limits (in any currency or precious
metal) during 2007 (this compares with 30 credit institu
tions that were operational as of January 1, 2007). The
share of these banks in the assets of all banks with a cur
rency licence contracted from 16.0% as of January 1,
2007, to 11.5% as of January 1, 2008.

II.2.2. Evaluation of banking sector
vulnerability to interest rate risk
(trading book)
To determine banking sector vulnerability to interest
rate risk on the trading book, the Bank of Russia analy
sed, by means of stresstesting, banking sector sensitiv
ity to growth in interest rates. It was assumed that growth
in yields on corporate debt obligations would cause them
to fall in value by 20%.
To determine the effect of tradingbook interest rate
risk on the financial state of the Russian banking sector,
the Bank of Russia analysed data reported by credit in
stitutions that had in their trading books listed obligations
of resident organisations, including banks. For the pur
poses of this analysis, credit institutions were divided into
two groups. Group 1 comprised banks that were required
to calculate interest rate risk and, consequently, include
market risk in the capital adequacy calculation. Group 2
comprised credit institutions that did not calculate inter
est rate risk26. Characteristics of the two groups of banks

25

Forward contracs recorded in Section D of the Chart of Accounts.
Bank of Russia Regulation No. 89P, dated September 24, 1999, ‘On the Procedure for Calculating Market Risk by Credit Institu
tions’, requires interest rate and equity position risks to be calculated when the balance sheet total of the trading book equals or

26
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Characteristics of banks sampled for analysis of sensitivity
to interest rate risk
No. of banks in sample

% share of resident debt
obligations held by banks
1.01.07
1.01.08

TABLE 2.2

% share in banking sector
assets
1.01.07
1.01.08

% share in banking sector
capital
1.01.07
1.01.08

1.01.07

1.01.08

Sample 1

219

212

58.4

87.1

41.9

70.9

42.7

70.1

Sample 2

90

104

41.6

12.9

40.9

12.4

34.5

11.7

are shown in Table 2.2. It should be noted that as a result
of the altered composition of the groups, the first sample
of banks, which account for 87.1% of banking sector trad
ing book of resident debt obligations, makes up the ma
jority of banking sector assets and capital (over 70% as
of January 1, 2008).
Analysis of sensitivity of credit institutions that are
required to calculate interest rate risk shows that in
2007, this group of banks as a whole became less sensi
tive to this type of risk: as of the beginning of 2008, their
potential losses could have accounted for 3.6% of capi
tal against 5.3% as of the beginning of 2007.
As for credit institutions that have positions in listed
obligations of resident enterprises but do not calculate
interest rate risk, their sensitivity to this type of risk in
2007 also decreased: under a baseline scenario, losses
could have amounted to 3.2% of capital as of January 1,
2008, against 4.6% as of the beginning of 2007.
This sensitivity analysis shows that banking sector
vulnerability to growth in interest rates in both groups of
banks is comparable, and by and large relatively low.

II.2.3. Evaluation of banking sector
vulnerability to equity position risk
To determine the financial stability of the Russian
banking sector against equity position risk by means of
stresstesting, the Bank of Russia evaluated the possible
negative consequences of a fall of the stock indices of
the leading Russian exchanges. A 20% drop was taken
as a trigger factor27.
To determine the effect of equity position risk on the
capitalisation of the Russian banking sector, the Bank of
Russia analysed data reported by credit institutions hold
ing listed equities of resident enterprises, including banks,
in their trading books. As was the case in the analysis of
interest rate risk, these credit institutions were divided into
two groups. Group 1 comprised banks that were required

to calculate equity position risk, and consequently, includ
ed it in their capital adequacy calculation. Group 2 con
sisted of credit institutions that did not calculate equity
position risk. The characteristics of both groups are
shown in Table 2.3.
As was the case with interest rate risk, the share of
the first sample of banks in banking sector assets and
capital changed significantly during the year, but the
share of these banks in equities held by the banking sec
tor in the trading books did not change substantially.
Analysis shows that sensitivity to equity position risk in
the group of banks that calculate equity position risk saw
a general decrease: given a stock indices fall of 20% as of
January 1, 2008, potential losses would have amounted to
1.4% of capital (against 3.2% as of January 1, 2007).
As for credit institutions that have listed equities in
their trading books but do not calculate equity posi
tion risk, their sensitivity to equity position risk increased
slightly: under a badcase scenario, their potential loss
es could have reached 0.7% of capital as of the begin
ning of 2008 (0.2% as of the beginning of 2007).
Overall, this sensitivity analysis shows that banking
sector vulnerability to equity position risk was relatively
low in both groups of banks.

II.2.4. Evaluation of banking sector
vulnerability to foreign exchange risk
To evaluate banking sector vulnerability to foreign
exchange risk, the Bank of Russia analysed, by means of
stresstesting, sensitivity to such factors as the ruble’s
appreciation against, separately, the US dollar and the
euro. The trigger event in this case was a onetime 20%
rise in the nominal exchange rate of the ruble against the
US dollar and the euro. To determine the effect of foreign
exchange risk on the financial state of the Russian bank
ing sector, the Bank of Russia analysed data reported by
credit institutions obliged to calculate foreign exchange

Characteristics of banks sampled for analysis of sensitivity
to equity position risk
No. of banks in sample
1.01.07

1.01.08

% share of resident equities
held by banks
1.01.07
1.01.08

TABLE 2.3

% share in banking sector
assets
1.01.07
1.01.08

% share in banking sector
capital
1.01.07
1.01.08

Sample 1

180

183

93.6

92.5

35.9

65.2

38.4

64.4

Sample 2

170

143

6.4

7.5

40.8

11.3

34.8

10.8

exceeds 5% of the credit institution’s balance sheet assets as of the reporting date. The balance sheet total of the trading book is
calculated as the sum of the balance sheet values of financial instruments that have market value and were acquired by the credit
institution for subsequent resale, including repos.
27
It was assumed that a 20% fall in stock indices would lead to the same decrease in the value of shares in trading books.
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risk28 that have net long open positions in the US dollar
and the euro.
Characteristics of credit institutions with net long
open positions in US dollars and euros are shown in Ta
ble 2.4. It should be noted that the number of banks in
both samples declined, while the proportion of credit in
stitutions with net long positions in the euro fell by half in
banking sector assets and liabilities.
Analysis has shown that by the end of 2007, the long
open positions in US dollars in the first sample of banks
had increased 20% as compared with December 31, 2006
(to $636.0 million), and their share in long open positions
in all currencies and precious metals29 stood at 58.6% on
average as of December 29, 2007, against 66.9% as of
December 31, 2006. Long open positions in the euro in
the second sample of banks contracted by 20% (to
€189.6 million as of December 29, 2007), and their share

in long open positions in all currencies and precious met
als30 averaged 54.4% as of December 29, 2007, against
45.8% as of December 31, 2006.
Analysis shows that a sharp onetime 20% apprecia
tion of the ruble against both the US dollar and the euro
would not incur significant losses: most banks would not
lose more than 2% of their capital.
Banking sector vulnerability to a hypothetical abrupt
rise of the ruble against the US dollar is declining, and is
now negligible. If this scenario materialised, banks in the
sample discussed would lose 0.5% of their capital as of
December 29, 2007, against 0.7% as of December 31,
2006. Banking sector vulnerability to a possible sharp
appreciation of the ruble against the euro is also low. In
the event of a shock factor, banks in this sample would
collectively lose 0.4% of capital as of December 29, 2007
(0.4% as of December 31, 2006).

Characteristics of banks sampled for analysis of sensitivity
to foreign exchange risk
No. of banks

Credit institutions with long positions in US dollars
Credit institutions with long positions in euros

as of end
of 2006
346
312

as of end
of 2007
277
226

TABLE 2.4
% share in banking sector
assets
as of end
as of end
of 2006
of 2007
24.9
22.4
21.2
10.8

% share in banking sector
capital
as of end
as of end
of 2006
of 2007
23.7
21.4
23.9
11.6

28
Foreign exchange risk is taken into account in calculating market risk when as of the reporting date the percentage ratio of
aggregate open currency position to capital equals or exceeds 2%.
29
In ruble terms.
30
In ruble terms.
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II.3. Liquidity Risk

II.3.1. General characteristics
of liquidity risk
The level of banking sector liquidity remained high on
average in 2007. The value of the most liquid banking
sector assets (cash, precious metals and gemstones, the
balances of correspondent nostro accounts, and corre
spondent and deposit accounts with the Bank of Russia)31
reached 1,477.9 billion rubles, an increase of 50% on
2006 (977.3 billion rubles). Their ratio to the average val
ue of total assets stood at 8.8% against 8.5% in 2006.
All groups of banks registered growth in the average
value of their most liquid assets in 2007. However, only
large private banks recorded an increase in the ratio of
the value of these assets to the average value of assets
(10.2% in 2007 against 8.3% in 2006). The most signifi
cant reduction in this ratio was registered by medium
sized and small banks based in Moscow and the Moscow
Region (from 21.7% in 2006 to 19.2% in 2007).
As a result of abrupt changes in the movement of pri
vate capital flows, there were several periods with vary
ing liquidity dynamics in 2007 (see Chart 2.7).
In the first half of 2007, the money market had a fairly
high level of excess ruble liquidity. The inflow of funds from
capital and foreign trade operations reached record
highs, and the Bank of Russia purchased substantial vol
umes of foreign currency on the domestic market. To sta
bilize the situation on the money market, the Bank of Rus
sia actively used mechanisms to absorb excess banking
sector liquidity, conducting deposit operations and op

erations with the Bank’s own bonds (OBR). The Russian
Government’s Stabilisation Fund played a major role in
absorbing liquidity during this period. Bank deposits with
the Bank of Russia reached a record high of 1,229.6 bil
lion rubles as of June 1, 2007. As a result, the average
value of the most liquid banking sector assets reached
1,832.8 billion rubles in the second quarter of 2007, dou
ble the average for the same period in 2006 (relative to
the average value of total assets, it stood at 11.1% against
8.5%). In the second half of the year, the turmoil on world
financial markets provoked an outflow of capital from
Russia, and made it more difficult for Russian banks to
borrow abroad. This led to a sharp drop in banking sector
liquidity, and a corresponding rise in interbank market
rates. In the third and fourth quarters of 2007, the aver
age value of the most liquid assets decreased both in
absolute terms, and relative to the average value of total
assets (to 1,447.6 billion and 1,400.7 billion rubles, or
8.2% and 7.4% of total assets respectively). The situa
tion on the money market was aggravated by the fact that
in August and September the Bank of Russia did not use
the traditional channel of liquidity supply as operations
on the foreign exchange market, and this created a need
to expand banking sector refinancing by means of inter
est rate instruments. To satisfy their demand for rubles,
credit institutions used repos, intraday and overnight
loans, Lombard loans and currency swaps with the Bank
of Russia, sold the Bank of Russia OBRs and government
securities without repos, and conducted certain other
operations (see Box 1).
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Here and below, average liquidity values were calculated as chronological averages for the corresponding period.
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Bank of Russia actions aimed at maintaining
banking sector liquidity

BOX 1

To maintain banking sector liquidity, the Bank of Russia implemented the following measures in August—
December 2007:
— significantly extended the Bank of Russia Lombard List;
— raised the correction factors (reduced discounts) used to calculate the price of securities accepted as col
lateral for Bank of Russia loans to credit institutions;
— temporarily lowered required reserves for bank obligations;
— raised the averaging ratio for the calculation of the average value of required reserves;
— cut interest rates on some Bank of Russia operations and add to the existing refinancing instruments new
mechanisms to supply liquidity to the banking sector.
In 2007, the Bank of Russia included in its Lombard List 97 new bond issues of Russian regions and corpo
rate entities, and 24 issues of debt securities issued by foreign corporate entities.
Specifically, in August 2007, the Bank of Russia lowered the minimum requirements for the international
bond issuer rating from BB to B+ under Standard & Poor’s and Fitch Ratings classification, and from Ba2 to B1
under Moody’s Investors Service classification. This made it possible to include in the Bank of Russia Lombard
List by the end of 2007 more than 50 new securities issues, and increase the volume of potential security for
refinancing operations by about 140 billion rubles. As a result, the share of corporate bonds in securities used
by credit institutions as collateral for Bank of Russia loans expanded from 7.5% as of August 1, 2007, to 16.6%
as of January 1, 2008.
At the same time, the Bank of Russia lowered requirements for the international ratings of organisations
whose obligations were accepted as collateral for Bank of Russia loans, and of credit institutions whose sure
ties were accepted as collateral for Bank of Russia loans, by two notches (to B+ under Standard & Poor’s or
Fitch Ratings classification, or B1 under Moody’s Investors Service classification). This measure made it possi
ble to double the number of organisations whose obligations were acceptable as collateral for Bank of Russia
loans.
The raising of Bank of Russia correction factors helped boost banking sector liquidity in 2007. These
ratios were raised from 0.98 to 0.99 for Bank of Russia bonds (OBR); from 0.95 to 0.98 for federal loan bonds
(OFZ) and bonds issued by the European Bank for Reconstruction and Development; from 0.9 to 0.95 for Rus
sia’s eurobonds; from 0.9 to 0.95 for bonds issued by the Moscow Government; from 0.8 to 0.9 for bonds
issued by Russian regional governments with an international rating of at least BB/Ba2; from 0.75 to 0.88 for
bonds issued by resident corporate entities with an international rating of at least BB/Ba2; and from 0.8 to 0.9
for bonds issued by the Housing Mortgage Lending Agency.
To address the problem of the significant reduction in banking sector liquidity, on October 11, 2007, the
Bank of Russia lowered for three months required reserves for bank obligations to individuals in rubles from
4.0% to 3.0%, and for obligations to nonresident banks in rubles and foreign currency and other bank obliga
tions in rubles and foreign currency from 4.5% to 3.5%. At the same time, it allowed banks to make an unsched
uled adjustment of required reserves in the period from October 11 to 15, 2007. On November 1, 2007, the
Bank of Russia raised from 0.3 to 0.4 the averaging ratio for the calculation of the average value of required
reserves.
On October 11, 2007, the Bank of Russia cut from 10% to 8% p.a. the fixed interest rate set for sevenday
Lombard loans (where two Lombard auctions have been declared invalid) and for currency swap transactions.
To make refinancing operations more accessible for banks, the Bank of Russia began in 2007 to conduct
Lombard loan transactions (at a fixed interest rate and through auction), using the Electronic Trade System of
the Moscow Interbank Currency Exchange, in which one working position enables a credit institution to partic
ipate in Bank of Russia credit and deposit operations and repos.
On October 9, 2007, the Bank of Russia began to conduct lending operations against promissory notes,
receivables under corporate loan agreements, and bank sureties.
On November 28, 2007, the Bank of Russia introduced new instruments designed to provide liquidity to
credit institutions, such as the Bank of Russia Lombard overnight loan extended at a fixed interest rate (8%
p.a.), and overnight and 1week repos at the fixed interest rates of 8% and 7% p.a. respectively.
The Bank of Russia regulation in support of the new procedure for extending Bank of Russia loans to credit
institutions against the collateral of nonmarket assets (promissory notes and receivables under loan agree
ments) entered into force on December 28, 2007. According to this document, the Bank of Russia may extend
to credit institutions intraday and overnight loans, and loans at a fixed rate of 9.25% p.a., for maturities of up to
30 calendar days. The new refinancing mechanism is intended for financially sound banks that have claims on
loans extended to enterprises in the real economy.
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END

Repos were the principal market instrument of refinancing in the banking sector in 2007 (see Chart 2.8).
The total volume of funds provided through repos at auctions almost quadrupled in 2007, to reach 7,730.7 bil
lion rubles. Late in November, fixedrate repo operations began to be conducted in addition to repo auctions. In
August—November, the Bank of Russia used, as additional instruments to provide liquidity to the banking sec
tor when demand for rubles soared, currency swaps and operations with government and Bank of Russia
bonds (OBR). The total volume of ruble liquidity provided through Bank of Russia currency swaps amounted to
194.8 billion rubles. The rise in demand for these operations was partly due to the aforementioned reduction of
the interest rate applicable to them in October 2007.

Bank of Russia repos
and currency swap operations
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Budgetary and macroeconomic factors also helped
Russian banks to cope with the periods of greatest insta
bility on the international financial markets (see I.1. Gen
eral Economic Conditions).
As a result, in the fourth quarter of 2007 the average
value of the most liquid assets was 13.8% higher than in
the first quarter, but relative to the average value of total
assets, it was by 1.1 percentage points lower.
Volatility on international financial markets demonstrat
ed the need for bankers and regulators, in this country and
abroad, to take a more conservative approach to the man
agement and evaluation of risks assumed by banks.

respectively (see Chart 2.9). However, these levels far
surpassed those established by the Bank of Russia —
15% for the N2 ratio and 50% for the N3 ratio.
The lowest instant liquidity ratio (42.7% on aver
age) was registered in 2007 in the group of large pri
vate banks. The group of mediumsized and small
regional banks had a lower instant liquidity ratio
(44.6%) than the banking sector average.

Banking sector liquidity ratios
(annual chronological averages)
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required liquidity ratios in 2007. Of total credit institutions
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ratio (83 credit institutions in 2006) and 12 violated the
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Average annual banking sector liquidity indicators
decreased slightly in 2007, as compared with the previ
ous year. Instant liquidity contracted from 50.3% in 2006
to 49.0% in 2007, and current liquidity from 74.3% to 74.1
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The lowest average annual current liquidity ratio
was registered in the group of mediumsized and
small regional banks (71.6%). Foreigncontrolled
banks had a lower current liquidity ratio (71.9%) than
the banking sector average.
The average longterm liquidity ratio32 increased in
2007 (from 75.6% as of January 1, 2007, to 82.0% as of
January 1, 2008). This was because longterm lending
volumes (loans with maturities of more than one year) ex
panded faster (by 71.9%) than banking sector liabilities
with maturities exceeding one year (56.3%) and banking
sector capitalisation (57.8%)33.

II.3.3. Structure of bank assets
and liabilities
Maturity structure of bank assets and liabilities34
There was a slight lengthening of banking sector as
sets and liabilities in 2007. Assets with maturities in ex
cess of one year as a share of total quality category 1 as
sets35 stood at 19.2% as of January 1, 2008, against
19.0% as of January 1, 2007. The share of liabilities with

Loans to major sources
of banking sector financing
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maturities of more than one year expanded from 21.7%
to 22.3% of banking sector total liabilities.
The share of shortterm assets (with maturity of less
than one month) contracted from 50.6% to 48.0% in 2007,
while the share of shortterm liabilities remained virtually
unchanged at 42.7% as of January 1, 2008 (42.9% as of
January 1, 2007). At the same time, the liquid coverage
deficit36 increased to 22.2%, exceeding the level regis
tered as of January 1, 2007 (18.2%).
Customer deposits to total loans (coverage ratio)37
The coverage ratio38 decreased slightly in 2007. As of
January 1, 2008, customer deposits39 covered 67.8% of
loans40 extended to these customers. This represents a fall
from the figures of 71.3% registered as of January 1, 2007,
and 70.2% registered as of January 1, 2006 (see Chart
2.10). The change is attributable to the fact that loans grew
faster than deposits (by 53.0% against 45.0%).
Seventy credit institutions had no corporate and (or)
household deposits among their sources of funding, but
their share in banking sector total assets stood at a neg
ligible 0.8%.
The coverage ratio, based on the medium and long
term component (more than one year) also contracted
(from 74.8% as of January 1, 2007, to 65.3% as of Janu
ary 1, 2008). The difference between the rates of growth
in the medium and longterm components of loans and
customer deposits is greater than that between their to
tals (70% against 48% respectively).
Statecontrolled and mediumsized and small re
gional banks had the highest coverage ratio as of
January 1, 2008 (73.5%). The lowest coverage ratio
(53.5%) was registered in the mediumsized and
small banks based in Moscow and the Moscow Re
gion.
The highest coverage ratio, based on the medi
um and longterm component (more than one year),
was registered in the group of statecontrolled banks
(74.9%), while the lowest (38.5%) was in the group
of banks controlled by foreign capital.
At the same time, the number of credit institutions
with a considerably lower coverage ratio than the bank

32
Bank of Russia Instruction No. 110I, dated January 16, 2004, ‘On Banks Required Ratios” set the maximum longterm liquidity
ratio at 120%.
33
Analysis is based on components of the longterm liquidity (N4) ratio calculation.
34
Analysis of bank assets and liabilities by maturity is based on data on the distribution of assets and liabilities by term (0409125
Form).
35
Pursuant to Bank of Russia Regulation No. 254P, dated March 26, 2004, ‘On the Procedure for Making by Credit Institutions
Provisions for Possible Losses on Loans, Loan and Similar Debts’ and Bank of Russia Regulation No. 283P, dated March 20,
2006, ‘On the Provision Procedure for Credit Institutions’.
36
The liquid coverage deficit is calculated as the ratio of the excess of demand obligations and obligations with a maturity of up to
30 days over the value of (liquid) assets with the same maturity to the total value of these obligations.
37
Calculation of this indicator is recommended by the IMF (‘Customer deposits to total (noninterbank) loans’) for financial sound
ness analysis in the ‘Compilation Guide on Financial Soundness Indicators’. This indicator makes it possible to evaluate banking
sector liquidity, as it compares the most ‘traditional’ and stable sources of resources with their principal investments. A contraction
of the coverage ratio indicates that the fulfilment of obligations by credit institutions is becoming increasingly dependent on their
ability to quickly access the money or stock market, and consequently, that liquidity risk has increased.
38
The coverage ratio is calculated as the ratio of customer deposits to loans extended to these customers.
39
Customer deposits include deposits taken by credit institutions from corporate entities and households (excluding banks and
resident financial institutions), and other funds raised from these categories of resident and nonresident creditors, excluding the
balances of current and settlement accounts of these customers.
40
Loans include loans extended by credit institutions to corporate entities and households (excluding banks and resident financial
institutions) and other funds provided to these categories of resident and nonresident debtors.
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ing sector average declined significantly. As of January
1, 2008, 308 credit institutions had a coverage ratio that
was half the banking sector average, and these account
ed for 6.0% of banking sector total assets (371 credit in
stitutions that accounted for 9.1% of banking sector total
assets as of January 1, 2007). Coverage ratios one quar
ter the banking sector average were registered in 196
credit institutions, which accounted for 3.5% of banking
sector total assets as of January 1, 2008 (this compares
with 225 credit institutions and 3.7% of banking sector
assets as of January 1, 2007).

II.3.4. Dependence on interbank market
The interbank credit market plays a major role from
the standpoint of liquidity management. Analysis of liquid
ity risk has shown that the dependence of credit institu
tions on the interbank market (interbank market depen
dence ratio, or IMDR)41 increased somewhat in 2007 (from
5.9% to 8.3%).
Despite a contraction of 10.7 percentage points,
credit institutions with an IMDR of no more than 8% ac
counted for the largest share of banking sector total as
sets (57.9%) (see Chart 2.11). At the same time, the share
of credit institutions with an IMDR of between 8% and 18%
expanded from 15.7% to 29.0% of banking sector total
assets. The share of credit institutions with an IMDR of
more than 27% also increased (from 2.9% to 8.7%).
The highest IMDR (21.7% as of January 1, 2008)
was registered in the group of banks with a foreign
interest (15.9% as of January 1, 2007). This is attrib
utable to their active involvement with their parent
structures in intragroup banking operations. At the
same time, the share of banks with an IMDR in ex
cess of 27% accounted for 45.3% of assets in this

group of banks, representing an increase of 160%
during 2007.
Mediumsized and small banks based in Moscow
and the Moscow Region and other Russian regions
demonstrated a low level of dependence on the in
terbank market (from the standpoint of covering li
quidity shortages). They placed more funds on this
market than they raised from it (these two groups of
banks had a negative IMDR: —4.7% and —1.7% re
spectively). Meanwhile, as of January 1, 2008, the
share of the banks with an IMDR of over 27% in the
assets of these two groups of banks stood at 2.7%
and 1.7% respectively.
The significant influence exerted by nonresident
banks is a typical feature of the Russian interbank credit
market. Over the past few years, Russian banks have in
variably raised more funds from the international inter
bank market (2,136.1 billion rubles as of January 1, 2008,
and 1,364.8 billion rubles a year earlier) than they placed
on it (851.5 billion and 664.4 billion rubles respectively).
Notably, the share of loans received from nonresi
dent banks in 2007 contracted by 2.8 percentage points
to 76.1% of total interbank loans received, while the share
of loans extended to nonresident banks shrank by
4.1 percentage points to 60.0% of total interbank loans.
The ratio of the excess of interbank loans received
from nonresident banks to loans extended to these banks
expanded somewhat in 2007 (from 5.0% to 6.3% of Rus
sian banking sector liabilities*).
As of January 1, 2008, 180 credit institutions obtained
loans from nonresident banks (174 as of January 1,
2007). These banks accounted for 86.5% of banking sec
tor total assets (against 83.7% as of January 1, 2007). It
should be noted that seven credit institutions among the
top 20 banks in terms of assets accounted for half of to
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41
Dependence of credit institutions on the interbank market is calculated as the percentage ratio of interbank loans (deposits)
taken and placed to funds raised. The higher the ratio, the greater the credit institution’s dependence on the interbank market. The
methodology of calculating this ratio is similar to that of calculating the PL5 ratio, described in Bank of Russia Ordinance No. 1379U,
dated January 16, 2004, ‘On the Assessment of a Bank’s Financial Soundness of for the Purpose of Establishing its Sufficiency for
Participation in the Deposit Insurance System’, which sets its threshold values at 8% to 27% and higher.
* “Liabilities” stand for “bank funds and profits (capital items in the balance sheet) plus liabilities”.
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tal interbank loans obtained from nonresidents (the fig
ure was unchanged from the beginning of 2007).
As of January 1, 2008, 237 credit institutions extend
ed loans to nonresident banks; these institutions ac
counted for 87.3% of banking sector total assets (213
credit institutions as of January 1, 2007, accounting for
85.6% of banking sector assets). Five credit institutions

(six a year earlier) among the top 20 banks in terms of
assets accounted for half of total interbank loans placed
on the international banking market.
At the same time, it is important from the standpoint
of banking sector liquidity and stability to determine the
total value of Russian banking sector debt to nonresi
dents (see Box 2).

Characteristics of debt
to nonresidents

BOX 2

The Russian banking sector total debt to nonresidents42 increased 50% in 2007 to reach 3,504.2 billion
rubles. At the same time, net debt to nonresidents43 was almost half that amount — 1,820.8 billion rubles as
of January 1, 2008. Relative to banking sector liabilities, net debt expanded from 7.9% to 9.0% during the
year.
Banks controlled by foreign capital are particularly dependent on the outside world (the ratio of dependen
cy on nonresidents, i.e. the ratio of net debt to liabilities, stood at 23.6% as of January 1, 2008, against 18.9%
as of January 1, 2007). As foreigncontrolled banks have wider opportunities to raise funds on international
financial markets, the growth in this ratio is attributable to a considerable increase (of 110%) in debt owed by
this group of banks to nonresidents.
The level of dependency of statecontrolled banks on nonresidents declined in 2007 from 6.4% to 5.4%,
despite a 50% rise in funds raised from nonresidents, which climbed to 1,012.6 billion rubles. The ratio of
dependency on nonresidents in this group of banks, excluding Sberbank, decreased from 16.3% to 13.6% in
2007.
A negative ratio of net debt to liabilities (the excess of funds placed with nonresidents over funds raised
from nonresidents) was registered in the group of mediumsized and small banks based in Moscow and the
Moscow Region (—1.4%). Mediumsized and small regional banks registered a low ratio (0.4%).
Analysis of the distribution of banks in terms of debt to nonresidents relative to liabilities has shown that
the banking sector average of 17.3%, registered as of January 1, 2008, was moderate compared to other
emerging markets. Only 106 credit institutions, 48 of them controlled by nonresidents, exceeded this level
(see Chart 2.12).
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II.3.5. Interbank market rates
The MIACR on overnight interbank ruble loans (the
rate that most accurately reflects the current value of ru
ble resources on the interbank market) in 2007 was high
er than in 2006, due to instability on international finan

cial markets in the second half of 2007. Interest rates also
surged on the ruble interbank market in 2007, when tax
es were paid to the budget on all levels (see Chart 2.13).
The annual average weighted interest rate on inter
bank ruble loans with all maturities in 2007 increased by
1.0 percentage points year on year, and stood at 4.7%.

Ruble interbank credit rate
(MIACR)
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II.4. Capital Adequacy

II.4.1. Banking sector capital dynamics
and structure
The capital of operating credit institutions totalled
2,671.5 billion rubles as of January 1, 2008. In 2007, cap
ital grew faster than in 2006 (by 57.8%, compared to
36.3%). As a result, the ratio of banking sector capital to
GDP expanded from 6.3% as of January 1, 2007, to 8.1%
as of January 1, 2008. The ratio of banking sector capital
to assets also increased (to 13.2%). In the preceding four
years, this ratio had contracted from 14.6% to 12.1% (see
Chart 2.14).
The principal sources of banking sector capitalisa
tion in 2007 were paidup authorised capital and share
premiums. These increased by 645.9 billion rubles
(62.0% of total capital growth44). It should be noted that
growth in authorised capital and share premiums of Sber
bank and VTB Bank, which was largely a result of their
IPOs, accounted for twothirds of growth in authorised
capital and share premiums of the entire banking sector.
Without factoring in these two banks, the ratio of banking
sector capital to assets would have contracted from
13.1% as of January 1, 2007, to 12.8% as of January 1,
2008.
Profits were the second most important driver of
growth in banking sector capital. Growth in profits, and
funds created from profits, reached 294.9 billion rubles,
or 28.3% of total capital growth.

The third most important driver of growth in capital in
2007 was, as before, the raising of subordinated loans,
which increased by 76.8 billion rubles, or 7.4% of total
capital growth.
The share of authorised capital and share premiums
in banking sector total capital expanded from 49.1% to
55.3% in 2007. The share of profits, and funds created
from profits contracted during the year from 41.9% to
37.6%, while the share of subordinated loans shrank from
13.8% to 11.6% (see Chart 2.15).
Capital growth drivers differ in importance in the
various groups of credit institutions.
In the group of statecontrolled banks, for exam
ple, capital growth was due mainly to authorised cap
ital and share premiums, as well as the capitalisation
of profits and funds created from profits (78.0% and
19.9% of total capital growth). Due to Sberbank and
VTB Bank, which belong to this group, authorised
capital and share premiums increased by 459.3 bil

Banking sector
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lion rubles in 2007. This accounted for most of the
growth (71.1%) of banking sector capital.
In the group of banks controlled by foreign capi
tal, the main capital growth drivers were the expan
sion of authorised capital and share premiums
(46.6%), profit capitalisation (33.8%) and subordi
nated loans (18.2%).
Growth in the capital of mediumsized and small
banks based in Moscow and the Moscow Region was
due largely to authorised capital and share premiums
(51.4%) and profit capitalisation (33.8%). The same
drivers of growth were typical of mediumsized and
small banks in other regions: 48.4% and 40.8% re
spectively.
The capitalisation of large private banks was due
largely to growth in profits and funds created from
profits (45.6% of total growth). Other drivers behind
capital growth in this group of banks were authorised
capital and share premiums (32.7%) and subordinat
ed loans (17.1%).
Fortyone credit institutions registered a decrease in
capital by an aggregate of 3.7 billion rubles in 2007
(135 banks registered a decrease in capital totalling
2.8 billion rubles in 2006). These credit institutions ac
counted for 1.1% of banking sector capital as of Janu
ary 1, 2008 (3.8% as of January 1, 2007).
Most banks that registered a capital loss in 2007 were
in the group of mediumsized and small banks based in
Moscow and the Moscow Region (18) and mediumsized
and small banks in other regions (10). The loss of capital
among these banks was 800 million and 900 million rubles
respectively, while their share in the capital of their respec
tive groups stood at 5.9% and 4.5%, and they accounted
for 0.3% and 0.2% of banking sector total capital.
A loss of capital was also registered by three credit
institutions in the group of large private banks. As of Jan
uary 1, 2008, these three banks accounted for 0.4% of
banking sector total capital.

As was the case a year earlier, there were no credit
institutions with negative capital as of January 1, 2008.

II.4.2. Riskweighted assets
The ratio of riskweighted balance sheet assets of
credit institutions to total balance sheet assets climbed
from 64.6% to 66.3% in 2007 (see Chart 2.16).
At the same time, the structure of riskweighted as
sets remained virtually unchanged from 2006. Group 1, 2
and 3 assets accounted for 2.0% of assets, and Group 4
and 5 assets accounted for 98.0% as of January 1, 2008
(2.7% and 97.3% respectively as of January 1, 2007).
Aggregate risk increased 51.7% in 2007, due largely
to the increased risk on balance sheet assets45, which
accounted for 80.7% of growth.
The aggregate risk structure remained virtually un
changed, with credit risk continuing to predominate. In
terms of balance sheet assets, credit risk accounted for
77.9% of aggregate risk as of January 1, 2008 (against
79.9% as of January 1, 2007); credit risk on contingent
credit liabilities accounted for 10.0% (against 9.8% a year
earlier), and credit risk on forward transactions account
ed for 0.9% (against 0.5%); its share of market risk stood
at 5.6% (against 4.8%).
Credit risk dominated the aggregate risk struc
ture of all groups of banks. The largest share of
credit risk on balance sheet assets was registered
in mediumsized and small regional banks (86.6%)
and statecontrolled banks (81.2%). Banks con
trolled by foreign capital had the smallest ratio of
credit risk on their balance sheet assets (74.0%).
The highest ratio of market risk as of January 1,
2008, was registered in the group of mediumsized
and small banks based in Moscow and the Mos
cow Region (7.5%), and the lowest ratio was in the
group of regional mediumsized and small banks
(3.0%).
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Taking into account credit institutions’ credit risk on claims on the counterparty with regard to the reverse (forward) part of
transactions, which arose as a result of the acquisition of financial assets with the simultaneous assumption of obligations for their
reverse alienation and claims on related persons.
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II.4.3. Bank capital adequacy
Unlike the situation in the previous six years, 2007 saw
the banking sector capital adequacy ratio increase from
14.9% to 15.5%, as banking sector total capital grew fast
er than assets, due to IPOs launched by two leading Rus
sian banks in the first half of the year (see Chart 2.17).
Over the year, banking sector riskweighted assets
increased 51.7%, and capital 57.8%.
At the same time, the capital adequacy ratio declined
over the year in all groups of credit institutions, except
for statecontrolled banks. It should be noted that medi
umsized and small banks had an ample ‘margin of safe
ty’ in regard to this ratio (see Table 2.5).
The capital adequacy ratio grew largely due to the
top five banks in terms of assets (primarily Sberbank and

VTB Bank), in which this ratio rose from 12.5% to 14.9%.
The other top50 banks registered a fall in their capital
adequacy ratio (see Table 2.6).
Twelve credit institutions violated the capital adequa
cy (N1) ratio in 2007 (11 in 2006). The number of viola
tions decreased from 65 in 2006 to 47 in 2007.
The number of banks with a capital adequacy ratio of
no more than 12% fell from 113 as of January 1, 2007, to
97 as of January 1, 2008, and their share in banking sec
tor total assets contracted by a factor of 1.9 (from 44.8%
to 24.2%).
As of January 1, 2008, 126 credit institutions (134 as
of January 1, 2007) had a capital adequacy ratio of be
tween 12% and 14%, and their share in banking sector
total assets contracted by 5.2 percentage points to
17.6%.
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As previously, nearly 80% of operating credit in
stitutions had a capital adequacy ratio of more than
14%. Meanwhile, the share of credit institutions with
a capital adequacy ratio of between 14% and 28%

expanded by a factor of 2.3 in 2007 (from 23.8% to
53.6% of banking sector total assets), as this group
included Sberbank and VTB Bank (see Charts 2.18
and 2.19).

Credit institutions grouped by capital adequacy ratio
(by number)
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II.5. Bank Management Quality

A reduction in excess funds on the markets, their ris
ing cost, higher risks, the slower return on consumer
credit, and the stock market’s increased price volatility
made it particularly important to improve the quality of
bank management. In view of this, the Bank of Russia is
sued a number of methodological documents. In partic
ular, to improve corporate governance, compliance risk
management and internal controls, it issued Letter
No. 11T, dated February 7, 2007, ‘On the List of Issues
for the Evaluation of Corporate Governance by Credit In
stitutions’, Letter No. 173T, dated November 2, 2007,
‘On Recommendations by the Basel Committee on Bank
ing Supervision’, which deals with compliance and the
compliance function in banks, and Letter of Information
No. 1, dated June 20, 2007, ‘On Certain Issues Relating
to the Completion by Credit Institutions of 0409639 Re
porting Form ‘Statement of Internal Controls in a Credit
Institution’’.
As for improvements to corporate governance, note
should be made of the appointment in certain credit in
stitutions of independent directors, the improved work of
boards of directors (supervisory boards), selfevaluation
by credit institutions of corporate governance, and the
drawing up of plans to upgrade corporate governance
pursuant to Bank of Russia Letter No. 11T, dated Feb
ruary 7, 2007.
Credit institutions have become more transparent. As
of January 1, 2008, over 84% of total operating credit in
stitutions disclosed information about their activities on

the Bank of Russia website (72% as of January 1, 2007).
As of the beginning of 2008, 698 credit institutions (more
than 61% of total operating credit institutions) agreed to
disclose information pursuant to Bank of Russia Letter
No. 165T, dated December 21, 2006, ‘On Disclosure of
Information by Credit Institutions’ (i.e. they agreed to dis
close all data reported in 0409101 (balance sheet) and
0409102 Profit and Loss account forms). Many credit in
stitutions disclose information on their own websites.
Measures taken to improve the quality of bank man
agement helped most credit institutions comply with the
required ratios set by the Bank of Russia and achieve
strong financial results in 2007.
However, there are still certain unresolved issues in
corporate governance.
Specifically, integrated risk management systems
were developed mainly in large credit institutions, while
in many credit institutions risk management was fragmen
tary. In some credit institutions, the board of directors
(supervisory board) was excessively involved in running
daytoday operations, and there was no clear separa
tion of powers and duties between executive bodies. To
improve the situation in this regard, Russian lawmakers
are currently drafting, in collaboration with the Bank of
Russia, amendments to legislation to increase the role
and raise the responsibility of the board of directors (su
pervisory board) in a bank, and to give the Bank of Russia
powers to evaluate corporate governance in credit insti
tutions.
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II.6. Stress Testing the Banking Sector

To determine the soundness of credit institutions
against shocks, the Bank of Russia stress tested the bank
ing sector on the basis of data reported by credit institu
tions as of January 1, 2007, and January 1, 2008. It con
sidered relatively tough stress scenarios, in which banks
were simultaneously subjected to a series of adverse im
pacts. However, the possibility of stress scenarios mate
rializing in the coming year is considered extremely un
likely, as economic growth continues, government financ
es improve, and the situation on commodity markets re
mains positive for Russian exporters.
The stresstest results as of January 1, 2008, show
that in a baseline scenario credit institutions could incur
aggregate losses of 56.1% of their capital, or 4.5% of GDP
(56.2% of capital, or 3.5% of GDP as of January 1, 2007);
in the worstcase scenario capital loss could reach 60.1%,
or 4.9% of GDP (58.1% and 3.7% as of January 1, 2007).
The higher potential losses in the stress test as of Janu
ary 1, 2008, as compared with the situation a year earli
er, were caused by several factors: increased risk on loans
to nonfinancial organisations and households (potential
losses rose by 53.4% and 77.6% respectively, in line with
the expansion of loan portfolios) and significantly higher
liquidity risk (the risk of an outflow of raised funds). In a
baseline scenario, losses increased 56.8% in 2007 and
in the worstcase scenario losses grew 110%.
The calculations confirmed once again that credit risk
remains the most important risk for the Russian banking
sector. The stress test has shown that potential losses
may be as high as 51.0% of capital (51.9% as of the be
ginning of 2007).
In credit risk, the risk of lending to nonfinancial or
ganisations accounts for more than 91% of potential loss
es. Losses in this type of risk can exceed 50% of capital
in a number of banks, which account for about 53% of
banking sector assets and capital.
Potential losses on household loans calculated over the
course of the stress test seem to be small so far. The share
of credit institutions whose losses may exceed 50% could
be about 2% of banking sector total assets and capital.
At the same time, it should be noted that the rapid
growth in the risk of lending to households in recent years
may lead to an accumulation of credit risks, and as the
trend towards slower growth in consumer credit contin
ues, the real scale of this risk could become apparent as
early as 2008.

The effect of liquidity risk on banking sector stabil
ity increased significantly in 2007. In a baseline sce
nario, capital loss from the materialisation of this risk
has not altered from the previous year’s level of 4.4%,
while in the worstcase scenario it increased from 6.3%
to 8.4%.
In the second half of 2007, the Russian banking sec
tor experienced the real impact of several stress factors,
such as growth in interest rates, and the reduction of lim
its on international financial markets, and the increase in
demand for liquidity and interest rates on the domestic
interbank market. Stresstesting conducted on the basis
of data reported by banks as of July 1, 2007, and Octo
ber 1, 2007, revealed growth during that period of poten
tial losses among credit institutions, particularly as a re
sult of the materialisation of liquidity risk.
The absolute value of potential losses connected with
liquidity risk only increased during the quarter by factors
of 1.6 and 2.1 respectively. The main reason for greater
losses from liquidity risk in the baseline scenario is the
possible rise of the base MIACR, and as a consequence,
the rising cost of interbank borrowing on the domestic
market necessary to fill the liquidity gap. Nevertheless,
despite growth in potential losses from liquidity risk in the
event of a real crisis on international financial markets,
banking sector capital is large enough to absorb the loss
es calculated by stresstesting.
Potential losses of credit institutions from market risk
are not yet dangerous from the standpoint of systemic
stability of the banking sector: they account for 0.4% of
GDP (4.5% of capital). It should be noted, however, that
the interest rate risk has grown significantly (by 20.5% in
2007), and that its share of total losses from market risk
stood at 64.6% as of January 1, 2008.
If a crisis were to break out on the interbank market
(the socalled ‘domino effect’ has been calculated sepa
rately), banks’ losses could reach 23% of banking sector
capital (1.9% of GDP). Credit institutions whose losses
could exceed 50% of capital account for about 14% of
banking sector total assets and capital.
Overall, stress test results have shown that integral
losses can exceed half of capital of a large number of
credit institutions: in the baseline scenario their share is
59% of banking sector assets (60% as of January 1, 2007)
and in the worstcase scenario 61% (unchanged from
January 1, 2007).
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III.1. Upgrading the Legal and Regulatory Framework
for Banking Activities in Line with International Standards

The Bank of Russia in 2007 continued to upgrade the
legal framework for banking in line with the Russian Bank
ing Sector Development Strategy until 2008. It issued a
number of regulations designed to improve banking reg
ulation and supervision, including state registration of
credit institutions, licensing of banking operations, man
agement of offsite supervision, onsite inspection, finan
cial rehabilitation and liquidation of credit institutions, and
countering money laundering and terrorist financing.

III.1.1. Upgrading the regulatory
framework for credit institutions
The Bank of Russia took part in the drafting of the
following federal laws that came into force in 2007.
Federal Law No. 248FZ, dated November 2, 2007,
‘On Amending Article 29 of the Federal Law on Banks and
Banking Activities’. A new section was added to Article
29, stipulating that if a bank deposit agreement has been
concluded with an individual, under the condition that the
deposit is returned to the individual on the expiry of the
term or if circumstances established by the agreement
arise, the bank may not unilaterally cut short this term,
reduce the interest rate, or increase or set a commission
fee for transactions, except in cases stipulated by the fed
eral law.
Federal Law No. 82FZ, dated May 17, 2007, ‘On the
Development Bank’ and Federal Law No. 83FZ, dated
May 17, 2007, ‘On Amending Certain Laws of the Rus
sian Federation in Connection with the Passing of the
Federal Law on the Development Bank’. Specifically, the
Federal Law on Banks and Banking Activities was amend
ed to establish the right of the development bank to con
duct banking operations on the basis of the Federal Law
on the Development Bank, while stipulating that the Bank
of Russia set specific accounting rules for the develop
ment bank.
Federal Law No. 214FZ, dated July 24, 2007, ‘On
Amending Certain Laws of the Russian Federation in Con
nection with the Passing of the Federal Law on Amending
the Code of Criminal Procedure of the Russian Federa
tion and the Federal Law on the Prosecutor’s Office of
the Russian Federation’. Article 26 of the Federal Law on
Banks and Banking Activities was amended to stipulate
that a credit institution must submit reports on operations
and accounts of corporate entities and unincorporated
individual entrepreneurs, as well as statements on house
hold accounts and deposits, to investigators with the per
mission of the head of the investigation authority rather
than the prosecutor, as was the procedure before the
amendment was introduced. In addition, Article 27 of the

Federal Law on Banks and Banking Activities was amend
ed in respect of the procedure for arresting funds or oth
er valuables held by corporate entities and private indi
viduals in deposit or other accounts, or in escrow with a
credit institution. According to the amended version of
the law, this property may be seized on orders from a court
of law, arbitration court, or judge, and also on the deci
sion of the investigating authority if there is a court order
to this effect.
Article 26 of the Federal Law on Banks and Banking
Activities was amended in 2007 for the second time due
to the passage of Federal Law No. 225FZ, dated Octo
ber 2, 2007, ‘On Amending Certain Laws of the Russian
Federation’, which, in turn, was passed due to the pas
sage of a new version of the Federal Law on Enforcement.
This law extended the list of authorities to which credit
institutions submit reports on operations and accounts
of corporate entities, and on unincorporated entrepre
neurs, as well as statements of household accounts and
deposits. Such statements are now also issued to law
enforcement and other authorities in the cases stipulat
ed by the laws regulating their activities.
Drafted with the participation of the Bank of Russia,
Federal Law No. 34FZ, dated March 13, 2007, ‘On
Amending Article 11 of the Federal Law on Household
Deposit Insurance with Russian Banks and Article 6 of the
Federal Law on Bank of Russia Payments on Household
Deposits with Bankrupt Banks Uncovered by the Deposit
Insurance System’, increased the level of insurance com
pensation for household deposits to 400,000 rubles, and
simultaneously introduced a commensurate increase in
Bank of Russia payments to bankrupt banks uncovered
by the deposit insurance system.

III.1.2. Licensing credit institutions
The State Duma received for consideration in 2007 a
number of amendments, drafted with the participation of
the Bank of Russia, to Article 22 of the Federal Law on
Banks and Banking Activities. The purpose of these
amendments was to aid the expansion of the range of
banking services provided to banks’ customers outside
their banks, through the opening of internal divisions. The
draft amendments aim to make banking services more
accessible to the public, increase the number of banks in
mediumsized and small towns and villages and enable
credit institutions to expand and improve their organisa
tional structures, respond flexibly to changes in house
hold demand for specific banking services, and bring
them as close as possible to consumers. Federal Law
No. 20FZ, dated March 3, 2008, ‘On Amending Article
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22 of the Federal Law on Banks and Banking Activities’,
came into force on March 17, 2008.
Federal Law No. 325FZ, dated December 4, 2007,
‘On Amending Article 36 of the Federal Law on Banks and
Banking Activities’, which came into force on March 8,
2008, made it possible for newly registered banks, and
banks registered less than two years ago, to take house
hold deposits on the following conditions:
— the authorised capital of a new bank (the capital of
an operating bank) must be no less than the ruble
equivalent of 100 million euros;
— the bank complies with the Bank of Russia require
ment to disclose, without limits on the range of peo
ple, information on persons who directly or indirectly
exert material influence on decisions taken by the
bank’s management.
In the period under review, the State Duma received
for approval a draft federal law, prepared with the Bank
of Russia’s participation, ‘On Amending the Federal Law
on Banks and Banking Activities’, designed to upgrade
banking merger, acquisition and reorganisation proce
dures. The document aims to simplify and reduce the
expense of bank reorganisation procedures, ensure that
reorganised credit institutions remain liquid and solvent,
and create additional safeguards for their creditors.
The Bank of Russia continued in 2007 to optimise the
registration of credit institutions and licensing of their
operations. It amended its Instruction No. 109I, dated
January 14, 2004, ‘On the Bank of Russia DecisionMak
ing Procedure in Respect of the State Registration of
Credit Institutions and Licensing Banking Operations’
(hereinafter referred to as Bank of Russia Instruction
No. 109I).
To create additional conditions for the expansion of
banking services to all regions of the country, and encour
age credit institutions to expand their retail banking net
works, the Bank of Russia granted to credit institutions
and their branches the right to open new internal divisions
such as operations offices. It also provided for the possi
bility of changing the status of a branch of a credit insti
tution to that of an internal division in cases where the
credit institution seeks to optimise its regional network.
However, such a credit institution may temporarily retain
the correspondent subaccount of the branch converted
into an internal division for up to 90 calendar days from
the moment it notifies Bank of Russia regional branches
on the conversion. At the end of 2007, in response to cred
it institutions’ requests, the Bank of Russia extended this
period to 360 calendar days (Bank of Russia Ordinance
No. 1794U, dated February 21, 2007, and Ordinance
No. 1933U, dated November 27, 2007).
Bank of Russia Ordinance No. 1828U, dated May 14,
2007, extended the list of nonmonetary assets that may
be contributed as payment to the authorised capital of a
credit institution (taking into account ATM and terminals
used by credit institutions in conducting cash operations),
and specified the list of documents a credit institution
must submit to a Bank of Russia regional branch when
selling additional shares to a wide range of buyers.

Bank of Russia Instruction No. 130I, dated Febru
ary 21, 2007, ‘On the Procedure for Obtaining Prior Per
mission from the Bank of Russia for the Acquisition and
(or) Receipt in Trust of Shares (Stakes) in a Credit Insti
tution’, altered this procedure with regard to the acquisi
tion and (or) receipt in trust by an individual, or a group of
persons, of more than 20% of shares (stakes) in a credit
institution. The changes aim, above all, to simplify the
procedure for obtaining such permission. Specifically, the
Instruction sets thresholds for the value of shares (stakes)
acquired, which can be only exceeded with prior permis
sion from the Bank of Russia. The document also de
scribes cases in which Bank of Russia permission is con
sidered granted, and specifies the procedure for obtain
ing prior permission from the Bank of Russia when shares
in a credit institution are acquired through trading con
ducted by a stock exchange or another organiser of se
curities trading (sale by auction), and when the price of
shares is set on the basis of a public offering.
In line with changes made to Article 61 of the Federal
Law on the Central Bank of the Russian Federation (Bank
of Russia) and Article 11 of the Federal Law on Banks and
Banking Activities, Bank of Russia Ordinance No. 1810U,
dated March 28, 2007, ‘On Amending Bank of Russia In
struction No. 128I, Dated March 10, 2006, on the Rules
of Issuance and Registration of Securities by Credit Insti
tutions in the Russian Federation’, set the requirement
that a person or group of persons who acquire or receive
in trust more than 1% of shares in a credit institution must
notify the Bank of Russia. Similar changes were made to
Bank of Russia Instruction No. 109I (Bank of Russia Or
dinance No. 1828U, dated May 14, 2007). In addition,
the Bank of Russia specified a time period after which a
credit institution may place additional shares and securi
ties convertible into shares with persons who have no pri
ority right, and set the procedure for submitting for state
registration a securities issue report (additional securi
ties issue report) and statements of share buyers’ per
sonal accounts, confirming the entry of funds transferred
by investors in the Russian and (or) foreign currency.
Bank of Russia Regulation No. 307P, dated July 20,
2007, ‘On the Procedure for Recording and Presenting
Information on Credit Institutions’ Related Persons’, draft
ed in connection with the entering into force of the Fed
eral Law on the Protection of Competition, to replace Bank
of Russia Regulation No. 227P, dated May 14, 2003, ‘On
the Procedure for Recording and Presenting Information
on Credit Institutions’ Related Persons’, settled issues
relating to the application of the new conditions for the
creation of a group of persons, in order to specify a group
of persons owning a credit institution, and to compile a
list of related persons.
Bank of Russia Ordinance No. 1790U, dated Janu
ary 26, 2007, ‘On Recognising as Partially Invalid Bank of
Russia Regulation No. 437 of April 23, 1997, on the Spe
cifics of the Registration of Credit Institutions with For
eign Investments, and on the Procedure for Obtaining
Prior Permission from the Bank of Russia to Increase the
Authorised Capital of a Registered Credit Institution us
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ing NonResident Funds’, drafted pursuant to the Feder
al Law on Amending Articles 11 and 18 of the Federal Law
on Banks and Banking Activities, lifted the requirement
for the Bank of Russia to consider statements of intent to
increase the authorised capital of a credit institution us
ing nonresident funds and to alienate shares (stocks) in
favour of nonresidents, and cancelled the provisions
establishing the procedure for obtaining prior permission
from the Bank of Russia to increase the authorised capi
tal of a registered credit institution using nonresident
funds.
To accelerate the start of work of credit institutions’
internal divisions, the Bank of Russia issued Ordinance
No. 1863U, dated July 11, 2007, ‘On Amending Bank of
Russia Regulation No. 271P, Dated June 9, 2005, on the
Examination of Documents Submitted to a Bank of Russia
Regional Branch for DecisionMaking on the State Regis
tration of Credit Institutions, Issuing Banking Licences and
Maintaining Databases on Credit Institutions and their Di
visions’, which cancelled requirements to check offices of
internal divisions to ensure their readiness for operations
with valuables before the credit institutions opened new
internal divisions or changed their address. Bank of Rus
sia Ordinance No. 1754U, dated December 11, 2006, ‘On
Amending Bank of Russia Instruction No. 109I, Dated Jan
uary 14, 2004, on the Bank of Russia DecisionMaking Pro
cedure in Respect of the State Registration of Credit Insti
tutions and Licensing Banking Operations’, which came
into effect on January 1, 2007, made such checks a part
of ongoing supervision conducted after internal divisions
have already become operational.
Bank of Russia Ordinance No. 1807U, dated March
27, 2007, ‘On the Bank of Russia DecisionMaking Pro
cedure in Respect of the State Registration of Changes
Made to the Founding Documents of a Bank, and Licens
ing Banking Operations in Response to a Bank’s Request
to Change its Status to that of a NonBank Credit Institu
tion’, established the procedure for changing the status
of a bank to the status of a nonbank credit institution on
a voluntary basis, or in compliance with paragraph 2 of
Article 20 of the Federal Law on Banks and Banking Ac
tivities. The document also stipulates that a bank may
change its status to that of a nonbank credit institution
where there are no grounds to revoke its banking licence
(in order to carry out bankruptcyprevention measures)
and evidence of its inability to comply with prudential rules
after its status has been altered.
Bank of Russia Ordinance No. 1818U, dated April 23,
2007, ‘On Amending Bank of Russia Regulation No. 230
P, Dated June 4, 2003, on the Reorganisation of Credit
Institutions by Merger or Acquisition’, lifted the require
ment to hold a joint general meeting of shareholders of
credit institutions reorganised through mergers or acqui
sitions. It also stipulated that a merger or acquisition
agreement, and a protocol of the shareholders’ meeting
of each of the two credit institutions being reorganised
must include provisions (decisions) provided for by the
Federal Law on JointStock Companies and the Federal
Law on Limited Liability Companies respectively.

In connection with the entering into force on January
1, 2008, of Federal Law No. 231FZ, dated December 18,
2006, ‘On Bringing into Force Section 4 of the Civil Code
of the Russian Federation’, which required amending Ar
ticles 7 and 10 of the Federal Law on Banks and Banking
Activities, for the purpose of specifying the full and
abridged title of a credit institution, the Bank of Russia
made amendments to 19 regulations (Bank of Russia
Ordinances No. 1919U, dated November 26, 2007,
No. 1930U, dated November 26, 2007, No. 1932U, dat
ed November 27, 2007, and No. 1938U, dated Novem
ber 27, 2007).

III.1.3. Regulation of credit institutions
and supervision methodology
To improve supervision, replace formal procedures
by the substantive evaluation of the situation in a credit
institution and implement riskbased supervision, the
Bank of Russia issued Regulation No. 310P, dated Sep
tember 7, 2007, ‘On the Curators of Credit Institutions’
(hereinafter referred to as Bank of Russia Regulation
No. 310P), which established the procedure for appoint
ing employees of Bank of Russia regional branches as
curators (relationship officers) of credit institutions, de
fined their duties, powers and responsibilities, and set the
fitness and propriety requirements for them. While giving
curators broad opportunities to perform their functions
effectively, Bank of Russia Ordinance No. 310P in
creased the personal responsibility of supervisors ap
pointed as curators in terms of the quality and timeliness
of their assessments and proposals relating to the per
formance of credit institutions. The document also pro
vides for the periodic rotation of curators, and collective
discussions of their assessments and recommendations.
The Bank of Russia made amendments to some of
its regulations, with the aim of increasing the capitalisa
tion of the banking sector. To implement the standards
set by Federal Law No. 247FZ, dated December 29,
2006, ‘On Amending Articles 50.36 and 50.39 of the Fed
eral Law on Insolvency (Bankruptcy) of Credit Institutions’,
and Article 72 of the Federal Law on the Central Bank of
the Russian Federation (Bank of Russia)’, the Bank of Rus
sia issued Ordinance No. 1793U, dated February 20,
2007, ‘On Amending Bank of Russia Regulation No. 215P,
Dated February 10, 2003, ‘On the Methodology for Deter
mining Credit Institutions’ Capital’, which specified and
extended the list of subordinated instruments included in
capital calculation. These amendments correspond to in
ternational banking and supervisory practices, and aid
growth in the capitalisation of the Russian banking sector.
To improve the methodology for the calculation by
credit institutions of required ratios, and supervision of
their observance, the Bank of Russia introduced in 2007
the following changes:
● for the purpose of upgrading the capital adequacy
(N1) ratio:
— investments made by a credit institution in federal
government debt obligations were classified as risk
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free assets (Group 1 assets) (Bank of Russia Ordi
nance No. 1838U, dated June 14, 2007, ‘On Amend
ing Bank of Russia Instruction No. 110I, Dated Jan
uary 16, 2004, ‘On Banks’ Required Ratios’);
— a lower risk weight of 20% is applied to credit claims
secured by Bank of Russia bonds (Group 3 assets)
(Bank of Russia Ordinance No. 1905U, dated No
vember 13, 2007, ‘On Amending Bank of Russia In
struction No. 110I, Dated January 16, 2004, ‘On
Banks’ Required Ratios’;
— for credit institutions issuing mortgagebacked
bonds, the approach to calculating the capital ade
quacy (N1) ratio, which previously stood at 14%, was
made similar to that taken to the N1 ratio for banks
(Bank of Russia Ordinance No. 1831U, dated June
1, 2007, ‘On Amending Bank of Russia Instruction
No. 112I, Dated March 31, 2004, ‘On the Required
Ratios for Credit Institutions Issuing Mortgage
Backed Bonds’. Specifically, the ratio was set at 10%
for banks with capital of no less than the equivalent
of 5 million euros, and 11% for banks with capital of
less than the equivalent of 5 million euros.
This change was made possible by an amendment to
Federal Law No. 152FZ, dated November 11, 2003, ‘On
Mortgage Securities’, which stipulated that should an in
stitution that issues mortgagebacked bonds be declared
insolvent (bankrupt), the mortgage shall be excluded from
the institution’s property constituting bankruptcy assets.
This change solved the problem of additional protection
for the acquirers of mortgage securities, and rendered
unnecessary the use of an indirect means of protection,
such as tightening the financial soundness requirements
for mortgage security issuing banks.
● for the purpose of improving methods of evaluating
the liquidity of credit institutions and monitoring it (in
stant (N2) and current (N3) liquidity ratios), and to
determine the ratio of maximum risk per borrower or
group of related borrowers (N6):
— the Bank of Russia revised the list of highly liquid and
liquid assets, including in it debt obligations of the
World Bank Group (the International Bank for Recon
struction and Development and International Finance
Corporation) and the European Bank for Reconstruc
tion and Development, securities on the Bank of Rus
sia Lombard List, and loans grouped in portfolios of
homogeneous loans with provisions of no more than
20% (Bank of Russia Ordinance No. 1838U, dated
June 14, 2007, ‘On Amending Bank of Russia Instruc
tion No. 110I, Dated January 16, 2004, on Banks’
Required Ratios’);
— bank obligations to the Bank of Russia and/or to
counterparty banks, secured by highly liquid and liq
uid securities, were excluded from obligations in
volved in the calculation of instant and current liquid
ity ratios. The Bank of Russia also revised the princi
ples for including repo operations with highly liquid
and liquid securities in the liquidity ratio calculation,
and stipulated that the N6 ratio should not be calcu
lated by the credit institution members of banking

groups of which the creditor bank is a part (Bank of
Russia Ordinance No. 1905U, dated November 13,
2007, ‘On Amending Bank of Russia Instruction
No. 110I, Dated January 16, 2004, on Banks’ Re
quired Ratios’).
To simplify procedures for extending loans to medi
umsized and small businesses, the Bank of Russia is
sued Ordinance No. 1960U, dated December 28, 2007,
‘On Amending Point 6.3 of Bank of Russia Regulation
No. 254P, Dated March 26, 2006, on the Procedure for
Making by Credit Institutions Provisions for Possible Loss
es, Loan and Similar Debts’ (hereinafter referred to as
Bank of Russia Regulation No. 254P), which added to
Quality Category 2 Security sureties of funds to support
free enterprise, and funds to encourage lending to medi
umsized and small businesses set up by regional gov
ernments.
In connection with the introduction of a new account
ing procedure (Bank of Russia Regulation No. 302P,
dated March 26, 2007, ‘On Accounting Rules in Credit
Institutions Domiciled in the Russian Federation’ (here
inafter referred to as Bank of Russia Regulation
No. 302P), including the introduction as of January 1,
2008, of the accrual method of income and expense ac
counting, the Bank of Russia made necessary changes
to regulation of credit, market and foreign exchange risks,
and to the calculation of credit institutions’ capital:
— in connection with the introduction of new principles
of accounting for securities and forward transactions,
the Bank of Russia set up a procedure for calculating
market risk for financial instruments with a current
(fair) value, financial instruments denominated in for
eign currency and (or) precious metals, and forward
transactions (futures contracts) (Bank of Russia Reg
ulation No. 313P, dated November 14, 2007, ‘On the
Procedure for Calculating Market Risk by Credit In
stitutions’);
— the Bank of Russia established the provisioning pro
cedure for claims for interest income in respect of
credit claims acknowledged by the bank as being de
fined. In addition, the Bank of Russia lifted the re
quirement to make provisions for futures contacts
concluded on organised trading floors, and overthe
counter futures contracts which provide for the pay
ment (receipt) of intermediate income (the variation
margin) by the counterparties (Bank of Russia Ordi
nance No. 1837U, dated June 14, 2007, ‘On Amend
ing Bank of Russia Regulation No. 283P, Dated
March 20, 2006, on the Loss Provision Procedure for
Credit Institutions’ (hereinafter referred to as Bank
of Russia Regulation No. 283P);
— in connection with the establishment of the require
ment to revalue ruble positions dependent on chang
es in exchange rates, or the book price of precious
metals, the Bank of Russia revised the procedure for
calculating open currency positions with regard to
these positions. In addition, it amended the proce
dure for calculating foreign exchange risk for offbal
ance sheet instruments, establishing a requirement
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to include collateral accepted as security for funds
placed in the calculation of open currency positions
(Bank of Russia Ordinance No. 1832U, dated June
1, 2007, ‘On Amending Bank of Russia Instruction
No. 124I, Dated July 15, 2005, on Setting Limits on
Open Currency Positions, the Methodology for Cal
culating them, and the Specifics of Supervision of
their Observance by Credit Institutions’);
— as regards capital calculation, the Bank of Russia left
essentially intact the principle of including in capital
calculation the results of the revaluation of securities
that existed before the entering into force of Bank of
Russia Resolution No. 302P. Specifically, both the
positive (included in capital sources) and negative
(diminishing the sum of capital sources) results of the
revaluation of securities at their current (fair) value
are taken into account when calculating capital, only
insofar as they result from the application of intra
bank methodologies that use average weighted pric
es in securities trading on the organised securities
market (Bank of Russia Ordinance No. 1940U, dat
ed November 28, 2007, ‘On Amending Bank of Rus
sia Regulation No. 215P, Dated February 10, 2003,
on the Methodology for Determining Credit Institu
tions’ Capital’).
Guided by international supervisory practice with re
spect to the evaluation of the quality of banking risk man
agement, based on the assessment of the effectiveness
of internal strategies, policies and procedures for manag
ing and monitoring all major types of risk, the Bank of Rus
sia issued letters of information on advanced international
practice in managing interest rate and liquidity risks.
The Bank of Russia took steps in 2007 to further up
grade consolidated reporting. Specifically:
— it revised the procedure for compiling consolidated
reports, including the basic principles of compiling
consolidated reports, their structure, consolidation
methods and the procedure for including data report
ed by the members of a group in the consolidated
report; it set out principles for the accounting policy
of a group with respect to compiling consolidated
reports, and the requirements for the presentation
and content of explanatory notes to consolidated re
ports (Bank of Russia Ordinance No. 1858U, dated
July 9, 2007, ‘On Amending Bank of Russia Regula
tion No. 191P, Dated July 30, 2002, on Consolidat
ed Reporting’);
— the Bank of Russia revised the procedure for record
ing indicators for members of a group that are non
credit institutions, the calculation of individual indi
cators for the whole group, and disaggregated group
members (credit and noncredit institutions), includ
ing capital sources, mutual transactions of group
members, and the share of minority shareholders
(members). It also set the procedure for recording in
consolidated reports data reported by nonresident
members of a group, and financial results of the re
tirement of group members (Bank of Russia Ordi
nance No. 1859U, dated July 9, 2007, ‘On Amend

ing Bank of Russia Regulation No. 246P, Dated Jan
uary 5, 2004, on the Procedure for Compiling Con
solidated Reports by the Parent Credit Institution of
a Banking/Consolidated Group’);
— the Bank of Russia revised and specified the proce
dure for calculating the financial result of a bank, used
in the group of profitability assessment indicators,
and the procedure for calculating individual indica
tors for this group, including the expense and income
structure, net interest margin, and net spread from
credit operations (Bank of Russia Ordinance
No. 1861U, dated July 10, 2007, ‘On Amending Bank
of Russia Ordinance No. 1379U, Dated January 16,
2004, on the Evaluation of a Bank’s Financial Sound
ness for the Purpose of Establishing its Adequacy for
Participation in the Deposit Insurance System’).
The Bank of Russia continued in 2007 to optimise and
upgrade accounting and reporting forms used for super
visory purposes (prudential reporting).
Specifically, it changed the content of 0409115 Form
‘Information on the Quality of a Credit Institution’s Assets’
(formerly ‘Information on the Quality of Loans, Loan and
Similar Debts) and 0409155 Form ‘Information on Finan
cial Instruments Recorded in BelowLine Balance Ac
counts’ (formerly ‘Information on Provisions’). The new
version of 0409115 Form is designed to encourage a
credit institution to provide information on the quality of
all its assets evaluated pursuant to Bank of Russia Regu
lations No. 254P and 283P by counterparty and asset
type. 0409155 Form aims to encourage a credit institu
tion to disclose information on all contingent credit liabil
ities and forward transactions (deliverable and nonde
liverable) by instrument, and provisions made for them.
This information will allow the Bank of Russia to assess
the credit risk involved in these transactions.
As part of its efforts to provide methodological assis
tance, the Bank of Russia issued recommendations for
its regional branches (Bank of Russia Letter No. 166T,
dated October 19, 2007, ‘On the Methodology for Deter
mining Costs (Losses) Resulting from Business Develop
ment’), which specified the structure of costs accounted
for by a bank as costs (losses) involved in business de
velopment. According to subpoint 5.2.1 of Bank of Rus
sia Ordinance No. 1379U, dated January 16, 2004, ‘On
the Evaluation of a Bank’s Financial Soundness for the
Purpose of Establishing its Adequacy for Participation in
the Deposit Insurance System’, these costs (losses) may
not be taken into account when compiling the ‘financial
result of a bank’ indicator. The Bank of Russia set a pro
cedure for examining banks’ petitions on this matter and
preparing a corresponding petition to the Bank of Russia
Banking Supervision Committee.

III.1.4. Upgrading the legal and regulatory
framework for the financial rehabilitation
and liquidation of credit institutions
In line with the entering into force of the Federal Law
on Amending Article 11 of the Federal Law on Insurance
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of Household Deposits with Russian Banks, and Article 6
of the Federal Law on Bank of Russia Payments on House
hold Deposits with Bankrupt Banks Uncovered by the
Compulsory Deposit Insurance System, the Bank of Rus
sia issued Ordinance No. 1811U, dated March 29, 2007,
‘On Amending Bank of Russia Ordinance No. 1517U,
Dated November 17, 2004, on Bank of Russia Payments
on Household Deposits with Bankrupt Banks Uncovered
by the Compulsory Deposit Insurance System, and on the
Procedure for Cooperation between Agent Banks and
the Bank of Russia’, which raised the maximum size of a
Bank of Russia payment to 400,000 rubles, and altered
the procedure for calculating Bank of Russia payments
on household deposits with bankrupt banks uncovered
by the compulsory deposit insurance system.
Bank of Russia Regulation No. 301P, dated January
16, 2007, ‘On the Procedure for Compiling and Present
ing the Interim Liquidation Balance Sheet and Liquida
tion Balance Sheet of a Credit Institution Being Liquidat
ed, and their Approval by a Bank of Russia Regional
Branch’, which replaced Bank of Russia Regulation
No. 125P, dated October 4, 2000, ‘On the Procedure for
Compiling the Interim Liquidation Balance Sheet and Liq
uidation Balance Sheet of a Credit Institution, and their
Approval by Bank of Russia Regional Branches’, set the
procedure for monitoring the liquidation of a credit insti
tution, including the reporting of individual indicators that
characterise the liquidation process.
Bank of Russia Regulation No. 306P, dated July 3,
2007, ‘On Inspecting Receivers and Liquidators of Credit
Institutions by the Bank of Russia’, which replaced Bank
of Russia Regulation No. 132P, dated January 17, 2001,
‘On Inspecting Receivers of Bankrupt Credit Institutions
and Liquidators by the Bank of Russia’, established the
grounds and procedure for appointing and conducting
inspections of receivers (liquidators) of credit institutions,
and outlined measures to be taken with regard to inspec
tion results.
In connection with the issuance of Regulation
No. 302P, the Bank of Russia made amendments to its
Regulation No. 279P, dated November 9, 2005, ‘On the
Provisional Administration of a Credit Institution’, Regu
lation No. 301P, dated January 16, 2007, ‘On the Pro
cedure for Compiling and Presenting the Interim Liqui
dation Balance Sheet and Liquidation Balance Sheet of
a Credit Institution Being Liquidated, and their Approval
by a Bank of Russia Regional Branch’, Ordinance
No. 1594U, dated July 14, 2005, ‘On the List, Forms and
Procedure for Compiling and Presenting to the Central
Bank of the Russian Federation Reports by Credit Insti
tutions Being Liquidated’, and Ordinance No. 1260U,
dated March 24, 2003, ‘On the Procedure for Matching
Authorised Capital with a Credit Institution’s Capital’.
These amendments excluded from the chart of accounts
a number of accounts used to record financial results,
altered titles of certain balance sheet accounts, and
closed certain balance sheet accounts (Bank of Russia
Ordinances No. 1854U, dated July 5, 2007, No. 1856U,
dated July 5, 2007, and No. 1867U, dated July 20, 2007).

Bank of Russia Ordinance No. 1867U, dated July 20,
2007, ‘On Amending Bank of Russia Ordinance No. 1260U,
Dated March 24, 2003, on the Procedure for Matching
Authorised Capital with a Credit Institution’s Capital’, es
tablished the ratio by which the authorised capital of a
credit institution could be reduced in order to redeem the
previous year’s loss, and the uncovered loss approved
by the annual shareholders’ (members’) meeting, and in
order to augment the current year’s income.
Bank of Russia Ordinance No. 1853U, dated July 5,
2007, ‘On the Specifics of Settlement Operations Con
ducted by a Credit Institution after the Revocation of its
Banking Licence and on the Accounts Used by the Re
ceiver (Liquidator or Liquidation Commission)’, set out a
mechanism for implementing legal standards in the liqui
dation of credit institutions, including the use of the ac
counts of the staterun Deposit Insurance Agency, which
carries out liquidation procedures in credit institutions.
The document also set out the procedure for opening and
closing foreign currency accounts during the course of
liquidating a credit institution, and using and closing cor
respondent accounts (subaccounts) of the credit insti
tution (branch) undergoing liquidation in the divisions of
the Bank of Russia settlement network, and correspon
dent accounts in correspondent credit institutions.
Bank of Russia Ordinance No. 1874U, dated August
13, 2007, ‘On the Treatment by Bank of Russia Regional
Branches and Settlement Divisions of Credit Institutions
That Have Had Their Banking Licences Revoked (Can
celled)’, established the procedure for cooperation be
tween Bank of Russia structural units and credit institu
tions being liquidated, including the liquidation commis
sions, liquidators, receivers and the Deposit Insurance
Agency, which implement the liquidation procedures in
credit institutions.
Bank of Russia Ordinance No. 1899U, dated Novem
ber 6, 2007, ‘On Amending Bank of Russia Regulation
No. 265P, Dated December 14, 2004, on the Accredita
tion with the Bank of Russia of Arbitration Managers as
Receivers of Bankrupt Credit Institutions’, which was
drafted to ensure compliance with the requirements of
the Federal Law on Personal Data, stipulated that arbi
tration managers who apply to the Bank of Russia for ac
creditation as receivers of bankrupt credit institutions
agree to the Bank of Russia publishing their personal data
in the Bank of Russia Bulletin and posting the data on the
Bank of Russia official website.

III.1.5. Upgrading the regulatory
framework for inspections
The Bank of Russia continued in 2007 to upgrade the
regulatory and methodological framework for inspections
in compliance with Guidelines for the Single State Mone
tary Policy in 2007, and the Bank of Russia Action Plan
for the implementation of the Russian Banking Sector
Development Strategy until 2008. For this purpose, it has
made necessary changes and amendments to applica
ble regulations on inspections.
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Some of these changes were aimed at preventing a
possible conflict of interest in the course of conducting
inspections. Specifically, the Bank of Russia prohibited
its authorised representatives who held shares (stakes)
in, and (or) were members of the management of the in
spected credit institution, from participating in inspec
tions (Bank of Russia Ordinance No. 1819U, dated April
24, 2007, ‘On Amending Bank of Russia Instruction
No. 108I, Dated December 1, 2003, on Organising In
spections by the Central Bank of the Russian Federation
(Bank of Russia)’. The employees of the Deposit Insur
ance Agency were required to disclose the ownership of
shares (stakes) in the inspected bank, or their member
ship in the management of the inspected bank (Bank of
Russia Ordinance No. 1820U, dated April 24, 2007, ‘On
Amending Bank of Russia Ordinance No. 1542U, Dated
January 13, 2005, on the Specifics of Conducting Inspec
tions of Banks with the Participation of Deposit Insurance
Agency Employees’).
The Bank of Russia set up the procedures for, and
defined, the powers of inspectors in appointing, record
ing and conducting inspections of operations offices
opened outside the premises of a credit institution or its
branch (Bank of Russia Ordinance No. 1814U, dated
March 30, 2007, ‘On Amending Bank of Russia Instruc
tion No. 105I, Dated August 25, 2003, on the Procedure
for Conducting Inspections of Credit Institutions and their
Branches by Authorised Representatives of the Central
Bank of the Russian Federation’ and Bank of Russia Or
dinance No. 1815U, dated March 30, 2007, ‘On Amend
ing Bank of Russia Instruction No. 108I, Dated Decem
ber 1, 2003, on Organising Inspections by the Central
Bank of the Russian Federation (Bank of Russia)’.
In response to queries from Bank of Russia regional
branches, the Bank of Russia clarified:
— the procedure for calculating the regularity of inspec
tions of credit institutions (at least once in 18 months)
and the principles of determining the divisions of a
credit institution inspected during the course of in
specting the credit institution with the established
regularity;
— the procedure for the prior notification of a credit in
stitution or its branch of the inspection, if the inspec
tion of the credit institution or its branch is conduct
ed with the sole purpose of ascertaining compliance
with the requirements of the federal law on counter
ing money laundering and terrorist financing, and if
this subject is included in the inspection assignment,
along with other subjects (Bank of Russia Official
Clarification No. 33OR, dated December 7, 2007,
‘On the Application of Certain Provisions of Bank of
Russia Instruction No. 105I, Dated August 25, 2003,
on the Procedure for Conducting Inspections of Cred
it Institutions and their Branches by Authorised Rep
resentatives of the Central Bank of the Russian Fed
eration’).
To improve the effectiveness of inspections, the Bank
of Russia issued the Guide for Bank of Russia Authorised
Representatives Conducting Inspections of Credit Insti

tutions and their Branches, which presented in systema
tised form the necessary regulatory and methodological
documents for conducting inspections.
To improve the procedure for drafting organisation
and authorisation documents during inspections, and to
tighten control over the organisation and conducting of
inspections, the Bank of Russia set out in 2007 recom
mendations for its regional branches on how they should
register documents relating to the organisation and con
ducting of inspections, and also on preparing and pre
senting the documents drawn up in the course of organ
ising and conducting inspections, and their electronic
copies (Bank of Russia Letter No. 116T, dated August
3, 2007, ‘On the Registration of Documents Connected
with the Organisation and Conducting of Inspections of
Credit Institutions and their Branches’ and Bank of Rus
sia Letter No. 177T, dated July 14, 2007, ‘On Recom
mendations for Preparing and Presenting in Electronic
Form of Documents and their Copies Drawn up in the
Course of Organising and Conducting Inspections of
Credit Institutions and their Branches’.
To promote riskbased supervision, enhance the ef
fectiveness of inspections of credit institutions and their
branches conducted by the Bank of Russia’s authorised
representatives, and standardise approaches to the reg
istration of inspection results, the Bank of Russia worked
out the following methodological recommendations:
— explaining the procedure for inspecting the risk man
agement system and its individual components (the
management of individual banking risks). Guided by
the principles set out in its Ordinance No. 1379U,
dated January 16, 2004, ‘On the Evaluation of a
Bank’s Financial Soundness for the Purpose of Es
tablishing its Adequacy for Participation in the Deposit
Insurance System’, the Bank of Russia recommend
ed the scoreandweight method for evaluating the
risk management system of a credit institution. It also
provided for the possibility of using supervisory in
formation received in the course of inspections for
the calculation of the risk management system indi
cator (Bank of Russia Letter No. 26T, dated March
23, 2007, ‘On Methodological Recommendations for
the Inspection of a Banking Risk Management Sys
tem in a Credit Institution or its Branch’);
— explaining the procedure for detecting during the
course of an inspection of a credit institution or its
branch the causes of distortions and errors in ac
counts and reports that led to distortions in account
ing, statistical and financial statements, and the pre
sentation to the Bank of Russia, by a credit institu
tion or its branch, of misinformation on the financial
standing (financial soundness) and property status
of the credit institution; the procedure for summaris
ing supervisory information necessary for evaluation
of reliability of accounting and reporting of the credit
institution and its branch, on the basis of information
received in the course of inspection, using where
necessary the calculations and professional judge
ments of the working group; the procedure for eval
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uating the material effect of errors and violations of
accounting and reporting rules on the reliability of
accounting and reporting of the credit institution and
its branch (Bank of Russia Letter No. 77T, dated
July 1, 2007, ‘On Methodological Recommendations
for Organising and Conducting an Inspection of the
Reliability of Accounting (Reporting) by a Credit In
stitution or its Branch’);
— establishing the procedure for recording the results of
an inspection of a credit institution or its branch in the
inspection report, for the purpose of standardising ap
proaches to drawing up inspection reports, and ensur
ing that these reports contain full and reliable supervi
sory information, and that the conclusions and profes
sional judgements made by the working groups in the
course of an onsite inspection of a credit institution, or
its individual businesses, are just and sound. The Bank
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of Russia described in detail approaches to recording
in inspection reports cases of misreporting, violations,
and shortcomings, indicating the extent of their materi
ality, and specified the procedure for recording in the
inspection report the results of inspections of individual
aspects of the credit institution’s activity, and an evalu
ation of the credit institution’s overall situation (Bank of
Russia Letter No. 86T, dated June 27, 2007, ‘On Meth
odological Recommendations for the Model Structure
and Content of a Report on an Inspection of a Credit
Institution or its Branch’);
— clarifying the procedure for inspecting compliance by
credit institutions with required reserve ratios (Bank
of Russia Letter No. 199T, dated December 10,
2007, ‘On Methodological Recommendations for In
spection of Compliance by Credit Institutions with
Required Reserve Ratios’).
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III.2. State Registration of Credit Institutions and Licensing
of Banking Operations, Including Mergers and Acquisitions

In 2007, the Bank of Russia continued to register new
credit institutions, license banking operations, evaluate
the financial standing of the founders (members) of credit
institutions, create conditions conducive to the consoli
dation of banking sector capital, and take measures to
ensure that credit institutions maintained the necessary
level of transparency in their ownership structure.
During the year under review, the Bank of Russia reg
istered 12 new credit institutions (eight banks and four
nonbank credit institutions), as compared with seven
credit institutions in 2006.
The reorganisation of credit institutions continued in
2007:
— eight credit institutions merged with other credit in
stitutions (the same number as in 2006);
— seven credit institutions changed their form of incor
poration from a limited liability company to a joint
stock company (six credit institutions in 2006).
Over the year, 41 credit institutions, or 3.6% of total
operating credit institutions, expanded the range of their
operations by obtaining additional licences; some of these
received two licences (48 credit institutions, represent
ing 4.0% in 2006). Six banks were granted the right to
take household funds on deposit, of which four banks re
ceived this right for the first time, and two received it af
ter filing a request upon the expiry of the twoyear period
after they ceased to take household deposits.
The total number of registered credit institutions de
creased from 1,345 to 1,296, representing 3.6% in 2007
(against 4.5% in 2006, when the total number of regis
tered credit institutions fell from 1,409 to 1,345). The
number of credit institutions licensed to conduct bank
ing operations dropped from 1,189 to 1,136.
As of January 1, 2008, of the total number of operat
ing credit institutions:
— 906 credit institutions, or 79.8%, are licensed to take
household funds on deposit (921 credit institutions,
or 77.5%, as of January 1, 2007);
— 754 credit institutions, or 66.4%, are licensed to con
duct banking operations in both rubles and foreign
currency (against 803 credit institutions, or 67.5%,
as of January 1, 2007);
— 300 credit institutions, or 26.4%, have a general li
cence to conduct banking operations (against 287 cre
dit institutions, or 24.1%, as of January 1, 2007);
— 199 credit institutions, or 17.5%, may conduct oper
ations with precious metals on the basis of licences
to deposit and place precious metals, or permits to
conduct operations with precious metals (against
192 credit institutions, representing 16.2%, as of Jan
uary 1, 2007).

As a result of measures taken by the shareholders
and members of credit institutions to strengthen their
capital base, banking sector total authorised capital in
creased from 566.5 billion rubles to 731.7 billion rubles
in 2007, i.e. by 165.2 billion rubles, or 29.2%. (In 2006,
banking sector total authorised capital expanded from
444.4 billion to 566.5 billion rubles, or by 122.1 billion ru
bles, representing 27.5%).
Foreign capital increased its presence in the Rus
sian banking sector during 2007. Over the year, non
resident capital in banking sector total authorised capital
expanded from 90,092.8 million rubles to 183,506.3 mil
lion rubles, or by 103.7% (in 2006, it increased from
49,554.5 million to 90,092.8 million rubles, or by 81.8%).
The nonresident share in banking sector total authorised
capital expanded from 15.90% to 25.08% (in 2006, it rose
from 11.15% to 15.90%). While the number of credit in
stitutions with a foreign interest rose from 153 to 202 (in
2006, from 136 to 153), the number of credit institutions
with a nonresident stake of more than 50% increased
from 65 to 86 (in 2006, from 52 to 65), and total foreign
investment in the authorised capital of operating credit
institutions increased by 93.4 billion rubles (in 2006, it
grew by 40.5 billion rubles). Credit institutions with a for
eign interest are located in 40 Russian regions; 124, or
61.4%, of these are based in Moscow and the Moscow
Region, and 16 are in St Petersburg.
While the total number of credit institutions declined
in 2007, their branch networks continued to expand. The
number of branches of operating credit institutions in
creased by 5.3% and stood at 3,455 as of January 1,
2008, against 3,281 as of January 1, 2007 (809 of them
are Sberbank branches). The total number of the internal
divisions of credit institutions and their branches rose by
3,871, or 12.1%, and as of January 1, 2008, stood at
35,759. However, the total number of cash departments
decreased, from 15,885 to 14,689. Credit institutions and
their branches opened many new internal divisions, au
thorised by Bank of Russia regulations, such as opera
tions offices and mobile cash points. As of January 1,
2008, there were 497 operations offices and 51 mobile
cash points. The ratio of bank internal divisions per
100,000 people increased from 22 in 2006 to 25 at the
end of 2007.
The tendency towards growth in securitiesissuing
activity of credit institutions on the primary market has
continued in the year under review. Compared to 2006,
the nominal value of registered securities issues by credit
institutions increased by 50%, from 344.7 billion rubles
to 500.3 billion rubles, while the number of securities is
sues rose 14.3%.
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However, the value of share issues registered in 2007
totalled 201.7 billion rubles, or 40.3% of total registered
securities issues, which represents a decrease of 27 per
centage points from 2006. The value of share issues con
nected with expansion of authorised capital also declined
(by 28.0%) in 2007. Compared to 2006, this indicator fell
from 176.4 billion rubles to 126.9 billion rubles. Howev
er, the total value of shares issued during the course of
creating and reorganising credit institutions increased
from 1.7 billion rubles in 2006 to 6.2 billion rubles. The
value of the registered share issues launched for the pur
pose of dilution, consolidation and conversion grew from
53.7 billion rubles in 2006 to 68.6 billion rubles in 2007.
Indicators representing the purpose structure of share
issues of credit institutions in 2007 are close to those reg
istered in 2006. The ratio of share issues registered for
the purpose of augmenting authorised capital in the total
number of share issues registered in 2007 stood at 92.6%
(against 94.2% in 2006). The proportion of share issues
registered in the course of creating and reorganising
credit institutions stood at 4.7%, compared to 2.9% in
2006. The proportion of share issues registered for the

purpose of dilution and conversion stood at 2.7% in 2007
against 2.9% in 2006.
The results of major IPOs by Sberbank and VTB Bank
were registered during the year under review. Accord
ing to the securities issue report, Sberbank placed
2,586,948 ordinary registered uncertified stocks to a
total of 230.2 billion rubles at offered price. VTB Bank
placed 1,513,026,109,019 ordinary registered uncerti
fied stocks to a total of 206.29 billion rubles at offered
price at the Bank of Russia exchange rate as of the date
of the securities issue report’s approval. As a result, the
placement of Sberbank and VTB Bank stocks account
ed for 44.6% of growth in banking sector total capital in
2007.
The value of bond issues registered in 2007 stood at
298.6 billion rubles, or 59.7% of the total nominal value
of registered issues of securities. This represents an in
crease on the previous year of 27.0%, which testifies to
the interest credit institutions are showing in raising funds
by issuing bonds. However, due to the market situation,
33.3% of the total volume of bond issues registered in
2007 were placed, in a value of 99.5 billion rubles.
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III.3. Offsite Supervision

Throughout 2007, the Bank of Russia paid special
attention in its offsite supervision to further developing
the principles of riskbased supervision, including the
evaluation of credit institutions’ activities and the imple
mentation of supervisory decisions, taking into consid
eration, first and foremost, the content and realistic as
sessment of banking risk in terms of its effect on the fi
nancial soundness of credit institutions. Along with the
formal evaluation criteria, the Bank of Russia began to
more actively use substantive approaches based on
sound and comprehensive analysis of credit institutions’
performance. It focused increasingly on evaluating the
quality of governance and risk management, and inter
nal controls.
The Bank of Russia conducted last year monthly mon
itoring of banks participating in the deposit insurance sys
tem (an element of the early warning system) to ensure
their compliance with the requirements of Federal Law
No. 177FZ, dated December 23, 2003, on Household
Deposit Insurance with Russian Banks. In cases where
banks failed to comply with deposit insurance system re
quirements, the Bank of Russia examined the causes of
this, and oversaw measures taken by the banks to en
sure compliance.
In view of the situation on international financial mar
kets in the second half of 2007, the Bank of Russia in
creased its focus on the liquidity situation in credit insti
tutions, and ensured that they had adequate liquidity risk
management systems. It kept a particularly close watch
on banks that depended heavily on interbank market bor
rowings and foreign investment. In October 2007, the
Bank of Russia conveyed to its regional branches infor
mation on advanced methods of organising effective li
quidity risk management and control in credit institutions.
In view of the rapidly growing consumer credit mar
ket, the Bank of Russia paid close attention to risks fac
ing credit institutions in this area. Consumer lending was
regulated by the passing of new laws, and amendments
to Bank of Russia rules and regulations. For this purpose,
the Bank of Russia closely cooperated with government
bodies.
Recognizing that a number of banks had a sustained
upward tendency in overdue debt on consumer credit,
the Bank of Russia tightened control over banks’ pooling
of homogeneous loans extended to households, and the
making of provisions for possible losses on these loans.
Specifically, it ensured that banks complied with Bank of
Russia Regulation No. 254P, allowing credit institutions
to include in their homogeneousloan portfolios loans
extended to households only in cases where the borrow
er has been informed of the effective interest rate.

The Bank of Russia paid special attention to individu
als’ reports and complaints against banks with respect
to consumer lending. Where necessary, such reports and
complaints were examined during the course of inspec
tions of banks. In certain cases, the Bank of Russia ar
ranged meetings between dissatisfied customers and
representatives of banks against which the complaints
were directed. As a result of such meetings, many con
flicts between borrowers and banks have been settled.
However, in many cases banks encounter problems in
retrieving their money from individual borrowers who have
not carefully studied the credit agreement, or who have
miscalculated their creditworthiness. Consequently, the
Bank of Russia planned a series of events to promote fi
nancial literacy among the general public.
In 2007, the Bank of Russia continued to detect cas
es in which credit institutions used inappropriate assets
to inflate their capital. Twelve credit institutions have been
found guilty of this, and the Bank of Russia will continue
to work with them to rectify the situation. In response to
requests from five credit institutions, it withdrew its earli
er orders to readjust capital, and ceased action against
two credit institutions under Ordinance No. 1656U, dat
ed February 6, 2006, after they liquidated (covered) the
risks they had assumed as a result of using inappropriate
assets to build up their capital.
During the year under review, the Bank of Russia im
plemented consolidated supervision of banking (consol
idated) groups, analysing on a regular basis consolidat
ed reports presented by parent credit institutions, and
other information available to the Bank of Russia, includ
ing inspection results. It paid special attention to evalu
ating the completeness of determining the consolidation
perimeter, the correctness of compiling reports, and the
timeliness of their presentation to the Bank of Russia, the
financial standing of the group, and the observance of
prudential rules. The most common infraction was the late
presentation to the Bank of Russia of consolidated re
ports by the parent credit institutions of the (banking)
consolidated groups.
In the fourth quarter of 2007, the Bank of Russia or
ganised meetings of its regional branches, to discuss is
sues relating to riskbased supervision.
During the year under review, it upgraded the prin
ciples for coordinating the activities of Bank of Russia
regional branches, to ensure effective supervision of
credit institutions whose branches located in other re
gions account for a substantial share of their opera
tions, analysed offsite supervision in its regional
branches, and provided practical assistance in organ
ising supervision.
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In 2007, the Bank of Russia continued to improve its
methods for regular monitoring of banking risk as a ma
jor element of riskbased supervision. Specifically, it de
veloped methods for monitoring market risk and credit
institutions’ capital adequacy. As a result, the current
banking risk monitoring system comprises five subsys
tems: banking sector liquidity monitoring, nonfinancial
organisation credit monitoring, household credit moni
toring, capital adequacy monitoring, and market risk
monitoring. Regular monitoring is conducted to forestall
negative trends in the banking sector, and to this end, to
detect banks whose operations provoke these trends.
To help supervisors fulfil their duties in compliance
with Bank of Russia Letter No. 40T, dated March 17,
2006, from the standpoint of information analysis, the
Bank of Russia is using in its practice the results of mon
itoring nonfinancial enterprises. It is important to note
that cooperation between enterprise monitoring servic
es and the supervisors of the Bank of Russia regional
branches who inspect credit institutions is implemented,
as a rule, during preparations for inspections.
While inspecting credit institutions, the enterprise
monitoring services of Bank of Russia regional branches
provide consultative and information analysis assistance
to Bank of Russia inspectors.

Experience has shown that the best results are
achieved when specialists with the enterprise monitoring
services are enlisted to prepare information analysis ma
terials needed for supervision, to analyse the methodolo
gies of evaluating the financial standing of nonfinancial
enterprises, approved by the internal documents of credit
institutions, and to clarify assessments of the conditions
and results of their production and financial performance.
Overall, in 2007, Bank of Russia supervisors filed
1,300 requests for analytical materials compiled on the
basis of enterprise monitoring results. The activities of
more than 3,000 nonfinancial enterprises were analysed.
When supervising credit institutions, the Bank of Rus
sia took into consideration the results of analysis of their
reports for 2006, compiled according to International Fi
nancial Reporting Standards (IFRS). Whenever serious
discrepancies were identified between the major bank
performance indicators compiled according to IFRS and
Russian Accounting Standards, Bank of Russia analysts
examined their causes, and when necessary, recom
mended that credit institutions revise assessments of their
assets and liabilities in future.
In 2007, the Bank of Russia continued to survey credit
institutions’ Internet banking services, to detect poten
tial sources of risk involved in online banking.
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III.4. Onsite Inspection of Credit Institutions

The activities of the Bank of Russia Main Inspectorate
for Credit Institutions are aimed at fulfilling Bank of Rus
sia functions in banking regulation and supervision, name
ly detecting through inspections violations of applicable
legislation and Bank of Russia rules and regulations by
credit institutions, identifying problems in credit institu
tions at the earliest possible stage, and providing super
visors with reliable information on the real level of risk
assumed by credit institutions.
Most inspections of credit institutions and their
branches in 2007 were conducted according to a sched
ule. Inspection targets were set in the Guidelines for the
Single State Monetary Policy in 2007, the Bank of Russia
Action Plan for the Russian Banking Sector Development
Strategy until 2008, and the Summary Plan of Compre
hensive and Thematic Inspections of Credit Institutions
and their Branches for 2007.
Inspections of credit institutions and their branches
focused on banking operations involving high levels of
risk: lending, including lending to households, internal
control procedures designed to prevent money launder
ing and terrorist financing, and bank liquidity. Inspection
assignments included questions that enabled inspectors
to evaluate actual risk levels in these areas of banking
activities, and consequently, to assess the financial
soundness of credit institutions and their branches.
A total of 1,742 inspections of credit institutions and
their branches were conducted by the Bank of Russia’s
authorised representatives in 2007.
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Of the total number of these inspections, 393 (22.6%)
were comprehensive, and 1,349 (77.4%) were thematic
(see Chart 3.1). At the same time, 97 comprehensive in
spections and 520 thematic inspections were conducted
in branches of credit institutions (87 of these, all themat
ic, were conducted in Sberbank branches).
The Bank of Russia inspected 866 credit institutions
(72.8% of the total as of January 1, 2007) and 609 branch
es of credit institutions (18.6% of the total as of January
1, 2007), including 84 Sberbank branches (9.8% of total
Sberbank branches in operation as of January 1, 2007)
(See Chart 3.2).
The trend towards a reduction in the number of inspec
tions per credit institution, which began several years ago,
continued in the year under review. This was reflected in
the decrease in the total number of inspections, and the
change in the ratio between scheduled and unscheduled
inspections in favour of the former (see Chart 3.3). In line
with the Summary Plan of Comprehensive and Thematic
Inspections of Credit Institutions and their Branches for
2007, the Bank of Russia conducted 1,322 inspections
(76% of total inspections), of which 726 inspections were
conducted in credit institutions, 511 in the branches of
credit institutions, and 85 in Sberbank branches. In 2007,
the Bank of Russia conducted 173 scheduled interregional
inspections of credit institutions and their branches.
Pursuant to Article 32 of the Federal Law on House
hold Deposit Insurance with Russian Banks, the Bank of
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Russia conducted, with the participation of the Deposit
Insurance Agency, 131 scheduled inspections of banks
participating in the deposit insurance system (14.2% of
the total number of banks participating in this system as
of January 1, 2007).
The Bank of Russia conducted in 2007 a total of 420
unscheduled inspections (24% of total inspections), of
which one inspection was conducted with the participa
tion of the Deposit Insurance Agency.
109 unscheduled inspections, representing 26% of
their total number, were conducted on the decision of the
Bank of Russia’s management. During these inspections,
inspectors inquired as to how credit institutions were com
plying with the requirements of the Federal Law on Coun
tering the Legalisation (Laundering) of Criminally Ob
tained Incomes and the Financing of Terrorism, and Bank
of Russia regulations on cash and currency exchange
operations, paying particular attention to the detection
and prevention of suspicious operations.
Most of the unscheduled inspections (311, or 74%
of the total) were conducted on the decision of Bank of
Russia regional branches. In virtually all cases (307 out
of 311), inspections were conducted after credit institu
tions increased their authorised capital by more than 20%
of their previously registered capital, and in response to
credit institutions’ requests for permission to expand the
range of their operations. Four inspections were conduct
ed in connection with the implementation of bankruptcy
prevention measures.
Inspections conducted in 2007 revealed 17,969 vio
lations in the activities of credit institutions and their
branches.
The largest share of these violations related to fail
ure to comply with the requirements of the Federal Law
on Countering the Legalisation (Laundering) of Criminal
ly Obtained Incomes and the Financing of Terrorism
(4,376 violations, or 24.4% of the total). A significant
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share of violations related to the conducting of credit op
erations (3,469, or 19.3%), bookkeeping (1,698, or
9.4%), and accounting and reporting reliability (1,425, or
7.9%). There were 1,244 violations of cash operations
rules (7.0% of the total), and 1,024 violations of currency
legislation (5.7%). Compared to 2006, the number and
structure of violations remained substantially unchanged.
The Bank of Russia Main Inspectorate for Credit In
stitutions continually carried out measures in 2007 to im
prove the quality of inspections, placing special empha
sis on the need to enhance the effectiveness and quality
of preparations for inspections, improve inspection meth
odologies, and tighten control over the quality of inspec
tion reports. In preparing inspections, special attention
was paid to cooperation with offsite supervisors, and
functional interaction between the heads of the working
groups with the curators of credit institutions.
The Bank of Russia continued to improve information
support for and methodology of preinspection analysis,
using among other things uptodate software products.
For this purpose, it prepared proposals for the implemen
tation within the Bank Financial Assessment System of
the CALIPSOinspector package of analysis tables.
To improve the quality of inspections, and optimise
and rationalise inspectors’ work, the Bank of Russia be
gan to develop and introduce flow charts of bank inspec
tions, representing the algorithm of an inspector’s ac
tions from analysis of a credit institution’s statements to
the compiling of an inspection report. Priority was given
to flow charts on the most topical issues, such as con
verting large sums of money into cash, taking funds out
of the country, and evaluating credit and consumer cred
it risks.
To formulate requirements for the amount of infor
mation on these issues, the Bank of Russia tested the
practice of creating a standard assignment format for
various fields of activity of credit institutions and their
branches, ensuring additional conditions for improving
the quality of inspections. This approach proved suc
cessful in inspections of major consumer credit market
operators.
The Bank of Russia paid great attention to improving
the quality of inspection reports. For this purpose, it con
tinued the practice of holding hearings of reports deliv
ered by its regional branches. In the course of these hear
ings in 2007, the Bank of Russia analysed 56 reports on
inspections conducted by eight Bank of Russia regional
branches located in the Central Federal District, North
Western Federal District, Southern Federal District, Ural
Federal District, and Siberian Federal District. After the
reports were analysed, the Bank of Russia presented 39
expert statements to the management of the Main Inspec
torate for Credit Institutions.
In the year under review, the Bank of Russia contin
ued to take steps to raise the role of the interregional
inspectorates of the Bank of Russia Main Inspectorate
for Credit Institutions. Emphasis was placed on coor
dination of efforts of inspection divisions of Bank of Rus
sia regional branches, and the provision of methodolog
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ical assistance to them. To arrange closer cooperation
between interregional inspectorates and inspection di
visions of Bank of Russia’s regional branches, the Bank
of Russia began to appoint in 2007 inspection coordi
nators. In collaboration with interregional inspec
torates, the Bank of Russia tested flow charts designed
to help scrutinise operations conducted by credit insti
tutions and their branches involving funds outflow and
large cash withdrawals.
Specialists at interregional inspectorates took part
in 81 inspections. They analysed 948 inspection reports,

and on 200 of them they sent their comments to region
al branches.
In 2007, the Bank of Russia continued to coordi
nate efforts to organise and implement supervision of
credit institutions, and branches of credit institutions
located in the Chechen Republic. It examined docu
ments on the opening of 11 internal divisions of credit
institutions in the Chechen Republic, and conducted on
site inspections of cash and other offices of credit insti
tutions’ divisions, to verify their compliance with appli
cable rules and regulations.
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III.5. Supervisory Response

As a banking regulation and supervision authority, the
Bank of Russia continually verifies compliance by credit
institutions and banking groups with banking legislation and
Bank of Russia rules and regulations. Whenever shortcom
ings and violations are identified in credit institutions, the
Bank of Russia, guided by Article 74 of the Federal Law on
the Central Bank of the Russian Federation (Bank of Rus
sia) and its own rules and regulations, and taking into con
sideration the nature of violations committed, their caus
es, and the overall financial standing of the credit institu
tion, decides whether to take supervisory decisions and if
it is so, what these decisions should be.
In responding to shortcomings in the work of credit
institutions, the Bank of Russia ensures that its supervi
sory decisions are timely, commensurate with the viola
tions committed, and consistent. After such decisions are
taken, the Bank of Russia ensures that they are fulfilled.
In 2007, preemptive measures remained the most
common supervisory decisions, in most cases, letters to
bank managers, informing them of shortcomings detect
ed, and recommending means of eliminating them (the
number of such letters — over 1,000 — remained un
changed from 2006).

Shortcomings and violations detected in credit insti
tutions, and necessary measures to rectify them, were
promptly discussed with the managers and owners of the
credit institutions concerned. As a result, the number of
forced correctional measures taken against credit insti
tutions has declined. The number of bans placed on cer
tain types of banking operations fell in 2007 by more than
half compared with 2006, and there were considerably
fewer cases in which credit institutions were prohibited
from opening branches.
The Bank of Russia took steps to increase the trans
parency of its supervisory decisions in respect to credit
institutions. Specifically, it recommended that its region
al branches hold meetings with credit institutions to dis
cuss inspection results, violations detected during in
spections, and measures they planned to take against
credit institutions.
To improve the effectiveness of supervisory re
sponse, the Bank of Russia urged its regional branches
to inform as soon as possible on any negative trends in
credit institutions that, in the opinion of the regional
branches, threaten to have serious consequences for
their customers and depositors.
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III.6. Financial Rehabilitation and Liquidation of Credit Institutions

The Bank of Russia continued in 2007 to improve su
pervision of credit institutions with the aim of detecting at
an early stage negative trends in their businesses, pre
venting these from developing, and responding appro
priately and in a timely fashion to potential problems.
Guided by federal laws and its own rules and regulations,
the Bank of Russia implemented a set of comprehensive
measures to protect the rights and interests of creditors
and depositors of credit institutions.
In 2007, the Bank of Russia ordered 10 credit institu
tions to undergo financial rehabilitation (seven credit in
stitutions fulfilled the order on time, while three failed to
do so, and subsequently had their banking licences re
voked).
In the year under review, the Bank of Russia moni
tored the activities of 62 provisional administrations of
credit institutions. It appointed 50 provisional administra
tions to run credit institutions, and dismissed 53 provi
sional administrations, 41 of them in connection with the
arbitration court’s decision to launch compulsory liqui
dation and appoint a liquidator, and 12 in connection with
the arbitration court’s decision to declare a credit institu
tion insolvent (bankrupt) and appoint a receiver. Repre
sentatives of the Deposit Insurance Agency participated
in 41 provisional administrations of credit institutions dur
ing 2007.
Pursuant to the Federal Law on Insurance of House
hold Deposits with Russian Banks, the Bank of Russia
verified in 2007 compliance by banks with the deposit in
surance system’s requirements. Acting in compliance
with Article 48 of this Federal Law, the Bank of Russia
Banking Supervision Committee prohibited seven banks
that were participating in the deposit insurance system
from taking household deposits and opening household
bank accounts.
During the year under review, insured events oc
curred in 15 banks participating in the deposit insurance
system (13 of them had their banking licences revoked,
and two had their licences cancelled on agreeing to vol
untary liquidation). In all of insured events connected with
the revocation of banking licences, the registers of bank
obligations to depositors were sent by the provisional
administrators appointed by the Bank of Russia to the
Deposit Insurance Agency within the sevenday period
established by the federal law, and this allowed the Agen
cy to start paying insurance indemnities to depositors on
schedule.
Pursuant to the Federal Law on Insurance of House
hold Deposits with Russian Banks and the agreements
signed, the Bank of Russia cooperated, coordinated
activities, and shared information with the Deposit Insur

ance Agency in 2007 on matters relating to the deposit
insurance system, the participation of banks in this sys
tem, the payment of insurance premiums by them, the
payment of indemnities, the inspection by the Bank of
Russia of participating banks, the application of sanctions
against them, and other issues connected with the oper
ations of the deposit insurance system.
Pursuant to Article 74 of the Federal Law on the Cen
tral Bank of the Russian Federation (Bank of Russia) and
Articles 20 and 23 of the Federal Law on Banks and Bank
ing Activities, the Bank of Russia issued orders to revoke
(cancel) banking licences of 54 credit institutions. Of these,
five credit institutions had their licences cancelled on the
decision of their shareholders (members). Most of the li
cences (43) were revoked (cancelled) at credit institutions
registered in Moscow and the Moscow Region.
Fortyfour banks (51 in 2006) had their licences re
voked in 2007 for repeated violations, within one year, of
the provisions of Articles 6 and 7 (excluding point 3 of
Article 7) of the Federal Law on Countering the Legalisa
tion (Laundering) of Criminally Obtained Incomes and the
Financing of Terrorism. Two credit institutions (the same
number as in 2006) had their licences revoked when they
failed to meet their monetary obligations to creditors and
(or) effect compulsory payments.
The Bank of Russia registered the liquidation of 61
credit institutions in 2007, of which 33 credit institutions
were liquidated on the decision of the arbitration court
upon completion of bankruptcy proceedings, one credit
institution was liquidated by its founders (members) and
creditors through outofcourt bankruptcy proceedings,
23 were liquidated on a court decision for reasons other
than bankruptcy, and four credit institutions were closed
by their founders (members) on a voluntary basis.
In the year under review, the Bank of Russia received
from the registration authorities certificates on the state
registration of the liquidation of 53 credit institutions fol
lowing the revocation (cancellation) of their licences.
As of January 1, 2008, 157 credit institutions that had
their licences revoked (cancelled), but on which the Bank
of Russia had not received liquidation registration certif
icates, were slated for liquidation. Liquidation procedures
were underway in 150 of these, and as for the remaining
seven credit institutions, by the reporting date no court
decisions had been taken on them after the revocation of
their licences. Most credit institutions undergoing liqui
dation (78) have been declared bankrupt, and bankrupt
cy proceedings have been initiated in them (23 of them
were declared bankrupt and bankruptcy proceedings
were initiated in them in 2007); 64 credit institutions were
to be closed on court decisions (43 credit institutions in
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2007); eight credit institutions are being liquidated on a
voluntary basis on the decision of their founders (mem
bers) (of these, five credit institutions are being liqui
dated on decisions taken by their founders (members)
in 2007).
Pursuant to point 2 of Article 50.11 of the Federal Law
on Insolvency (Bankruptcy) of Credit Institutions, and Ar
ticle 23.2 of the Federal Law on Banks and Banking Ac
tivities, representatives of the Deposit Insurance Agency
implemented as of January 1, 2008, liquidation proce
dures in 119 credit institutions; in 29 of these, liquidation
procedures were completed and arbitration courts made
corresponding decisions during 2007.
Twentyeight arbitration managers were accredited
with the Bank of Russia in 2007 as receivers of bankrupt
credit institutions, and 13 of them had their accreditations
extended. The Bank of Russia extended the terms of 14
arbitration managers’ (liquidators’) certificates issued
before the entering into force of Federal Law No. 121FZ,
dated August 20, 2004, ‘On Amending the Federal Law
on Insolvency (Bankruptcy) of Credit Institutions and In
validating Certain Laws and Provisions of Laws of the Rus
sian Federation’, and refused to extend two certificates.
As of January 1, 2008, 26 arbitration managers were ac
credited with the Bank of Russia, and three arbitration
managers’ (liquidators’) certificates were in force.

In 2007, the Bank of Russia conducted 14 inspec
tions of receivers (liquidators), of which nine were inspec
tions of the Deposit Insurance Agency. After the exami
nation, receivers (liquidators) were ordered to take re
medial action. Inspections of the Deposit Insurance Agen
cy, as the receiver (liquidator) of credit institutions, did
not reveal any significant misdeeds that might harm the
legitimate rights and interests of the creditors of liquidat
ed credit institutions.
Pursuant to the Federal Law on Bank of Russia Pay
ments on Household Deposits with Bankrupt Banks Un
covered by the Deposit Insurance System, the Bank of
Russia Board of Directors passed in 2007 decisions to
pay 528 depositors of three bankrupt banks a total of
40.9 million rubles. In addition, 1.5 million rubles were
allocated additionally, as payment to 35 depositors of six
banks on which decisions to effect Bank of Russia pay
ments were taken in 2005 and 2006. In accordance with
these decisions, the Bank of Russia paid 590 depositors
a total of 42.7 million rubles in 2007.
As of January 1, 2008, the Bank of Russia’s claims
on liquidated credit institutions were met in the amount
of 309.03 million rubles (of which 30.89 million rubles
were paid in 2007). This accounts for 27.15% of the total
volume of claims passed to the Bank of Russia as a result
of Bank of Russia compensation payments.
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III.7. Countering the Legalisation (Laundering)
of Criminally Obtained Incomes and Terrorist Financing

In 2007, the Bank of Russia continued to fulfil its
duties established by Federal Law No. 115FZ, dated
August 7, 2001, ‘On Countering the Legalisation (Laun
dering) of Criminally Obtained Incomes and the Financ
ing of Terrorism’ (hereinafter referred to as Federal Law
No. 115FZ).
In the year under review, the Bank of Russia, building
upon experience gained in enforcing antimoney launder
ing/terrorist financing (AML/FT) laws, and seeking to har
monise them with international standards, actively par
ticipated in drafting a number of new laws, including one
to enable credit institutions to unilaterally refuse to im
plement bank account (deposit) agreements under cer
tain circumstances; a law specifying the list of operations
subject to mandatory control, and a law that would re
quire persons serviced by organisations that conduct
operations with money and other property to provide in
formation and documents to these organisations.
To provide methodological support to credit institu
tions to facilitate their compliance with the requirements
of AML/FT laws, the Bank of Russia issued in 2007 a num
ber of recommendations on how banks should service
their customers who access their bank accounts electron
ically (online), including via Internet banking46, and ex
plained the specific procedure for providing banking ser
vices to nonresident corporate clients who are not Rus
sian taxpayers47.
In 2007, the Bank of Russia took great lengths to en
sure effective supervision by its regional branches of the
observance of antimoney laundering laws by credit insti
tutions. For this purpose, it issued recommendations on
how Bank of Russia’s regional branches should use, for
offsite supervision and preinspection analysis, informa
tion on credit institutions’ compliance with Federal Law
No. 115FZ, received from the Federal Financial Monitor
ing Service (hereinafter referred to as Rosfinmonitoring)48
and recommendations on the procedure for examining
cash operations subject to mandatory control49 and iden
tifying customers and persons authorised to keep bank
accounts with credit institutions electronically (online)50.
To ensure uniformity of law enforcement practice, the
Bank of Russia issued in 2007 two letters of information

clarifying the most controversial aspects of the use of
Bank of Russia AML/FT rules and regulations.
A key task for the Bank of Russia in the field of AML/FT
supervision in 2007, was that of evaluating the effective
ness of the internal controls in credit institutions. These
evaluations focused on quality and completeness of the
identification of customers and beneficiaries, and on
AML/FT measures taken by credit institutions to ensure
they are systemic, and that their internal control rules
meet the specific nature of operations.
To perform its supervisory functions in 2007, the Bank
of Russia in the course of conducting inspections of
751 credit institutions and/or their branches, verified their
compliance with AML/FT laws.
The most typical shortcomings discovered in the
course of inspections were noncompliance with the fol
lowing requirements of Federal Law No. 115FZ and Bank
of Russia regulations: identifying customers and benefi
ciaries, and documenting and reporting to the authorised
agency within the established time period information on
operations with money and other property subject to
mandatory control.
Taking into consideration the entire range of viola
tions discovered in the course of inspections, includ
ing noncompliance with the requirements of Federal
Law No. 115FZ, the Bank of Russia took the following
actions against credit institutions: preventive mea
sures — making the shortcomings discovered in the
work of credit institutions known to its management
(392 cases); forced measures — ordering credit insti
tutions to take remedial action (344 cases); fines were
imposed in 252 cases; 41 credit institutions were re
stricted in or prohibited from conducting certain types
of banking operations; 44 credit institutions had their
licences revoked.
Analysis of cooperation between credit institutions
and Rosfinmonitoring shows that the banking communi
ty has stepped up its activity in AML/FT. In 2007, Rosfin
monitoring received from credit institutions 1.4 times
more electronic reports on operations subject to manda
tory control and suspect operations than in 2006 (8.3 mil
lion against 6.1 million). At the same time, the share of
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Bank of Russia Letter No. 60T, dated April 27, 2007, ‘On the Specifics of the Servicing by Credit Institutions of Customers who
Access their Bank Accounts Electronically (Including Internet Banking)’.
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Bank of Russia Letter No. 170T, dated October 30, 2007, ‘On the Specific Procedure for Providing Banking Services to Non
Resident Corporate Clients Who Are not Russian Taxpayers’.
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Bank of Russia Letter No. 51T, dated April 12, 2007, ‘On the Use of Information Received from Rosfinmonitoring’.
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Bank of Russia Letter No. 1T, dated January 10, 2007, ‘On Methodological Recommendations for Conducting Inspections of
Credit Institutions for the Purpose of Establishing how They Detect, Record and Report to the Authorised Agency Cash Operations
Subject to Mandatory Control’.
50
Bank of Russia Letter No. 44T, dated April 5, 2007, ‘On the Inspection of the Identification by Credit Institutions of Clients Ser
viced Using Electronic Banking (Including Internet Banking)’.
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electronic reports discarded by Rosfinmonitoring, due to
their being improperly compiled, contracted to just 0.54%
of the total, compared to 1.34% in 2006. This favourable
trend is a result of the use by credit institutions of special
software systems controlling the quality of electronic re
ports, and improvements to personnel training in credit
institutions.
In 2007, the Bank of Russia worked actively to pro
vide training, including advanced training, in AML/FT to
specialists with its regional branches. In line with the Bank
of Russia Personnel Training Plan, 15 seminars were held
for executives and specialists of Bank of Russia regional
branches, with the participation of specialists from the

Bank of Russia, Interior Ministry and Rosfinmonitoring,
involving a total of around 500 people.
As part of preparations for the 2007 visit by a mission
of the Financial Action Task Force (FATF), which was to
study and evaluate the Russian AML/FT system, the Bank
of Russia carried out a large volume of work, including
compiling answers to the FATF Questionnaire for the
Mutual Assessment of the AntiMoney Laundering/Ter
rorist Financing System, which contained about 400 ques
tions relating to the banking sector, and the provision of
methodological support to Bank of Russia regional
branches and credit institutions in preparation for the
FATF mission.
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III.8. Central Catalogue of Credit Histories

Under the Federal Law on Credit Histories, the Cen
tral Catalogue of Credit Histories (CCCH) gives, on re
quest from credit history makers and users, information
on which credit bureaux hold the credit history of the credit
history maker. Requests are processed automatically,
round the clock, seven days a week. The automated
CCCH gives a response within minutes after a request is
made by a credit history maker or user.
Six credit bureaux were linked up to the CCCH in
2007, and the total number of credit bureaux linked to
the CCCH reached 27.
As of the end of 2006, the CCCH kept, and was able
to provide on request, information on more than 14 mil
lion credit history titles. In 2007, the CCCH received
around 21 million titles, and by the end of the year the
number of credit history titles had reached 35 million, an
increase of 150% on 2006. Of these, the titles of individ
ual credit histories account for more than 99.6%.
During the year under review, the CCCH received and
processed over 275,000 requests from credit history
makers and users, representing an increase of 50% on
2006. These included more than 215,000 requests for in
formation on bureaux where credit histories were kept and
60,000 requests to give, change and cancel credit histo
ry maker codes.

To further implement the Federal Law on Credit His
tories, the Bank of Russia issued the following regulations:
— Ordinance No. 1821U, dated April 25, 2007, ‘On the
Procedure for Filing Requests to and Receiving In
formation by a Credit History Maker from the Cen
tral Catalogue of Credit Histories through Post Of
fices’, which set out the procedure for filing requests
to the CCCH and receiving information by a credit
history maker on credit bureaux where the credit
history maker’s credit history is held, via post offic
es (electronic communications offices). The appli
cation of this document will make it possible to use
yet another channel for obtaining information from
the CCCH;
— Ordinance No. 1860U, dated July 9, 2007, ‘On Keep
ing Credit History Databases in the Central Catalogue
of Credit Histories’, which established the procedure
for accepting credit histories by the CCCH from trade
organisers and credit bureaux, the rules for tempo
rary storage in the CCCH of databases of liquidated
credit bureaux (reorganised credit bureaux and credit
bureaux struck off the state register pursuant to part
10 of Article 15 of the Federal Law), and the proce
dure for providing information from credit histories
kept in the CCCH to individuals under federal laws.
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III.9. Cooperation with Russia’s Banking Community

The Bank of Russia continued to actively cooperate
with the Russian banking community in consultations on
means of upgrading the legal framework for banking reg
ulation and supervision. In addition, it issued clarifications
on the application of its rules and regulations, in response
to requests received from the Association of Russian
Banks (ARB) and the Association “Russia”.
In 2007, the Bank of Russia created an Extranet Por
tal for cooperation with credit institutions on the basis of
the electronic cooperation system in the Bank of Rus
sia’s Moscow branch. As of the start of 2008, all credit
institutions based in Moscow and the Moscow Region and
about 170 regional credit institutions were linked up to
the Bank of Russia Extranet Portal.
During 2007, Bank of Russia representatives took
part in seminars, conferences, roundtable and working

meetings, and congresses organised by the ARB, the
Association “Russia”, the RTS Stock Exchange, the Na
tional Partnership of Microfinancial Market Participants,
and the Russian Microfinancial Centre, which discussed
current issues in the banking business.
In 2007, the Bank of Russia considered and gave its
overall approval to a draft federal law elaborated by the
ARB and the National Partnership of Microfinancial Mar
ket Participants, which expanded the range of persons
permitted to manage nonbank deposit and credit insti
tutions, by including people with experience in managing
microfinancial institutions, such as consumer credit co
operatives, small business funds, etc. The draft law is
designed to create wider opportunities for the creation
of organisations providing microfinancial services to
households and small businesses.
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III.10. Cooperation with International Financial Institutions,
Foreign Central Banks and Supervisors

Cooperation with International Economic
and Financial Institutions
In May and September 2007, the Bank of Russia ac
tively participated in the work of the joint International
Monetary Fund (IMF) — World Bank mission under the
Financial Sector Assessment Programme (FSAP), which
included discussions on key issues in banking regulation
and supervision and measures taken following the results
of the 2003 FSAP; it also included an evaluation of the bank
ing regulation and supervision system’s compliance with
the 2006 version of the Basel Committee’s Core Princi
ples for Effective Banking Supervision, and an assessment
of the financial stability of the Russian banking sector, us
ing various methods including stress testing. It should be
noted that the stress test was conducted at the level of the
banking sector (top down), as well as individually by a num
ber of leading banks that agreed to participate in the project
(bottom up), using IMFrecommended methodology.
Using the results of assessments of the Russian bank
ing sector’s financial stability, experts with the IMFWorld
Bank mission compiled the draft report ‘The Assessment
of Compliance with the Basel Core Principles for Effec
tive Banking Supervision, Russia, October 2007’, which
is to be published in 2008.
To participate in the IMF database on banking sector
legislation and regulation in various countries, the Bank
of Russia compiled, and posted on its website, quarterly
information on the current state of banking regulation and
supervision in Russia.
It discussed, defined, and redefined the terms and
conditions of the Memorandum of Understanding with the
Bank for International Settlements on translation into
Russian, and integration of, the Russianlanguage ver
sion of the computerbased teaching programme FSI
Connect in the field of banking supervision.
Bank of Russia representatives participated in 2007
in activities (attending meetings, drafting proposals and
comments on documents, and providing information) of
working groups of the Basel Committee on Banking Su
pervision (Core Principles Liaison Group and Capital Task
Force) and its regional group (Banking Supervision
Group for Central and Eastern Europe), of which the Bank
of Russia is a member.
Within the framework of the Banks/Financial Servic
es Subgroup of the RussianGerman Working Group on
the Strategy of Economic and Financial Cooperation, the
Bank of Russia and its German counterparts held two
meetings on the development and regulation of the ser
vices markets.
In 2007, Bank of Russia representatives took part in
seminars organised by the Bank for International Set

tlements Financial Stability Institute and the Basel Com
mittee, on the implementation of the Basel Committee’s
document International Convergence of Capital Mea
surement and Capital Standards: a Revised Framework
(Basel II), and also on risk management, corporate gov
ernance and internal controls.
The Bank of Russia held consultations in 2007 with
experts of the European Central Bank (ECB) to formu
late the main principles and determine the volume of work
to be done within the framework of Banking Supervision
(Basel II) project, financed by the European Union.
Within the Eurasian Economic Community (EurAsEc),
Bank of Russia representatives participated in preparing
materials for, and took part in the work of, the 17th meet
ing (held in Dushanbe on June 7 and 8, 2007) and the
18th meeting (held in Almaty on October 10 and 11, 2007)
of the Council of the Governors of EurAsEc Central (Na
tional) Banks, which addressed banking sector develop
ment, banking supervision strengthening, and the prac
tice of introducing corporate governance and credit and
foreign exchange risk analysis. A seminar on enterprise
monitoring was held for EurAsEc central (national) bank
specialists in St Petersburg from May 22 to 24, 2007.
During interaction with the AsiaPacific Economic
Cooperation (APEC), the Bank of Russia participated
in compiling materials on private capital market develop
ment, including the issue of giving credit institutions wid
er powers to meet demand for banking services and ex
pand their capability for taking household deposits, im
proving the deposit insurance system, stimulating invest
ment in the banking sector by placing shares, enhancing
corporate governance in banks, and increasing the trans
parency of banks.
Cooperation between Bank of Russia and
Central (National) Banks and Foreign Supervisors
The Bank of Russia participated in 2007 in compiling
materials for, and took part in, meetings of the Interbank
Currency Council of the Central Bank of the Russian
Federation and the National Bank of the Republic of
Belarus, which discussed, among other things, regula
tion and supervision.
To improve supervision, including supervision on a
consolidated basis, the Bank of Russia works with for
eign banking (financial) supervisors. This work includes
the drafting and signing of cooperation agreements
(memorandums of understanding).
To date, the Bank of Russia has signed 22 bilateral
cooperation agreements (memorandums of understand
ing), of which memorandums of understanding with the
Financial Supervisory Authority of Finland, the Central
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Bank of Montenegro, the Administration for the Supervi
sion of Banks and Other Financial Institutions of Venezu
ela, and the Central Bank of Cyprus (replacing the 1998
Memorandum of Understanding) were signed in 2007.
The Bank of Russia posts information on cooperation
agreements (memorandums of understanding) and their
texts on its official website at www.cbr.ru. The Bank of
Russia worked with a number of foreign central (nation
al) banks and banking (financial) supervisors on the word
ing of memorandums of understanding.
The Bank of Russia holds meetings with the bank
ing (financial) supervisors of the home countries of
banks that have subsidiaries in Russia, and countries in
which Russian banks have a commercial presence. In
2007, for example, the Bank of Russia organised meet
ings with banking (financial) supervisors of Germany,
China, Britain, the Netherlands, Finland, Austria, Hun
gary, Estonia and Slovakia.
Bank of Russia specialists took part in seminars, fo
rums and conferences on banking (financial) supervision
organised by international financial institutions and for
eign central banks, and banking supervisors.
In 2007, the Bank of Russia actively participated in
the Consultative Council for Foreign Investments in
Russia (CCFI). Specifically, it took part in meetings of the
CCFI working group on banking sector and financial mar
ket development in Russia, meetings of the CCFI Stand
ing Committee, and the 20th CCFI session, held in Octo
ber 2007, which discussed, among other issues, the sta
bility of the Russian banking sector, the sharing of infor
mation between credit institutions that are members of

banking groups and bank holding companies, and their
parent companies, the regulation of financial derivative
transactions, and Internet banking.
In cooperating with the CCFI, the Bank of Russia pre
pared materials for the 21st CCFI session, including pro
posals to widen the powers of the Bank of Russia to en
able it to reject proposals for appointing bank managers
in cases of noncompliance with fitness and propriety
requirements, and to grant prior permission for the ac
quisition of large stakes in credit institutions, as well as
proposals for improving bank merger procedures and giv
ing the Bank of Russia greater opportunities to influence
these processes.
The Bank of Russia and the St Petersburg adminis
tration organised and held the 16th International Bank
ing Congress (IBC2007), which took place in St Pe
tersburg from June 6 to 9, and discussed the topic ‘Banks:
Capitalisation, Soundness and Competitiveness’.
Representatives of Russian and foreign business and
political circles, international institutions, foreign central
(national) banks and supervisors, and the banking com
munity took part in the Congress.
At the plenary meetings and in the work of sections,
Congress participants discussed the state of the bank
ing system and its capitalisation, financial soundness and
competitiveness of banks, the development of banking
risk management systems, transparency in banking, and
world trends in the development of the banking business
and regulation.
After discussions, the Congress set out recommen
dations for the banking sector’s development in Russia.
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III.11. Outlook for Banking Regulation and Supervision in Russia

The implementation of measures envisaged by the
Russian Banking Sector Development Strategy until 2008
and the MediumTerm Programme for the Social and
Economic Development of the Russian Federation
(2006—2008) are expected to facilitate further develop
ment of the Russian banking sector. These measures aim
to increase banking sector stability, and bolster confi
dence of investors, creditors and depositors in the Rus
sian banking system, while better protecting their inter
ests and enhancing the effectiveness of the deposit in
surance system.
Therefore, the principal objectives of the Bank of
Russia are to further improve the legal framework for
banking, enhance the effectiveness of banking regula
tion and supervision, and to make Russian credit institu
tions more competitive.

III.11.1. State Registration
of Credit Institutions and Bank Licensing
To achieve these objectives, the Bank of Russia will
continue to optimise conditions for banking business con
solidation and investment in the capital of Russian banks,
ensure that their ownership structure becomes more
transparent, lift administrative barriers, create favourable
conditions for credit institutions to access open securi
ties markets, and develop microfinancial regulation with
the participation of nonbank credit institutions.
If the Bank of Russia proposal for amending Article
11 of the Federal Law on Banks and Banking Activities is
accepted, and the minimum authorised capital of a new
ly registered nonbank settlement credit institution is in
creased fivefold (from 500,000 euros to 2.5 million eu
ros), nonbank credit institutions licensed to effect set
tlements on the instructions of corporate entities will be
come more financially sound, and will have sufficient cap
ital to cover the risks they assume, provided that such in
stitutions have enough assets to manage liquidity.
To improve reorganisation procedures, the Bank of
Russia will participate in discussing amendments to the
draft law on amending the Federal Law on Banks and
Banking Activities, for the purpose of simplifying these
procedures and making them less costly, ensuring that a
wide range of people are informed about them, and in
creasing the transparency of the reorganised credit in
stitution.
To simplify IPO procedures, the Bank of Russia will
continue to take part in the drafting of a federal law to
amend the Federal Law on the Central Bank of the Rus
sian Federation (Bank of Russia), and the Federal Law on
the Securities Market. Specifically, the proposed amend

ments allow credit institutions in the form of an openend
jointstock company with authorised capital of more than
5 million euros to notify the registration authority on the
results of a share issue (or the issue of other securities)
rather than present a report on them. This will save time
for shareissuing credit institutions. Amendments that
were drafted with the participation of the Bank of Russia,
incorporating its proposals, are to be made to the Feder
al Law on Banks and Banking Activities, and the Federal
Code of Administrative Offences, to prevent the misuse
of simplified share issue procedures for fictitious capital
isation.
To encourage improvements in the quality of gover
nance in credit institutions and to make their ownership
structure more transparent, the Bank of Russia will con
tinue to participate in drafting federal laws aimed at en
suring that credit institutions are run by professional and
reliable managers and competent members of boards of
directors, tightening requirements on the owners of credit
institutions, and helping to identify the real owners of
credit institutions. Specifically, the proposed amend
ments to the Federal Law on Banks and Banking Activi
ties and the Federal Law on the Central Bank of the Rus
sian Federation (Bank of Russia) establish more stringent
requirements for members of boards of directors (super
visory boards), and managers and owners of large inter
ests in credit institutions, and give the Bank of Russia
greater powers to control compliance with these require
ments.
The Bank of Russia is to draft a federal law that will
establish criteria for the identification of the real owners of
credit institutions, and the procedure for disclosing infor
mation on real owners. In addition, the projected amend
ments to the Federal Law on JointStock Companies and
the Federal Law on Limited Liability Companies will require
that all related persons in business companies provide in
formation about themselves to these companies, and es
tablish their accountability for failure to do so.
To create a legal framework for the activities of mi
crofinancial institutions in terms of expanding the range
of persons deemed fit to manage nonbank credit insti
tutions, amendments are being drafted to Article 14 of
the Federal Law on Banks and Banking Activities, which
will stipulate that experience of managing a microfinan
cial institution should be taken into account when approv
ing candidates for executive positions in nonbank credit
institutions. This provision will facilitate the expansion of
the network of banking services provided to households,
and to mediumsized and small businesses.
The Bank of Russia has drafted an amendment to the
Federal Law on the Securities Market, which requires that
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a nominal shareholder inform a credit institution on a quar
terly basis about the owner and the number of shares held
in the credit institution of which he is a nominal share
holder (if more than 1% of the authorised capital of the
credit institution is in nominal holding). If this amendment
becomes law, the Bank of Russia and shareissuing credit
institutions will receive timely information on sharehold
ers, and more effectively control the quality of capital and
transparency of ownership structure of credit institutions.
Legislators are expected to continue their efforts to
make the Bank of Russia legally able to process personal
data on the managers of credit institutions and on other
persons. If the corresponding amendments are approved,
the Bank of Russia will be able to use the personal data it
receives to fulfil its duties, in particular for the purpose of
preventing situations where banking sector stability is
under threat due to the appearance in the management
of credit institutions of trustless individuals.
The drafting of amendments to Article 22 of the Fed
eral Law on Banks and Banking Activities, which are aimed
at regulating the accreditation of representative offices
of foreign credit institutions in Russia, will improve state
regulation of the accreditation of representative offices
of foreign organisations amid growth in foreign invest
ments in the Russian economy.
The Bank of Russia will also continue to upgrade and
improve its own rules and regulations. Specifically, it will
draft the following documents:
— the Ordinance on the Procedure for Making an Entry
on the Licence to Take Household Deposits in Ru
bles, the Licence to Take Household Deposits in Ru
bles and Foreign Currency, and the General Licence
in Connection with the Termination of the Right of a
Bank to Take Deposits in the Event of the Bank of
Russia Ruling that the Bank Is Unfit for Participation
in the Deposit Insurance System. This is a new ver
sion of Bank of Russia Ordinance No. 1477U, dated
July 16, 2004, ‘On the Procedure for Declaring Invalid
the Licence of a Bank to Take Household Deposits in
Rubles, the Licence to Take Household Deposits in
Rubles and Foreign Currency, or the General Licence
in the Event of the Bank’s Refusal to Participate in the
Deposit Insurance System, or if the Bank is Unfit for
Participation in the Deposit Insurance System’, and its
aim is to improve the regulation of Bank of Russia ac
tions when a bank is declared unfit for participation in
the deposit insurance system;
— the Ordinance ‘On Amending Bank of Russia Instruc
tion No. 109I, Dated January 14, 2004, on the Pro
cedure for the Taking of a Decision by the Bank of
Russia on the State Registration of Credit Institutions,
and the Issue of Licences to Conduct Banking Oper
ations’, aimed at improving the regulatory framework
for state registration of credit institutions. Specifically,
the draft provides for the regulation of issues relat
ing to the establishment by a credit institution of rep
resentative offices in a foreign state, and sets the pro
cedure for entering information on them in the found
ing documents of the credit institution, and the pro

cedure for dismissing managers of a credit institu
tion (candidates for managerial positions) in the event
of the discovery of facts which, becoming known in
the course of agreeing the appointment, would justi
fy a negative decision by a Bank of Russia regional
branch;
— the Ordinance ‘On Amending Bank of Russia Ordi
nance No. 1548U, Dated February 7, 2005, on the
Procedure for Opening (Closing) and Managing the
Mobile Cash Point of a Bank’, which expands the
range of operations conducted by mobile cash points,
by including in it operations to open and close house
hold accounts;
— the Ordinance ‘On Amending Bank of Russia Regu
lation No. 290P, Dated July 4, 2006, ‘On the Proce
dure for Issuing Bank of Russia Permits to Credit In
stitutions to Open Subsidiaries in Foreign States’,
which includes in the package of documents that
credit institutions are obliged to present to the Bank
of Russia to obtain permission to open foreignbased
subsidiaries, consent in writing by the managers of
the subsidiary to have their personal data, contained
in the project feasibility report, verified;
— new versions of Bank of Russia Instruction No. 130I,
dated February 21, 2007, ‘On the Procedure for Ob
taining Bank of Russia Prior Permission for the Ac
quisition and (or) Receipt in Trust of Shares (Stakes)
in a Credit Institution’, Bank of Russia Regulation
No. 218P, dated March 19, 2003, ‘On the Procedure
and Criteria for Evaluating the Financial Position of
Corporate Founders (Members) of Credit Institutions’
and Bank of Russia Regulation No. 268P, dated April
19, 2005, ‘On the Procedure and Criteria for Evaluat
ing the Financial Position of Individual Founders
(Members) of Credit Institutions’.
While on the whole leaving the triedandtested sys
tem of criteria intact, the Bank of Russia intends to make
a number of substantive changes in the following areas:
— determining specifics on the evaluation of the finan
cial position of individual investors of credit institutions,
arising from the category of their economic activity and
accounting requirements, namely specifics on unit and
jointstock investment funds, insurance companies,
and nongovernment pension funds;
— establishing specifics on the evaluation of the finan
cial standing of investors who indirectly own shares
(stakes) in credit institutions, which would require
need to be compared, in order to assess the inves
tors’ ability to buy shares (stakes) in a credit institu
tion, investor capital with capital (or a part thereof) of
the credit institution;
— introducing a number of additional criteria for evalu
ating the financial standing of investors, for the pur
pose of harmonising national evaluation standards
with international supervisory practice;
— shortening the list of documents by excluding from it
those that are insufficiently effective for substantive
assessment of the financial standing of investors
seeking to obtain prior permission from the Bank of
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Russia to acquire more than 20% of shares in a cred
it institution.

III.11.2. Banking Regulation
and Offsite Supervision
Riskbased supervision
Bank of Russia Ordinance No. 2005U, dated April 30,
2008, ‘On the Evaluation of the Economic Situation of
Banks’, (hereinafter referred to as Ordinance No. 2005
U), comes into force in 2008. Establishing the methodol
ogy for evaluating a bank’s performance, this document
is designed to ensure uniformity of the Bank of Russia’s
principles for assessing banks during supervision, and
principles for evaluating banks in terms of their readiness
to enter the deposit insurance system. Ordinance
No. 2005U is to replace the current Bank of Russia Or
dinance No. 766U, dated March 31, 2000, ‘On the Cri
teria for Determining the Financial Standing of Credit In
stitutions’ (hereinafter referred to as Bank of Russia Or
dinance No. 766U). It should be noted, however, that the
Bank of Russia will continue to evaluate the financial
standing of nonbank credit institutions in compliance with
its Ordinance No. 766U.
Like Bank of Russia Ordinance No. 766U, Bank of
Russia Ordinance No. 2005U classifies all banks on the
basis of their economic situation. At the same time, Ordi
nance No. 2005U introduces certain new ‘organisation
al’ elements in the bank evaluation procedure:
— it no longer divides banks into ‘financially sound’ and
‘problem’ categories;
— the number of the bank classification groups has in
creased from four to five;
— classification groups no longer have titles;
— the regularity of bank classification has been changed
from monthly to quarterly, while the situation contin
ues to be monitored on a permanent basis (for ex
ample capital, assets, profitability and liquidity indi
cators are monitored on a monthly basis);
— the amended document stipulates that the classifi
cation group assigned to the bank, and information
on shortcomings that were taken into consideration
when assigning the classification, must be made
known to the chief executive officer of the bank. Or
dinance No. 2005U recommends that the chief ex
ecutive officer make this information known to the
bank’s collegiate executive body and members of its
board of directors (supervisory board).
Ordinance No. 2005U is based on the principles set
out in Federal Law No. 177FZ, dated December 23,
2003, ‘On Insurance of Household Deposits with Russian
Banks’, and Bank of Russia Ordinance No. 1379U, dat
ed January 16, 2004, ‘On Evaluation of a Bank’s Finan
cial Soundness with the Purpose of Establishing its Readi
ness for Participation in the Deposit Insurance System’
(hereinafter referred to as Bank of Russia Ordinance
No. 1379U).
In line with Ordinance No. 2005U, the evaluation of
banks’ economic situation is based on assessing capital,

assets, profitability, liquidity, management quality and
ownership structure transparency, their compliance with
required ratios, as well as taking into account superviso
ry response. The assessment of capital, assets, profit
ability, liquidity, management quality, and ownership
structure transparency is based on principles (including
threshold indicators) determined in Bank of Russia Ordi
nance No. 1379U.
Unlike Bank of Russia Ordinance No. 1379U, Ordi
nance No. 2005U included a number of new provisions,
such as:
— the use of capital and profitability projections when
evaluating capital and profitability indicators in order
to take into account the trends towards change in
these indicators when assigning them a score;
— the evaluation of ownership structure transparency
in a credit institution is treated as a separate evalua
tion component;
— the list of bank management quality assessment in
dicators has been complemented by a new indicator
reflecting the quality of strategic risk management;
— the lists of questions used to evaluate systems for risk
management and internal controls have been revised
and complemented by new quality characteristics
that make it possible to assess the quality of internal
documents and procedures in banks.
To provide methodological support to credit institu
tions in improving their internal controls, the Bank of Rus
sia plans to include in its regulation establishing internal
control rules in credit institutions recommendations on
the content of contingency planning.
Bank of Russia regulation implementing
Basel II principles
In line with the Bank of Russia Basel II implementa
tion plans, drawn up with consideration for the results of
work carried out by the Bank of Russia working group
formed to implement Basel II recommendations, the Bank
of Russia intends to complete in 2008 the drafting of
amendments to its Instruction on Banks’ Required Ra
tios and its Regulation on the Procedure for Calculating
Operational Risk, which in December 2007 were posted
on the Bank of Russia website for consideration by the
banking community.
Through these projects, the Bank of Russia plans to
implement the simplest approaches to risk assessment,
such as: a simplified standardised approach to credit risk
evaluation (without using the lower risk weights for mort
gage, retail loans and loans to small and mediumsized
businesses) and the basic indicator approach for evalu
ating operational risk.
The Bank of Russia also plans to draft a regulation
aimed at assisting the implementation of Pillar II (Super
visory Review Process) of the Basel II.
As for the further implementation of Basel II princi
ples, including the use of advanced measurement ap
proaches based on banks’ internal risk models, the Bank
of Russia plans to carry out this work with consideration
for the European supervisory practice of introducing Basel
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II principles within the framework of the TACIS Project.
The implementation of this project will begin in 2008, and
will last for about 30 months.
Upgrading liquidity risk regulation policies
Plans to change approaches to liquidity risk regula
tion, which are formulated in the Bank of Russia’s Instruc
tion on Banks’ Required Ratios, have been drawn up with
consideration for Basel Committee recommendations
and EU/TACIS project experts, and are aimed at intro
ducing the socalled cash flow concept in the liquidity risk
regulation system. Specifically, these plans set the fol
lowing objectives:
— to replace the currently applicable instant liquidity
(N2) ratio with the shortterm liquidity ratio. The meth
odology for calculating the shortterm liquidity ratio
calls for a fundamentally new approach to liquidity risk
control, based on comparing the inflow and outflow
of funds generated during the reporting period from
assets/liabilities with all maturities (the cash flow con
cept). In contrast, the currently applicable Bank of
Russia Instruction on Banks’ Required Ratios requires
that banks maintain certain ratios between assets and
liabilities with a fixed maturity (for the instant liquidity
ratio — one calendar day);
— to use in calculating the liquidity ratios (N2, N3 and
N4) of the socalled behavioural adjustments, which
are elements of estimated individual components
characterising the liquidity situation, based on accu
mulated statistical data on the minimum balance of
customer accounts with a bank. This method is im
plemented in Bank of Russia Ordinance No. 1991U,
dated March 31, 2008, ‘On Amending Bank of Rus
sia Instruction No. 110I, Dated January 16, 2004, on
Banks’ Required Ratios’, which came into force on
April 30, 2008.
— to broaden the range of liquid assets (by including in
them equity securities issued by Russian issuers).
Improving credit risk assessment policies
The Bank of Russia plans to extend provisioning pro
cedures for loans extended to households and aggregat
ed in portfolios of homogeneous loans, established by the
Bank of Russia Ordinance to amend Bank of Russia Reg
ulation No. 254P, to loans extended to small business
es, for which provisions are made on the portfolio basis.
To encourage the use of professional judgement in
supervision of credit institutions, when evaluating loans,
the Bank of Russia drafted amendments to point 9.5 of
Bank of Russia Regulation No. 254P, which set up pro
cedures that would enable Bank of Russia regional
branches to order credit institutions to raise to the re
quired level of provisions on loans within one quality cat
egory, and allow them to take supervisory decisions with
regard to credit institutions.
To resolve problems arising during the evaluation of
loans when the borrower presents false or dubious re
ports, the Bank of Russia intends to set a requirement to
classify loans as Quality Category 3 loans and make a

provision for them of at least 50% of the size of the debt,
if it has been established that the borrower presented to
the credit institution data that differed from that present
ed by another user, and that the data and reports were
used by the credit institution to evaluate the financial po
sition of the borrower, and determine the quality catego
ry of the loan and amount of the provision.
To implement the federal laws on consumer lending and
optimise its conditions, the Bank of Russia plans to issue
regulations and recommendations to provide additional
guarantees of the rights and legitimate interests of borrow
ers, or consumers of banking services. The Bank of Russia
will step up its activities in 2008 within the limits of its com
petence to promote financial literacy among the population
in banking services, especially consumer lending.
Improving consolidated supervision
The Bank of Russia plans in 2008 to complete, in col
laboration with the Finance Ministry, the drafting of
amendments to the Federal Law on Banks and Banking
Activities, and the Federal Law on the Central Bank of the
Russian Federation (Bank of Russia), to refine upon the
main provisions on consolidated supervision, and require
ments for credit institutions, banking groups and bank
holding companies to disclose information about their
activities. When completed, the draft amendments will be
submitted to the Government of the Russian Federation
and the State Duma for approval.
In addition, the Bank of Russia will continue to im
prove the regulatory framework for consolidated super
vision, and harmonise it with international practice, in
particular the recommendations of the Basel Committee
and policies set out in International Financial Reporting
Standards.
Upgrading reporting used in supervision
The Bank of Russia plans in 2008 to revise 0409125
reporting form ‘Information on Assets and Liabilities by
Maturity’, to make it more consistent with international
approaches to liquidity risk analysis. It also plans to offer
new reporting forms, such as ‘Information on Securities
Acquired by a Credit Institution’, which will include data
on the current (fair) price of investments in securities of
the top 20 securities issuers, ‘Credit Risk Concentration
Data’ and ‘Data on Large Credit exposures’. The current
0409118 Form ‘Data on Large Loans’, will be annulled,
as it fails to ensure the provision of full information on sig
nificant credit risk concentrations by group of clients, by
sector, and in terms of other credit risk factors.
In addition, the Bank of Russia is drafting a reporting
form ‘Information on Interest Rate Risk’, which will give a
general idea on the extent to which a credit institution’s
income, and consequently capital, are vulnerable to in
terest rate fluctuations.
Providing information support for banking sector
regulation and development
To ensure the effective provision of information to the
various Bank of Russia structural units, ensure that the
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decisions they take are timely and sound, and optimise
the procedure for sharing information between them in
the collection, consolidation and analysis of bank reports,
and other information on credit institutions, the Bank of
Russia will continue in 2008 to develop the single infor
mation system for banking sector regulation and devel
opment.
This system will allow the Bank of Russia to provide
its supervisors with information on a systemic basis. Spe
cifically, it will fulfil the following tasks:
— solve in a fundamentally new way the problem of col
lecting and processing data on credit institutions, and
thus make this information more rapidly accessible;
— prevent duplication of information at various levels,
and thus cut software maintenance costs;
— integrate all information resources necessary for su
pervisors (considering that these are produced us
ing single hardware and software solutions);
— create a methodological system ‘core’ that would
identify all algorithms of system indicators (a cata
logue of banking statistical indicators).
Optimising the form and practical use
of enterprise monitoring results
In the first half of 2008, the Bank of Russia plans to
put into operation the Single Registration Database
for Nonfinancial Organisations that Are Borrowers,
Founders (Members), Related Persons and Depositors
of Credit Institutions (the system, based on bank reports,
is known by its Russian abbreviation, RIBO).
In the course of regular monitoring of nonfinancial
organisations and using other sources of information, the
Bank of Russia is creating a dossier of nonfinancial en
terprises that will allow it to collect, store, process and
use for supervision information on these enterprises, their
activities and performance.
Enhancing the effectiveness of information
cooperation with government agencies responsible
for financial sector stability, and exercising control
and supervision in the field of economics
and finance
Work is underway to update the agreement be
tween the Bank of Russia and the Federal Tax Service
on the sharing of information on a wide range of issues
within the competence of the two agencies. The revi
sion will make cooperation between the two agencies
more effective, and help the Bank of Russia to improve
supervision of credit institutions. The projected chang
es in the agreement include a provision that will enable
the exchange of information between regional branch
es of the Federal Tax Service and the Bank of Russia.
This expansion of powers of regional branches of the
two agencies will enable them to receive more infor
mation to evaluate the financial positions of individual
bank borrowers and customers, and the transparency
of the ownership structure of credit institutions and to
identify ties between founders (members) of credit in
stitutions.

III.11.3. Onsite Inspection
To receive information on a credit institution’s stand
ing in the course of inspecting it, the Bank of Russia in
2008 will pay particular attention to the following:
— the evaluation of credit risk management, including
credit risk management in consumer lending, the
quality of the internal regulatory documents of credit
institutions, and consequently their compliance with
Bank of Russia regulations;
— the adequacy and effectiveness of methodologies for
classifying corporate and individual borrowers in
terms of their financial standing and solvency;
— the evaluation of market risk management;
— the examination of operations with securities, includ
ing promissory notes and corporate bonds;
— the observance by credit institutions of federal laws
and Bank of Russia regulations against money laun
dering and terrorist financing.
The Bank of Russia will devote particular attention to
detecting suspicious operations used by certain credit
institutions to make large, economically unjustified cash
withdrawals, and to take funds out of the country. It will
continue to prepare summarised reports on socalled
regulating schemes used by credit institutions.
The Bank of Russia will continue to improve the
rules and regulations for inspections along the follow
ing lines:
— improving rules and regulations for the organisation
and conduct of inspections of credit institutions and
their branches, including the procedure for conduct
ing and coordinating interregional inspections, pol
icies on the formation of working groups for the pur
pose of precluding conflicts of interest, and ensuring
the independence of Bank of Russia authorised rep
resentatives in conducting inspections; determining
the specifics of organising and conducting inspec
tions of credit institutions and their branches by au
dit companies on the instructions of the Bank of Rus
sia’s Board of Directors;
— improving inspection methodologies, including the
methodology for examining the quality of corporate
governance, internal control and consumer lending
practices of credit institutions and their branches.
To improve the quality of inspections, the Bank of
Russia plans to issue flow charts for the examination of
the main activities of banks, including securities trading.

III.11.4. Financial Rehabilitation
and Liquidation of Credit Institutions
The Bank of Russia will continue in 2008 to take ac
tion to enhance the effectiveness of bankruptcypreven
tion procedures, prevent the use of credit institutions in
unlawful commercial operations, improve the legal pro
cedures for liquidating credit institutions that have had
their banking licences revoked, creating an effective
mechanism to sell the assets of liquidated credit institu
tions, make liquidation procedures more transparent, and
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meet as fully as possible the claims of creditors of liqui
dated credit institutions.
The Bank of Russia will participate in the drafting of
amendments to the following laws:
— the Federal Law on Insolvency (Bankruptcy), and the
Federal Law on Insolvency (Bankruptcy) of Credit In
stitutions, to revise the provisions on contesting debt
or transactions when implementing bankruptcy pro
cedures and taking vicarious liability action against
persons who hold or have held the power to issue
binding instructions to the debtor, and to introduce
liquidation netting;
— the Civil Code of the Russian Federation, the Federal
Law on JointStock Companies, the Federal Law on
Limited Liability Companies, the Federal Law on Pro
duction Cooperatives, the Federal Law on NonProfit
Organisations, and the Federal Law on the State Reg
istration of Corporate Entities and Unincorporated
Entrepreneurs, in respect of the liquidation of corpo
rate entities.
To upgrade its regulatory framework, the Bank of
Russia will continue to draft amendments to its Regula
tion No. 279P, dated November 9, 2005, ‘On the Provi
sional Administration of a Credit Institution’. These
amendments:
— revise the procedure for determining the value of
property (assets) and liabilities of a credit institution
in the course of the compilation of the credit institu
tion’s reports by the provisional administration;
— regulate the actions of the provisional administration
in the event of failure or refusal to transfer to the pro
visional administration property owned by the credit
institution, and in the event that the property of the
credit institution cannot be recovered from third par
ties due to the impossibility of establishing their
whereabouts;
— specify the procedure and time period for retaining
the stamps (seals) accepted by Bank of Russia re
gional branches from provisional administrations;
— state the need to report the date on which the provi
sional administration’s budget of expenditure was
delivered to the Bank of Russia regional branch for
approval;
— set out the procedure and time periods for making
and maintaining backup copies of electronic databas
es of a credit institution;
— specify the procedure for passing by the provisional
administration information indicated in points 3 and
7 of Article 22.1 of the Federal Law on Insolvency
(Bankruptcy) of Credit Institutions for publication in
the Bank of Russia Bulletin;
— set time periods for posting, in locations accessible
to viewers and on the credit institution’s website (if it
has one), information on the revocation of a banking
licence of the credit institution and the appointment
of a provisional administration, information explain
ing to creditors the provisions of federal laws regu
lating their actions after the revocation of the licence
of the credit institution, and information on the pro

cedure for receiving compensation and the size of
compensation for deposits under the Federal Law on
Insurance of Household Deposits with Russian Banks.
To improve the accreditation of receivers of bankrupt
credit institutions, the Bank of Russia is to make amend
ments to its Regulation No. 265P, dated December 14,
2004, ‘On the Accreditation of Arbitration Managers with
the Bank of Russia as Receivers of Bankrupt Credit Insti
tutions’, which will allow the Bank of Russia, if it has the
necessary documents submitted to it by the arbitration
manager, to use them when considering the issue of
granting accreditation to the arbitration manager as the
receiver of a bankrupt credit institution, without requiring
to resubmit these documents.
Experience gained by Bank of Russia regional
branches and the Deposit Insurance Agency in dealing
with reports of liquidated credit institutions prompted the
need to change the reporting forms that the Bank of Rus
sia received from the receiver (liquidator or liquidation
commission) in the course of liquidation procedures. The
changes the Bank of Russia will to make in its Ordinance
No. 1594U, dated July 14, 2005, ‘On the List, Forms and
Procedure for Compiling and Presenting to the Central
Bank of the Russian Federation Reports by Liquidated
Credit Institutions’, will make the reporting forms, com
pleted by liquidated credit institutions, more informative
and will increase the effectiveness of the Bank of Rus
sia’s control over the liquidation process.

III.11.5. Countering the Legalisation
(Laundering) of Criminally Obtained
Incomes and Terrorist Financing
To ensure that credit institutions work more effective
ly to counter money laundering and terrorist financing,
the Bank of Russia plans in 2008 to take steps to further
improve the regulatory framework and methodologies
used by credit institutions in this area.
Specifically, it will continue to participate in drafting
laws aimed at
— granting credit institutions the right to unilaterally
refuse (without resorting to court proceedings) to
implement a bank account (deposit) agreement, if
they have grounds to suspect that it may be used for
money laundering and terrorist financing;
— revising the list of operations subject to mandatory
control, notably payments effected under financial
leasing agreements or in real estate and cash trans
actions;
— setting a requirement for private individuals, and cor
porate entities serviced by organisations that conduct
transactions with money or other property, to present
to these organisations, on request, information and
documents needed to fulfil their duties under Feder
al Law No. 115FZ.
To implement Federal Law No. 51FZ, dated April 12,
2007, ‘On Amending Article 7 of the Federal Law on Coun
tering of the Legalisation (Laundering) of Criminally Ob
tained Incomes and the Financing of Terrorism’, the Bank
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of Russia will complete the harmonisation of its rules and
regulations with Rosfinmonitoring.
Measures are to be taken in 2008 to improve the ef
fectiveness of the sharing of information between the
Bank of Russia and Rosfinmonitoring for the purpose of
improving supervision of credit institutions’ compliance
with federal laws on antimoney laundering and terrorist
financing.

III.11.6. Insurance of Household Deposits
with Russian Banks
Improving the deposit insurance system will be a high
priority for the Bank of Russia in 2008.
The Bank of Russia will continue to work on draft
amendments to the Federal Law on Insurance of House
hold Deposits with Russian Banks and other federal laws.
These amendments were passed in their first reading in
the State Duma and are designed
— to more accurately formulate the criteria for exercis
ing by the Bank of Russia supervision of compliance
by banks with the deposit insurance system’s require
ments;
— to specify procedures to ensure the payment of in
surance indemnities, and the functions and powers
of the Deposit Insurance Agency, especially as a liq
uidator of banks participating in the deposit insurance
system.
The amendments also specify requirements for the
participation in the deposit insurance system, with which
banks must comply on a permanent basis. According to
the amendments, depending on indicators on which a

bank does not comply with the deposit insurance sys
tem’s requirements, and the time period during which
the bank fails to comply with these requirements, the
Bank of Russia has the right or obligation to prohibit the
bank from taking household deposits. At the same time,
with respect to certain indicators, the period during
which a bank may fail to comply with these requirements
without being necessarily forbidden to take household
deposits has been extended from three to six months.
The amendments also specify the circumstances under
which the financial soundness of a bank is considered
insufficient, if these circumstances persist for a speci
fied period of time.
Taking into consideration experience from applying
the Federal Law on Insurance of Household Deposits with
Russian Banks, the authors of the draft amendments de
scribe more precisely the procedure for effecting pay
ments as compensation for deposits, and for compiling
the register of bank obligations to depositors, and indi
cate which deposits must be insured. They also provide
for the need to determine the moment from which the two
year period a bank has to wait to reapply for admission to
the deposit insurance system must be calculated.
At the same time, the amendments specify rules gov
erning the procedure for reimbursement by banks of
funds entered to an individual deposit (account) opened
with a deposit insurance system member bank, after the
Bank of Russia has prohibited it from receiving funds from
households. At the depositor’s request, these funds may
be transferred, according to the procedure established
by the Bank of Russia, to the depositor’s account opened
with another deposit insurance system member bank.
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III.12. Bank of Russia Supervisors

As of January 1, 2008, the Bank of Russia superviso
ry divisions employed staff of 4,239 executives and spe
cialists, of whom 12.8% worked in the head office and
87.2% in regional branches. Most of the employees have
a specialised higher education (96.4%), are aged be
tween 30 and 50 (64.2%), and have worked in the bank
ing system for more than three years (91.9%).
In 2007, the Bank of Russia continued to implement
a number of largescale supervisorretraining pro
grammes, such as the commercial bank curator — bank
manager programme, the commercial bank inspector —
bank manager programme, the provisional administra
tor — bank manager programme, and the Master of Busi
ness Administration (MBA) programme. As before, these
programmes were implemented in collaboration with
leading national institutions of higher education, such as
the Russian Government’s Economic Academy, the State
University Higher School of Economics, and the Russian
Government’s Financial Academy.
Since the launch of the project (from 2003 to 2007),
950 bank supervisors have undergone vocational retrain
ing, 176 of them in 2007. More than 91% of the total num
ber of those that underwent training are executives and
specialists working in Bank of Russia regional branches.

The overwhelming majority of them received the maximum
score in their graduation papers.
Those who achieve the best results in the basic vo
cational retraining programmes are recommended for an
additional 1,000hoursplus MBA course, and receive an
offer to defend a BA thesis. Eightyfour Bank of Russia
employees received MBA degrees in 2007.
About 40% of employees who underwent vocational
retraining have received promotions and over 10% of
those have been appointed to executive positions.
More than 100 Bank of Russia supervising executives
and supervisors have received advanced training at Bank
of Russia instruction centres.
In addition to providing retraining and advanced train
ing, the Bank of Russia continues to carry out pro
grammes designed to instil social competence and per
sonal efficiency in curators and inspectors. This training
is conducted by specialists with the Bank of Russia Per
sonnel Department and visiting instructors, who train their
students to develop skills for confident behaviour, part
nership style in cooperation, the ability to make public
presentations, persuade partners, and demonstrate con
fidence and willingness to cooperate. Bank of Russia
supervisors will continue this area of training in 2008.
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IV.1. Monitoring Banking Sector Stability

Pursuant to Federal Law No. 86FZ, dated July 10,
2002, ‘On the Central Bank of the Russian Federation
(Bank of Russia)’, and in line with the Russian Banking
Sector Development Strategy until 2008, the Bank of Rus
sia pays particular attention to the development and im
provement of financial stability assessment instruments.
It is currently testing the banking sector’s financial stabili
ty monitoring system, consisting of the following three in
terrelated modules: regular risk monitoring, stress testing,
and financial soundness indicator analysis.

IV.1.1. Systemic risk identification
and regular monitoring
The Bank of Russia Banking Regulation and Supervi
sion Department continued in 2008 to upgrade method
ologies for regular monitoring of banking risks, which
covered the following subsystems:
— monitoring the risk of lending to nonfinancial organ
isations;
— monitoring the risk of lending to households;
— liquidity monitoring;
— market risk monitoring;
— capital adequacy monitoring.
Regular monitoring implies the use of indicators that
are the most sensitive to risk accumulation, and deter
mining their threshold values, which if exceeded, may in
dicate the development of undesirable situations in the
banking sector and in credit institutions. In 2007, the Bank
of Russia monitored and analysed reports by all operat
ing banks. For the purposes of this analysis, the banks
were divided into the following groups: Moscow banks,
regional banks, and banks controlled by foreign capital.
‘Material risk zones’ are detected within each of the
monitoring subsystems mentioned above, using certain
elements of stress testing, and banks susceptible to the
most significant systemic risks are identified. The results
of this analysis are taken into account by supervisors when
dealing with credit institutions.
Monitoring the risk of lending
to nonfinancial organisations
Credit risk monitoring is based on the calculation of
the modified capital adequacy ratio (N1mod), which is de
termined using the value of capital, reduced by provisions.
When the modified capital adequacy ratio is calculated,
it is assumed that:
— losses on bad loans equal overdue debt on these
loans;

— bank capital is reduced by these losses (overdue debt
net of provisions on loans and similar claims).
The reduced value of capital is used in calculating the
modified capital adequacy ratio.
To identify banks in which bad debt may lead to a re
duction in capital adequacy to dangerously low levels
(11.0% or lower for banks with capital of more than 5 mil
lion euros in ruble terms, and 12.0% or lower for banks
with capital of less than 5 million euros in ruble terms),
the dynamics of the modified capital adequacy ratio
(N1mod) is analysed. The reduction in the N1mod ratio to the
level indicated above is considered a ‘risk zone’51 sign.
The ‘risk zone’ is divided into an ‘increased risk zone,’
‘high risk zone’ and ‘moderate risk zone’.
It is assumed that the ‘increased risk zone’ com
prises banks that have a modified capital adequacy
ratio that does not exceed 10.0% (11.0%), depend
ing on the capital level indicated above, that the ‘high
risk zone’ comprises banks with a modified capital ad
equacy ratio of more than 10.0% (11.0%) but no more
than 10.5% (11.5%), and that the ‘moderate risk zone’
comprises banks with a modified capital adequacy
ratio of over 10.5% (11.5%), but no more than 11.0%
(12.0%).
In addition, risk monitors pay attention to banks that
operate outside the risk zones described above, but ac
cording to their reports, have overdue debt that by far
exceeds the banking sector average.
The risk of lending to nonfinancial organisations is
monitored on a quarterly basis.
Monitoring the risk of lending to households
The modified capital adequacy ratio is also calculat
ed when monitoring the risk of lending to households. It
is determined on the basis of the actual value of overdue
debt on loans extended to households, according to the
same methodology as that used to calculate this ratio
when monitoring the risk of lending to nonfinancial or
ganisations.
It is assumed that banks with a modified capital ade
quacy ratio of no more than 11.0% (banks with capital of
more than 5 million euros in ruble terms) or 12.0% (banks
with capital of less than 5 million euros in ruble terms)
operate in the ‘risk zone’ if the following conditions apply
simultaneously: the ratio of loans to households to as
sets is greater than 10.0%, while the ratio of overdue debt
on loans to households to capital is more than 5.0%. The
‘risk zone’ is divided into an ‘increased risk zone,’ ‘high
risk zone’ and ‘moderate risk zone’.

51
Banks with a low initial capital adequacy level (if the difference between the actual values of N1 and N1mod as of the latest report
ing date was no more than 0.2 percentage points) are excluded from their number.
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The ‘increased risk zone’ is considered to comprise
banks that have a modified capital adequacy ratio that
does not exceed 10.0% (11.0%), depending on the cap
ital level indicated above, the ‘high risk zone’ comprises
banks with a modified capital adequacy ratio of more than
10.0% (11.0%) but no more than 10.5% (11.5%), and the
‘moderate risk zone’ comprises banks with a modified
capital adequacy ratio of more than 10.5% (11.5%) but
no more than 11.0% (12.0%), provided that the two con
ditions outlined above apply simultaneously.
Attention is also paid to banks that operate outside
the risk zones described above, but have, according to
their reports, both a considerable amount of the corre
sponding loans, and overdue debt that by far exceeds the
banking sector average, and banks that have overdue
debt that is considerably lower than the average.
The risk of lending to households is monitored on a
quarterly basis.
Liquidity monitoring
Liquidity is monitored daily (ongoing monitoring) and
monthly.
Ongoing monitoring is conducted in respect of the
following indicators:
— interbank actual rates (MIACR) on overnight loans and
loans with maturities of 2—7 days and 8—30 days;
— correspondent accounts and banks’ deposits with the
Bank of Russia;
— reverse repos and Bank of Russia bond (OBR) oper
ations as a percentage of assets.
The threshold values of indicators are determined on
the basis of their average value and volatility (standard
deviation) over the retrospective period.
The identification of banks in the ‘material risk zone’
in monthly liquidity monitoring is based on analysis of the
dynamics of funds raised by the banks, the dynamics of
credit turnovers in the correspondent account with the
Bank of Russia, and the level of liquid assets. If at least
two of the three indicators described above are below the
set thresholds, the bank is considered to be in the ‘mate
rial risk zone’.
The instant liquidity (N2) ratio and current liquidity
(N3) ratio are used as additional indicators. Monitors also
analyse data on the share of the top five creditors and
depositors of the bank in its total liabilities, and informa
tion on payment documents that were not settled during
the reporting month.
Market risk monitoring
Market risk is monitored for credit institutions that
fall under the provisions of Bank of Russia Regulation
No. 89P, dated September 24, 1999, ‘On the Procedure
for Calculating Market Risk by Credit Institutions’ (cur
rently, Bank of Russia Regulation No. 313P, dated No
vember 14, 2007, ‘On the Procedure for Calculating Mar
ket Risk by Credit Institutions’).
The following indicators are evaluated on the basis
of market risk and capital data reported by credit institu
tions:

— the ratio of possible losses on equity position risk to
capital;
— the ratio of possible losses on interest rate risk to
capital;
— the ratio of possible losses on foreign exchange risk
to capital;
— total possible losses on market risk to capital.
Possible losses on the corresponding type of market
risk is represented as the modified value of equity posi
tion, interest rate or foreign exchange risk, calculated
according to the regulation on market risk calculation by
credit institutions mentioned above.
The ‘material risk zone’ is determined in two stages.
In the first stage, banks are identified that have signifi
cant total possible losses on market risks or a weak di
versification of market risks (high sensitivity to one kind
of risk).
In the second stage, monitors calculate for the iden
tified banks the modified capital adequacy ratio, based
on the assumption that possible losses are fully registered
as a reduction in the bank’s capital. An indicator for the
‘material risk zone’ is a modified N1 ratio of less than
10.5% (for banks with capital of no less than 5 million
euros) or 11.5% (for banks with capital of less than 5 mil
lion euros).
Market risk is monitored on a monthly basis.
Capital adequacy monitoring
Capital adequacy monitoring is based on the identi
fication of banks that have a low capital adequacy ratio,
and demonstrate a sustained tendency towards a reduc
tion in this ratio, and the return on assets and equity.
Banks are assigned to the ‘increased risk,’ ‘high risk’
or ‘moderate risk’ groups when capital adequacy moni
toring is conducted.
Banks that have had a negative slope ratio in the N1
linear trend in the past 12 months and in the past four
months, a linear trend in the return on assets and equity
in the past four quarters, and an N1 ratio that does not
exceed the threshold level as of the reporting date (10.5%
for banks with capital of more than 5 million euros and
11.5% for banks with capital of less than 5 million euros)
are included in the ‘increased risk group’.
Banks that have had a negative slope ratio in the N1
linear trend in the past 12 months and in the past four
months, a linear trend in the return on assets and capital
in the past four quarters, and an N1 ratio that does not
exceed the established threshold level as of the report
ing date (12.0% for banks with capital of more than 5 mil
lion euros and 13.0% for banks with capital of less than
5 million euros) are assigned to the ‘high risk group’.
Banks that have had a negative slope ratio in the N1
linear trend in the past 12 months and in the past four
months, and an N1 ratio that does not exceed the thresh
old level as of the reporting date (12.0% for banks with
capital of more than 5 million euros and 13.0% for banks
with capital of less than 5 million euros) are included in
the ‘moderate risk group’.
Capital adequacy is monitored on a monthly basis.
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IV.2. Banking Sector Clustering

To analyse in depth the systemic aspects of banking
sector development, and banking operations and risks
during the course of preparing this Report, the Bank of
Russia carried out a clustering of the banking sector,
grouping banks with similar characteristics in terms of
property, volume of operations, and regionality. The study
of such clusters enables the identification of specific trends
and factors that generate processes in the banking sector
that are obscured in analysis of average values.
The clustering methodology used in compiling this
Report is described below.
In the first stage, the following groups of credit in
stitutions were separated:
— nonbank credit organisations;
— banks in which more than 50% of authorised capital
is owned by the state (government agencies, federal
and regional governmentcontrolled unitary enter
prises, the Federal Property Fund and the Bank of
Russia);
— banks with a nonresident stake of more than 50% in
their authorised capital, including banks whose non
resident owners are controlled by residents.
In the second stage, banks from among the top
200 banks in terms of assets were analysed, excluding
banks that had been included in the three groups listed
above. Banks in this group have been classed as ‘large
private banks’.
In the third stage, all other banks not included in the
four groups listed above are considered. These are me
diumsized and small banks, which, in turn, are divided
into two groups by geographical location: mediumsized

and small banks based in Moscow and the Moscow Re
gion, and mediumsized and small banks located in oth
er regions.
As a result, there are six groups of credit institutions:
1. statecontrolled banks;
2. banks controlled by foreign capital;
3. large private banks;
4. mediumsized and small banks based in Moscow and
the Moscow Region;
5. small and mediumsized regional banks; and
6. nonbank credit institutions.
The results of banking sector clustering (see Tab
le 4.1) show that the group of statecontrolled banks
strengthened their positions in 2007 (despite the decline
in number, the share of these banks in banking sector
total assets expanded from 37.8% to 39.2%, and their
share in banking sector total capital increased from 32.4%
to 40.8%). Banks controlled by foreign capital grew in in
fluence in 2007 (as of January 1, 2008, their share in bank
ing sector assets expanded from 12.1% to 17.2%, and
their share in banking sector capital increased from 12.7%
to 15.7%).
The share of large private banks contracted from
41.0% to 35.5% of banking sector total assets, and from
42.3% to 33.5% of banking sector total capital.
Although mediumsized and small banks based in
Moscow and the Moscow Region, and mediumsized and
small regional banks represent the largest group of banks,
their already modest share of banking sector assets and
capital contracted in 2007 from 8.6% to 7.7% of assets,
and from 12.4% to 9.8% of capital.

Indicators of credit institutions’
groups*
Group of credit institutions

TABLE 4.1

No. of credit institutions

% share in banking sector
total assets
1.01.07
1.01.08

% share in banking sector
total capital
1.01.07
1.01.08

1.01.07

1.01.08

Statecontrolled banks

31

24

37.8

39.2

32.4

Foreigncontrolled banks

64

85

12.1

17.2

12.7

15.7

Large private banks
Mediumsized and small banks based in Moscow
and the Moscow Region
Mediumsized and small regional banks

152

147

41.0

35.5

42.3

33.5

422
474

382
454

4.5
4.1

3.9
3.7

7.0
5.4

5.6
4.3

Nonbank credit organisations
TOTAL

40.8

46

44

0.6

0.5

0.2

0.1

1,189

1,136

100

100

100

100

* The criteria for grouping credit institutions, and the corresponding group indicators, are used in this Report for analysis only.
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IV.3. Upgrading the Central Catalogue of Credit Histories

The credit market’s growth in 2008, and the corre
sponding increase in credit institutions’ use of credit reports,
are expected to cause an expansion of the database of the
Central Catalogue of Credit Histories (CCCH). Demand for
information from credit bureaux and the CCCH will there
fore increase among credit history makers and users. The
principal task at this stage in the development of the credit
history system will be to improve the quality of information
accumulated in the CCCH. Taking into consideration expe
rience gained in implementing Federal Law No. 218FZ,
dated December 31, 2004, ‘On Credit Histories’, and the
practice of credit institutions’ use of credit histories, an ac
tive debate on amendments to this law can be expected.
To facilitate the filing of requests to the CCCH by
credit history makers and users, the Bank of Russia will

continue to coordinate with the federal government
and the Federal Notary’s Office its draft ordinance ‘On
the Requesting and Receiving of Information from the
Central Catalogue of Credit Histories by a Credit His
tory Maker or User by Passing an Application via a No
tary’.
The Bank of Russia will formulate recommendations
on means of improving cooperation between credit in
stitutions and credit bureaux, and credit history makers
and users, and reducing the number of errors in the in
formation contained in credit history titles.
The Bank of Russia also intends to continue to devel
op the automated CCCH system to make it more conve
nient for credit institutions to use, and to improve the pro
cedure for controlling its operations.
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IV.4. Statistical Appendix

Key macroeconomic indicators
in 2003—2007

TABLE 1

Indicator

2003

GDP (in market prices), billion rubles
as % of previous year
Federal budget surplus, as % of GDP
Industrial output, as % of previous year

2004

2005

2006

2007

13,243.2

17,048.1

21,625.4

26,879.8

32,987.4

107.3

107.2

106.4

107.4

108.1

1.7

4.3

7.5

7.4

5.4

108.9

108.0

105.1

106.3

106.3

Agricultural output, as % of previous year

101.3

103.0

102.3

103.6

103.3

Retail trade turnover, as % of previous year

108.8

113.3

112.8

114.1

115.9

Fixed capital investment, as % of previous year

112.5

113.7

110.9

116.7

121.1

Household real disposable income, as % of previous year
Unemployment rate, as % of economically active population
(average for period)
Consumer price index (December as % of previous December)
Average nominal rate of the US dollar against the ruble for period,
rubles to the dollar

115.0

110.4

112.4

113.5

110.7

8.6
112.0

8.2
111.7

7.6
110.9

7.2
109.0

6.1
111.9

30.68

28.81

28.28

27.18

25.57

Russian banking sector
macroeconomic indicators
Indicator
Banking sector assets (liabilities), billion rubles

TABLE 2
1.01.03

1.01.07

1.01.08

4,145.3

5,600.7

7,136.9

9,750.3

14,045.6

20,241.1

38.3

42.3

41.9

45.1

52.2

61.4

581.3
5.4

814.9
6.2

946.6
5.6

1,241.8
5.7

1,692.7
6.3

2,671,5
8.1

14.0

14.6

13.3

12.7

12.1

13.2

1,796.2
16.6

2,684.7
20.3

3,887.6
22.8

5,454.0
25.2

8,031.4
29.9

12,288.3
37.3

as % of GDP
Banking sector capital, billion rubles
as % of GDP
as % of banking sector assets
Loans and other funds provided to nonfinancial organisations
and households, including overdue debt, billion rubles
as % of GDP
as % of banking sector assets
Securities acquired by banks, billion rubles
as % of GDP

1.01.06

43.3

47.9

54.5

55.9

57.2

60.7

779.9

1,002.2

1,086.9

1,539.4

1,961.4

2,554.7

7.2

7.6

6.4

7.1

7.3

7.7

17.9

15.2

15.8

14.0

12.6

1,029.7

1,517.8

1,977.2

2,754.6

3,793.5

5,136.8

9.5

11.5

11.6

12.7

14.1

15.6

24.8

27.1

27.7

28.3

27.0

25.4

as % of GDP
as % of banking sector liabilities
as % of household income
Funds raised from organisations*, billion rubles

1.01.05

18.8

as % of banking sector assets
Household deposits, billion rubles

1.01.04

15.1

17.1

18.0

19.9

22.0

24.3

1,091.4

1,384.8

1,986.1

2,953.1

4,570.9

6,769.1

as % of GDP

10.1

10.5

11.6

13.7

17.0

20.5

as % of banking sector liabilities

26.3

24.7

27.8

30.3

32.5

33.4

* Including deposits, government extrabudgetary funds, funds of the Finance Ministry, fiscal bodies and customers in factor
ing and forfeiting operations, float, and funds written down from customer accounts but not passed through a credit institu
tion’s correspondent account (excluding funds raised from credit institutions).
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Registration and licensing
of credit institutions*

TABLE 3
1.01.07

Registration of credit institutions
1. No. of credit institutions1 registered by the Bank of Russia or by a Registration Authority
pursuant to the Bank of Russia’s decision, total2
of which:

1.01.08

1,345

1,296

1,293

1,243

52

53

52

63

1

3

— banks

1

2

— nonbank credit institutions

0

1

0

0

1,189

1,136

1,143

1,092

46

44

— banks
— nonbank credit institutions
1.1. No. of registered wholly foreignowned credit institutions
1.2. Credit institutions that have been registered by the Bank of Russia but have not yet paid up
authorised capital and have not received a licence (within the time period established by law)
of which:

2. Nonbank credit institutions registered by other bodies before July 1, 2002
Operating credit institutions
3. Credit institutions licensed to conduct banking operations, total3
of which:
— banks
— nonbank credit institutions
3.1. Credit institutions holding licences (permits):
— to take household deposits

921

906

— to conduct operations in foreign currency

803

754

— general licences

287

300

— to conduct operations with precious metals
— permits
— licences4
3.2. Credit institutions with foreign stakes in their authorised capital, total

4

4

188

195

153

202

of which:
— wholly foreignowned credit institutions

52

63

— credit institutions with a 50%plus foreign stake

13

23

3.3. Credit institutions registered with the deposit insurance system
4. Registered authorised capital of operating credit institutions, million rubles
5. Branches of operating credit institutions in Russia, total

924

909

566,513

731,736

3,281

3,455

of which:
— Sberbank branches5

859

809

— branches of wholly foreignowned credit institutions

90

169

6. Branches of operating credit institutions abroad, total6

2

3

7. Branches of nonresident banks in Russia

0

0

699

804

657

757

8. Representative offices of Russian operating credit institutions, total7
of which:
— in Russia
— in nonCIS countries

29

33

— in CIS countries

13

14

15,007

18,979

9. Additional offices of credit institutions, total
of which:
— Sberbank additional offices
10. Cash departments, total

7,282

8,623

15,885

14,689

11,983

10,839

996

1,543

of which:
— Sberbank cash departments
11. Cash and credit offices, total
of which:
— Sberbank cash and credit offices
12. Operations offices of credit institutions (branches of credit institutions)
of which:
— Sberbank operations offices
13. Mobile cash points of credit institutions (branches of credit institutions)
of which:
— Sberbank mobile cash points

* These include data based on information received from the Registration Authority as of the reporting date.
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0

0

0

497

0

0

0

51

0
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END
1.01.07
Licence revocation and liquidation of corporate entities
14. Credit institutions that had their banking licences revoked (cancelled)
but have not been struck off the State Register8
15. Liquidated credit institutions struck off the State Register, total9

1.01.08

155
1,758

157
1,819

1,366

1,419

391

399

of which:
— liquidated due to licence revocation (cancellation)
— liquidated due to reorganization
of which:
— by merger
— by acquisition

2

2

389

397

341

344

48

53

1

1

of which:
— by being transformed into branches of other banks
— by being merged with other banks (without setting up a branch)
— liquidated due to legal infractions relating to payment of authorised capital
1

The term “credit institution” in this Table denotes one of the following:
— a corporate entity registered by the Bank of Russia (prior to July 1, 2002) or Registration Authority and having the right to
conduct banking operations;
— a corporate entity registered by the Bank of Russia (prior to July 1, 2002), which held but lost the right to conduct banking
operations;
— a corporate entity registered by other bodies (before the Federal Law on Banks and Banking Activities came into force) and
having a Bank of Russia licence to conduct banking operations.
2
Credit institutions that have the status of a corporate entity as of the reporting date, including credit institutions that have lost
the right to conduct banking operations but have not yet been liquidated as corporate entities.
3
Credit institutions registered by the Bank of Russia (prior to July 1, 2002) or Registration Authority and holding the right to
conduct banking operations and also nonbank credit institutions registered by other bodies and licensed by the Bank of
Russia to conduct banking operations.
4
Issued since December 1996 pursuant to Bank of Russia Letter No. 367, dated December 3, 1996.
5
Sberbank branches put on the State Register of Credit Institutions and assigned serial numbers.
6
Branches opened by Russian credit institutions abroad.
7
Representative offices of Russian credit institutions abroad, including offices of whose opening abroad the Bank of Russia
has been notified.
8
Total credit institutions that had their banking licences revoked (cancelled) by the Bank of Russia, including liquidated credit
institutions struck off the State Register: 1,532 as of January 1, 2007; 1,585 as of January 1, 2008.
9
After July 1, 2002, a liquidated credit institution is struck off the State Register as a corporate entity only after its liquidation
has been registered by the Registration Authority.

Credit institutions by institutional structure
and form of incorporation

TABLE 4
1.01.07

Title

Number

Operating credit institutions licensed to conduct banking operations,
total
of which:
— jointstock companies

1.01.08

% share

1,189

Number

% share

100.00

1,136

100.00
65.49

772

64.93

744

— closeend jointstock companies

319

26.83

307

27.02

— openend jointstock companies

453

38.10

437

38.47

417

35.07

392

34.51

—

—

—

—

417

35.07

392

34.51

— unit trusts
— additional liability companies
— limited liability companies
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Number of credit institutions and their branches by region
as of January 1, 2008

1
Russian Federation

TABLE 5

No. of credit
institutions
in region

total

2

3

No. of branches in region
credit institution
credit institution
with head office
with head office
in this region
in another region
4
5

1,136

3,455

720

2,735

632

758

184

574

Belgorod Region

6

34

5

29

Bryansk Region

1

30

2

28

Vladimir Region

2

30

0

30

Voronezh Region

4

54

1

53

Ivanovo Region

5

21

1

20

Central Federal District

Kaluga Region

5

29

2

27

Kostroma Region

4

17

0

17

Kursk Region

2

21

0

21

Lipetsk Region

2

24

1

23

Orel Region

2

24

3

21

Ryazan Region

4

26

0

26

Smolensk Region

4

29

5

24

Tambov Region

2

20

3

17

Tver Region

7

40

3

37

Tula Region

6

34

1

33

Yaroslavl Region

8

42

4

38

Moscow Region (for the record)

568

283

153

130

Moscow

555

156

30

126

Moscow Region

13

127

9

118

NorthWestern Federal District

81

431

53

378

Republic of Karelia

1

23

2

21

Komi Republic

3

40

7

33
34

Arkhangelsk Region
of which: Nenets Autonomous Area
Vologda Region

3

34

0

0

2

0

2

9

29

9

20

Kaliningrad Region

11

39

4

35

Leningrad Region

4

46

4

42

Murmansk Region

4

26

1

25

Novgorod Region

2

18

1

17

Pskov Region

3

15

0

15

St Petersburg

41

161

25

136

118

485

116

369

5

6

1

5

33

72

58

14

Southern Federal District
Republic of Adygeya
Republic of Daghestan
Republic of Ingushetia

2

5

1

4

KabardinoBalkaria Republic

6

13

3

10

Republic of Kalmykia

2

4

0

4

KarachaiCherkess Republic

5

4

0

4

Republic of North Ossetia — Alania

6

16

7

9

Chechen Republic

0

1

0

1

18

107

18

89
54

Krasnodar Territrory
Stavropol Territory

9

62

8

Astrakhan Region

5

29

6

23

Volgograd Region

5

66

1

65

22

100

13

87

Rostov Region
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END

1

No. of credit
institutions
in region

total

2

3

Volga Federal District

No. of branches in region
credit institution
credit institution
with head office
with head office
in this region
in another region
4
5

134

746

143

603

11

60

0

60

Republic of Mari El

1

23

4

19

Republic of Mordovia

4

15

6

9

Republic of Tatarstan

26

102

56

46

Republic of Bashkortostan

Udmurt Republic

8

31

0

31

Chuvash Republic

5

27

0

27

Perm Territory

8

72

3

69

Kirov Region

3

29

0

29

Nizhny Novgorod Region

18

106

32

74

Orenburg Region

9

52

4

48

Penza Region

2

31

0

31

Samara Region

22

93

15

78

Saratov Region

13

74

20

54

4

31

3

28

63

397

136

261

Ulyanovsk Region
Ural Federal District
Kurgan Region

5

23

0

23

Sverdlovsk Region

25

99

17

82

Tyumen Region

22

158

78

80

12

50

15

35

4

29

2

27

of which: KhantyMansi Autonomous Area — Yugra
YamaloNenets Autonomous Area
Chelyabinsk Region
Siberian Federal District

1

117

41

76

68

436

49

387

Republic of Altai

5

4

1

3

Republic of Buryatiya

1

23

3

20

Republic of Tyva

2

4

0

4

Republic of Khakassia

3

9

1

8

Altai Territory

8

56

13

43

Krasnoyarsk Territory

5

73

11

62

Irkutsk Region

9

55

5

50

0

1

0

1

8

45

0

45

of which: UstOrda Autonomous Area
Kemerovo Region
Novosibirsk Region

14

61

1

60

Omsk Region

7

46

0

46

Tomsk Region

4

36

10

26

Chita Region

2

24

4

20

0

2

0

2

40

202

39

163
38

of which: AginBuryat Autonomous Area
Far Eastern Federal District
Republic of Sakha (Yakutia)

6

47

9

Kamchatka Territory

7

16

5

11

Primorsky Territory

9

45

12

33

Khabarovsk Territory

5

33

4

29

Amur Region

5

16

0

16

Magadan Region

2

14

5

9

Sakhalin Region

6

18

4

14

Jewish Autonomous Region

0

6

0

6

Chukchee Autonomous Area

0

7

0

7
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Credit institutions grouped by registered authorised capital
as of January 1, 2008

1

Up to
3m
rubles
2

3m to
10m
rubles
3

TABLE 6

10m to
30m
rubles
4

30m to
60m
rubles
5

60m to
150m
rubles
6

150m to
300m
rubles
7

300m
rubles
and over
8

Total
9

Russian Federation

37

61

120

161

207

248

302

1,136

Central Federal District

10

23

44

80

104

156

215

632

Belgorod Region

0

1

0

0

2

3

0

6

Bryansk Region

0

0

0

1

0

0

0

1

Vladimir Region

0

0

0

0

1

1

0

2

Voronezh Region

0

0

0

1

2

0

1

4

Ivanovo Region

0

1

0

0

4

0

0

5

Kaluga Region

0

0

0

0

3

1

1

5

Kostroma Region

0

0

1

1

1

0

1

4

Kursk Region

0

0

1

0

1

0

0

2

Lipetsk Region

0

0

0

0

0

1

1

2

Orel Region

0

0

0

1

1

0

0

2

Ryazan Region

0

1

0

2

0

1

0

4

Smolensk Region

0

2

0

0

0

1

1

4

Tambov Region

0

0

0

1

1

0

0

2

Tver Region

2

1

1

1

1

0

1

7

Tula Region

0

1

1

2

2

0

0

6

Yaroslavl Region

0

0

1

4

0

3

0

8

Moscow region (for the record)

8

16

39

66

85

145

209

568

Moscow

8

15

39

64

84

141

204

555

Moscow Region

0

1

0

2

1

4

5

13

NorthWestern Federal District

5

5

14

14

15

12

16

81

Republic of Karelia

0

0

0

0

1

0

0

1

Komi Republic

0

0

1

1

1

0

0

3

Arkhangelsk Region

0

1

0

1

0

1

0

3

0

0

0

0

0

0

0

0

of which: Nenets Autonomous Area
Vologda Region

0

0

5

1

2

0

1

9

Kaliningrad Region

0

0

1

2

4

2

2

11

Leningrad Region

0

1

2

0

0

1

0

4

Murmansk Region

1

0

1

0

0

1

1

4

Novgorod Region

0

1

0

0

0

1

0

2

Pskov Region

0

0

1

1

1

0

0

3

St Petersburg

4

2

3

8

6

6

12

41
118

13

22

25

13

23

16

6

Republic of Adygeya

Southern Federal District

1

2

2

0

0

0

0

5

Republic of Daghestan

8

8

9

3

4

0

1

33

Republic of Ingushetia

0

2

0

0

0

0

0

2

KabardinoBalkaria Republic

1

0

3

0

0

2

0

6

Republic of Kalmykia

0

0

0

0

2

0

0

2

KarachaiCherkess Republic

1

0

2

0

1

0

1

5

Republic of North Ossetia — Alania

0

1

2

0

2

1

0

6

Chechen Republic

0

0

0

0

0

0

0

0

Krasnodar Territrory

0

2

5

2

6

2

1

18

Stavropol Territory

1

4

1

2

1

0

0

9

Astrakhan Region

0

3

0

0

0

2

0

5

Volgograd Region

0

0

0

2

1

2

0

5

Rostov Region

1

0

1

4

6

7

3

22
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END

1

Up to
3m
rubles
2

3m to
10m
rubles
3

10m to
30m
rubles
4

30m to
60m
rubles
5

60m to
150m
rubles
6

150m to
300m
rubles
7

300m
rubles
and over
8

Total
9

Volga Federal District

5

2

10

17

28

36

36

134

Republic of Bashkortostan

0

0

1

0

1

7

2

11

Republic of Mari El

0

0

1

0

0

0

0

1

Republic of Mordovia

0

0

0

0

1

3

0

4

Republic of Tatarstan (Tatarstan)

1

0

0

3

5

5

12

26

Udmurt Republic

0

1

1

1

0

3

2

8

Chuvash Republic

1

0

0

1

2

1

0

5

Perm Territory

1

0

1

1

1

1

3

8

Kirov Region

0

0

1

0

0

0

2

3

Nizhny Novgorod Region

1

0

1

4

5

3

4

18
9

Orenburg Region

0

0

1

2

2

1

3

Penza Region

0

0

0

0

1

0

1

2

Samara Region

1

0

2

1

4

8

6

22
13

Saratov Region

0

1

0

2

5

4

1

Ulyanovsk Region

0

0

1

2

1

0

0

4

Ural Federal District

1

2

8

9

11

12

20

63

Kurgan Region

0

1

1

2

1

0

0

5

Sverdlovsk Region

1

1

2

3

4

6

8

25

Tyumen Region

0

0

4

2

4

4

8

22

0

0

1

2

1

3

5

12

0

0

2

0

0

1

1

4

Chelyabinsk Region

0

0

1

2

2

2

4

11

of which: KhantyMansi Autonomous Area — Yugra
YamaloNenets Autonomous Area
Siberian Federal District

2

4

13

16

17

10

6

68

Republic of Altai

0

0

3

1

1

0

0

5

Republic of Buryatiya

0

0

0

0

0

1

0

1

Republic of Tyva

0

1

0

1

0

0

0

2

Republic of Khakassia

0

0

0

1

1

1

0

3

Altai Territory

0

1

2

1

2

1

1

8

Krasnoyarsk Territory

0

0

0

0

2

3

0

5

Irkutsk Region

0

0

1

4

3

1

0

9
0

0

0

0

0

0

0

0

Kemerovo Region

of which: UstOrda Autonomous Area

0

0

1

2

3

0

2

8

Novosibirsk Region

2

1

3

2

3

2

1

14

Omsk Region

0

1

1

2

1

0

2

7

Tomsk Region

0

0

1

1

1

1

0

4

Chita Region

0

0

1

1

0

0

0

2

0

0

0

0

0

0

0

0
40

of which: AginskyBuryatsky Autonomous Area
Far Eastern Federal District

1

3

6

12

9

6

3

Republic of Sakha (Yakutia)

0

1

0

3

0

1

1

6

Kamchatka Territory

0

0

4

2

1

0

0

7

Primorsky Territory

1

1

1

1

3

2

0

9

Khabarovsk Territory

0

0

1

3

0

0

1

5

Amur Region

0

1

0

1

1

1

1

5

Magadan Region

0

0

0

1

0

1

0

2

Sakhalin Region

0

0

0

1

4

1

0

6

Jewish Autonomous Region

0

0

0

0

0

0

0

0

Chukchee Autonomous Area

0

0

0

0

0

0

0

0
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Density of banking services in Russian regions
as of January 1, 2007
Region

No. of credit
institutions,
branches and
additional offices

1

2

TABLE 7.1

Net assets,
million rubles

3

Loans to resident
institutions
and households,
million rubles*

4

Household
deposits,
million rubles

Gross regional
product for 2006,
billion rubles
(estimate)

5

6

Population,
thousand

7

Average monthly
per capita money
income in 2006,
rubles

Institutional density
of banking services
(by population)

Financial
density
of banking
services
(by assets)

Financial density
of banking
services
(by value
of loans)

Savings index
(per capita
deposits
to income)

Composite
banking services
density index
by region

8

9

10

11

12

13

Central Federal District

5,906

9,775,446

3,711,630

1,857,630

7,850

37,218

13,833

1.16

1.90

For the record:
Central Federal District without Moscow

2,670

931,029

1,152,496

487,086

2,704

26,775

7,379

0.73

134

72,452

139,980

27,262

181

1,514

6,749

0.65

Bryansk Region

82

24,799

27,310

14,783

82

1,318

6,033

Vladimir Region

144

37,573

39,827

24,816

112

1,460

5,034

Voronezh Region

Belgorod Region

1.34

1.34

1.41

0.52

1.21

0.92

0.81

0.61

2.19

0.99

0.96

0.45

0.46

0.94

0.69

0.61

0.72

0.51

1.01

1.26

0.83

164

80,161

66,456

42,130

163

2,295

6,814

0.52

0.75

1.15

1.00

0.82

Ivanovo Region

97

22,318

19,593

14,166

52

1,088

4,310

0.65

0.65

1.06

1.12

0.84

Kaluga Region

116

38,541

27,854

18,688

85

1,009

6,888

0.84

0.69

0.93

1.00

0.86

80

16,448

17,680

9,783

53

702

5,594

0.83

0.47

0.95

0.93

0.77

Kostroma Region
Kursk Region

95

135

49,409

51,803

15,379

100

1,171

6,499

0.84

0.75

1.46

0.75

0.91

Lipetsk Region

92

50,795

56,399

19,077

188

1,174

7,634

0.57

0.41

0.85

0.79

0.63

Moscow Region

767

290,989

439,136

166,126

938

6,646

10,437

0.84

0.47

1.33

0.89

0.83

87

18,208

30,093

11,127

62

827

5,591

0.77

0.44

1.37

0.90

0.80

Ryazan Region

106

34,404

33,882

18,729

103

1,172

5,796

0.66

0.51

0.93

1.03

0.75

Smolensk Region

102

30,458

31,548

15,175

79

994

6,424

0.75

0.59

1.13

0.89

0.81

96

22,024

27,643

12,566

78

1,117

6,499

0.63

0.43

1.00

0.64

0.64

Orel Region

Tambov Region
Tver Region

124

34,207

30,350

18,216

126

1,391

7,048

0.65

0.42

0.69

0.69

0.60

Tula Region

189

53,314

45,614

26,428

143

1,581

6,156

0.87

0.57

0.90

1.01

0.82
0.90

Yaroslavl Region
Moscow
NorthWestern Federal District

155

54,926

67,327

32,635

156

1,320

7,839

0.86

0.53

1.22

1.17

3,236

8,444,417

2,559,133

1,370,544

5,146

10,443

30,382

2.26

2.62

1.41

1.61

1.91

2,223

1,083,529

802,471

424,703

2,168

13,550

10,685

1.20

0.76

1.05

1.09

1.01
0.69

Republic of Karelia

114

18,495

23,582

11,382

86

693

8,200

1.20

0.33

0.77

0.74

Komi Republic

120

36,624

35,771

23,588

212

975

12,903

0.90

0.26

0.48

0.70

0.53

Arkhangelsk Region

125

43,863

52,640

22,446

206

1,280

9,267

0.71

0.32

0.72

0.70

0.59
0.75

142

61,251

62,787

26,965

208

1,228

8,303

0.84

0.45

0.86

0.99

162

50,079

49,598

23,288

100

937

8,552

1.26

0.76

1.41

1.08

1.10

Leningrad Region

260

36,613

58,413

24,409

265

1,638

8,147

1.16

0.21

0.62

0.68

0.57

Murmansk Region

158

35,766

33,096

24,518

156

857

12,038

1.35

0.35

0.60

0.89

0.71

Novgorod Region

129

15,010

18,212

8,221

73

658

6,911

1.43

0.31

0.71

0.67

0.68

Pskov Region

119

12,020

10,940

7,687

49

713

6,218

1.22

0.37

0.63

0.64

0.65

St Petersburg

894

773,810

457,430

252,198

812

4,571

13,960

1.43

1.45

1.60

1.47

1.49

ADDENDUM

Vologda Region
Kaliningrad Region

Southern Federal District

2

3

4

5

6

7

8

9

10

11

12

13

2,863

544,349

548,926

257,655

1,611

22,777

6,480

0.92

0.51

0.97

0.65

0.74

58

5,117

6,562

3,089

21

441

4,519

0.96

0.37

0.89

0.58

0.65

Republic of Daghestan

194

13,168

7,834

4,261

118

2,659

7,167

0.53

0.17

0.19

0.08

0.19

Republic of Ingushetia

7

1,654

1,107

562

9

493

2,996

0.10

0.29

0.37

0.14

0.20

KabardinoBalkaria Republic

73

10,742

9,529

4,861

42

891

4,989

0.60

0.39

0.65

0.41

0.50

Republic of Kalmykia

39

3,845

6,433

1,063

12

287

3,324

0.99

0.48

1.48

0.41

0.73

KarachaiCherkess Republic

45

6,167

15,442

2,053

23

429

5,667

0.77

0.41

1.93

0.32

0.66

Republic of North Ossetia — Alania

60

11,418

10,157

6,244

43

701

6,347

0.62

0.41

0.67

0.52

0.55

1

3,771

3,108

331

29

1,184

—

0.01

0.20

0.30

0.00

0.00

Krasnodar Territory

930

176,876

180,706

91,755

466

5,101

6,994

1.33

0.58

1.10

0.96

0.95

Stavropol Territory

448

69,220

68,459

36,427

179

2,701

6,372

1.21

0.59

1.09

0.79

0.88

Astrakhan Region

94

23,971

23,421

13,790

85

994

7,033

0.69

0.43

0.78

0.73

0.64

Volgograd Region

202

63,752

63,505

35,193

249

2,620

8,146

0.56

0.39

0.72

0.61

0.56

Rostov Region

712

154,647

152,662

58,027

336

4,276

7,380

1.22

0.70

1.29

0.68

0.93

3,190

1,325,685

1,159,904

520,961

3,519

30,346

7,728

0.77

0.57

0.93

0.83

0.76

480

150,253

130,177

54,987

506

4,051

8,674

0.87

0.45

0.73

0.58

0.64

59

13,962

10,795

5,975

43

707

4,639

0.61

0.50

0.72

0.68

0.62

Republic of Mordovia

113

23,547

22,101

8,918

57

848

4,511

0.97

0.63

1.10

0.87

0.88

Republic of Tatarstan

446

266,819

208,386

77,708

606

3,761

9,247

0.87

0.67

0.98

0.83

0.83

Udmurt Republic

165

66,280

61,896

21,277

163

1,538

5,928

0.78

0.62

1.08

0.87

0.82

Republic of Adygeya

Chechen Republic

Volga Federal District

96

Republic of Bashkortostan
Republic of Mari El

Chuvash Republic
Perm Territory

98

33,370

36,197

14,364

92

1,286

5,247

0.56

0.55

1.12

0.79

0.72

287

127,187

134,273

52,365

393

2,731

10,609

0.77

0.49

0.97

0.67

0.70

Kirov Region

130

35,398

33,945

17,563

96

1,427

5,573

0.67

0.56

1.00

0.82

0.74

Nizhny Novgorod Region

380

161,325

150,210

74,733

381

3,381

7,678

0.82

0.65

1.12

1.07

0.89

Orenburg Region

214

64,051

62,199

27,253

300

2,126

6,127

0.74

0.33

0.59

0.78

0.58

Penza Region

113

27,240

25,892

17,180

91

1,396

5,401

0.59

0.46

0.81

0.85

0.66

Samara Region

352

252,272

188,286

93,274

490

3,179

11,121

0.81

0.78

1.09

0.98

0.91

Saratov Region

231

73,867

61,583

40,359

201

2,595

5,860

0.65

0.56

0.87

0.99

0.75

Ulyanovsk Region
Ural Federal District
Kurgan Region

122

30,115

33,964

15,005

101

1,322

5,760

0.67

0.45

0.95

0.73

0.68

1,758

850,187

643,872

304,947

3,773

12,231

11,803

1.05

0.34

0.48

0.79

0.61
0.55

90

16,578

18,131

7,571

66

969

6,299

0.68

0.38

0.77

0.46

Sverdlovsk Region

675

327,387

269,848

106,756

655

4,400

10,866

1.12

0.76

1.17

0.83

0.95

Tyumen Region

547

365,629

219,779

132,814

2,609

3,345

18,090

1.19

0.21

0.24

0.81

0.47

Chelyabinsk Region

446

140,593

136,114

57,805

442

3,516

8,511

0.93

0.48

0.87

0.72

0.73

BANK OF RUSSIA

CONT.
1

END
1
Siberian Federal District

Republic of Altai
Republic of Buryatiya

2

3

4

5

6

7

8

9

10

11

12

13

2,457

775,509

754,465

282,641

2,391

19,590

8,049

0.92

0.49

0.89

0.67

25

4,096

12,434

1,149

11

205

5,418

0.89

0.56

3.16

0.38

0.72

0.88

191

24,975

28,273

7,704

91

960

6,739

1.45

0.42

0.89

0.44

0.70

Republic of Tyva

28

3,325

3,348

1,117

15

309

4,736

0.66

0.34

0.64

0.28

0.45

Republic of Khakassia

67

12,811

28,272

4,829

51

537

6,014

0.91

0.38

1.57

0.56

0.74

97

Altai Territory

279

77,539

73,799

25,800

168

2,523

6,114

0.81

0.70

1.25

0.62

0.81

Krasnoyarsk Territory

346

115,562

117,082

48,879

586

2,894

9,076

0.87

0.30

0.57

0.69

0.57

Irkutsk Region

425

87,529

93,274

39,417

323

2,514

8,640

1.23

0.41

0.82

0.67

0.73

Kemerovo Region

235

113,024

126,414

44,726

337

2,826

9,299

0.61

0.51

1.06

0.63

0.68

Novosibirsk Region

331

188,897

131,360

48,450

287

2,641

7,709

0.92

1.00

1.30

0.89

1.01

Omsk Region

177

82,234

72,816

30,903

248

2,026

8,718

0.64

0.51

0.83

0.65

0.65

Tomsk Region

138

44,977

42,576

19,444

187

1,033

9,707

0.98

0.37

0.65

0.72

0.64

Chita Region

215

20,542

24,818

10,223

88

1,122

6,838

1.40

0.36

0.80

0.49

0.67

1,080

274,386

240,527

144,738

981

6,509

10,411

1.21

0.43

0.70

0.80

0.73

140

35,078

41,344

17,840

206

950

12,532

1.08

0.26

0.57

0.56

0.55

79

16,248

12,429

10,634

54

347

11,592

1.66

0.46

0.66

0.98

0.84
0.78

Far Eastern Federal District

Republic of Sakha (Yakutia)
Kamchatka Territory
Primorsky Territory

326

71,417

53,890

38,285

209

2,006

8,604

1.19

0.52

0.73

0.83

Khabarovsk Territory

217

75,350

77,850

39,558

196

1,406

11,500

1.13

0.59

1.13

0.91

0.91

Amur Region

157

28,193

24,563

10,692

91

875

6,968

1.31

0.47

0.76

0.65

0.74

Magadan Region

44

12,983

9,428

6,339

30

169

12,569

1.91

0.66

0.90

1.11

1.06

Sakhalin Region

81

28,660

14,821

17,391

163

521

15,451

1.13

0.27

0.26

0.80

0.50

Jewish Autonomous Region

18

2,665

2,707

1,657

18

186

7,346

0.71

0.23

0.43

0.45

0.42

Chukchee Autonomous Area

18

3,792

3,494

2,341

15

51

15,568

2.60

0.39

0.68

1.11

0.94

19,477

14,629,091

7,861,796

3,793,274

22,292 142,221

9,925

1.00

1.00

1.00

1.00

1.00

Total*

* Based on reports compiled by credit institutions in 0409302 Form, which takes into consideration the borrower’s residence.

ADDENDUM

Region

No. of credit
institutions,
branches and
additional offices

1

2

Central Federal District
For the record:
Central Federal District without Moscow

TABLE 7.2

Net assets,
million rubles

3

Loans to resident
institutions
and households,
million rubles

4

Household
deposits,
million rubles

Gross regional
product for 2007,
billion rubles
(estimate)

5

6

Population,
thousand

7

Average monthly
per capita money
income in 2007,
rubles

Institutional density
of banking services
(by population)

Financial
density
of banking
services
(by assets)

Financial density
of banking
services
(by value
of loans)

Savings index
(per capita
deposits
to income)

Composite
banking services
density index
by region

8

9

10

11

12

13

6,793

14,258,550

5,610,369

2,566,911

9,633

37,145

15,556

1.10

1.88

1.33

1.41

1.41
0.79

3,281

1,376,224

1,686,725

658,657

3,318

26,679

9,187

0.74

0.53

1.16

0.86

Belgorod Region

163

110,751

200,156

36,182

222

1,519

8,846

0.65

0.63

2.06

0.86

0.92

Bryansk Region

99

36,726

38,365

18,866

101

1,309

7,138

0.46

0.46

0.87

0.64

0.59

Vladimir Region

173

57,256

62,849

32,976

137

1,450

6,281

0.72

0.53

1.05

1.15

0.82

Voronezh Region

237

131,900

101,286

56,071

200

2,279

8,352

0.63

0.84

1.16

0.94

0.87

Ivanovo Region

138

31,484

34,822

20,102

64

1,080

5,202

0.77

0.62

1.24

1.14

0.91

Kaluga Region

148

60,933

45,263

25,614

104

1,005

8,705

0.89

0.74

0.99

0.93

0.88

98

Kostroma Region

118

32,927

27,563

13,797

65

697

6,885

1.02

0.64

0.97

0.91

0.87

Kursk Region

155

58,596

63,254

20,043

123

1,163

8,098

0.80

0.60

1.17

0.68

0.79

Lipetsk Region

116

67,225

77,093

25,194

230

1,169

9,136

0.60

0.37

0.77

0.75

0.60

Moscow Region

901

430,971

651,302

231,172

1,152

6,666

13,315

0.81

0.48

1.29

0.83

0.80

99

25,200

44,490

14,584

77

822

6,831

0.73

0.42

1.33

0.83

0.76

Ryazan Region

Orel Region

135

52,935

53,229

24,399

127

1,165

7,342

0.70

0.53

0.96

0.91

0.75

Smolensk Region

116

45,910

43,726

19,967

97

984

7,678

0.71

0.60

1.03

0.84

0.78

Tambov Region

106

27,928

36,058

16,105

96

1,107

7,955

0.58

0.37

0.86

0.58

0.57

Tver Region

154

52,062

50,089

24,904

154

1,380

7,913

0.67

0.43

0.74

0.73

0.63

Tula Region

213

72,507

73,652

34,918

176

1,567

7,773

0.82

0.52

0.96

0.91

0.78
0.87

Yaroslavl Region
Moscow
NorthWestern Federal District

210

80,912

83,528

43,764

192

1,316

9,511

0.96

0.54

0.99

1.11

3,512

12,882,326

3,923,644

1,908,254

6,315

10,466

31,793

2.02

2.59

1.42

1.82

1.92

2,609

1,674,622

1,201,360

583,874

2,661

13,504

12,293

1.16

0.80

1.03

1.12

1.02

Republic of Karelia

121

29,096

34,242

14,331

106

691

9,522

1.06

0.35

0.74

0.69

0.66

Komi Republic

139

50,692

49,197

30,133

260

969

15,018

0.86

0.25

0.43

0.66

0.50

Arkhangelsk Region

163

58,846

65,958

29,583

253

1,272

10,384

0.77

0.30

0.60

0.71

0.56

Vologda Region

199

92,083

84,814

33,683

255

1,223

9,657

0.98

0.46

0.76

0.91

0.75

Kaliningrad Region

193

80,877

80,177

30,271

123

937

10,386

1.24

0.84

1.50

0.99

1.11

Leningrad Region

285

48,180

87,711

32,530

326

1,634

9,943

1.05

0.19

0.62

0.64

0.53
0.65

Murmansk Region

171

50,685

46,276

30,598

192

851

14,033

1.21

0.34

0.55

0.82

Novgorod Region

137

22,507

25,331

10,592

90

653

8,735

1.26

0.32

0.64

0.59

0.63

Pskov Region

129

19,348

18,438

10,258

61

706

7,371

1.10

0.41

0.70

0.63

0.66

St Petersburg

1,072

1,222,308

709,216

361,895

996

4,568

15,548

1.41

1.56

1.63

1.62

1.55

BANK OF RUSSIA

Density of banking services in Russian regions
as of January 1, 2008

CONT.
1
Southern Federal District
Republic of Adygeya
Republic of Daghestan

2

3

4

5

6

7

8

9

10

11

12

13

3,543

844,933

807,180

347,029

1,977

22,823

7,740

0.94

0.54

0.93

0.62

77

7,600

11,007

4,114

26

441

5,293

1.05

0.38

0.98

0.56

0.74
0.68

214

19,893

12,529

6,999

145

2,684

7,950

0.48

0.17

0.20

0.11

0.20

Republic of Ingushetia

19

2,804

2,889

953

11

499

3,549

0.23

0.34

0.63

0.17

0.30

KabardinoBalkaria Republic

79

17,334

14,526

6,639

51

891

6,078

0.53

0.43

0.65

0.39

0.49

Republic of Kalmykia

45

5,242

8,184

1,507

15

286

4,119

0.95

0.44

1.24

0.41

0.68

KarachaiCherkess Republic

46

7,675

9,813

2,545

28

427

6,493

0.65

0.35

0.81

0.29

0.48

Republic of North Ossetia — Alania

64

16,461

14,737

8,066

53

702

7,505

0.55

0.40

0.64

0.49

0.51

1

16,619

5,800

550

36

1,207

0

0.01

0.59

0.37

0.00

0.00
0.94

Chechen Republic
Krasnodar Territory

1,163

278,437

265,987

124,793

572

5,120

8,805

1.37

0.62

1.06

0.88

Stavropol Territory

485

100,641

96,112

47,632

219

2,705

7,752

1.08

0.58

1.00

0.72

0.82

Astrakhan Region

136

33,899

33,154

17,258

104

995

8,228

0.82

0.41

0.73

0.67

0.64
0.60

Volgograd Region

288

99,277

104,280

45,834

306

2,610

9,400

0.66

0.41

0.78

0.60

Rostov Region

926

239,052

228,161

80,141

412

4,256

8,882

1.31

0.74

1.27

0.68

0.95

4,159

1,964,627

1,799,451

685,152

4,319

30,249

9,204

0.83

0.58

0.95

0.78

0.77

648

175,516

190,878

74,602

621

4,052

10,439

0.96

0.36

0.70

0.56

0.61

70

23,870

21,596

8,273

52

704

5,533

0.60

0.58

0.95

0.68

0.69
0.88

Volga Federal District

99

Republic of Bashkortostan
Republic of Mari El
Republic of Mordovia

134

36,801

34,960

11,610

70

841

5,488

0.96

0.67

1.15

0.80

Republic of Tatarstan

560

397,695

332,600

100,607

743

3,762

11,092

0.90

0.68

1.02

0.77

0.83

Udmurt Republic

199

98,028

89,589

27,517

200

1,533

6,957

0.78

0.62

1.02

0.82

0.80

Chuvash Republic

113

53,371

58,846

19,316

113

1,283

5,971

0.53

0.60

1.19

0.80

0.74

Perm Territory

377

202,797

209,905

71,264

483

2,719

12,282

0.84

0.53

0.99

0.68

0.74

Kirov Region

168

52,238

57,317

23,633

118

1,414

6,693

0.72

0.56

1.11

0.80

0.77

Nizhny Novgorod Region

480

261,512

244,027

97,408

467

3,362

9,318

0.86

0.71

1.19

0.99

0.92

Orenburg Region

284

86,736

88,788

37,211

368

2,120

7,306

0.81

0.30

0.55

0.76

0.57
0.71

Penza Region

165

44,375

44,505

22,264

112

1,389

6,699

0.72

0.50

0.91

0.76

Samara Region

466

375,543

279,533

119,191

602

3,173

13,026

0.88

0.79

1.06

0.92

0.91

Saratov Region

299

111,491

98,769

51,776

246

2,584

6,835

0.70

0.58

0.92

0.93

0.77

Ulyanovsk Region
Ural Federal District

196

44,654

48,136

20,482

124

1,313

7,293

0.90

0.46

0.89

0.68

0.71

2,129

1,167,419

1,032,755

401,982

4,630

12,236

13,997

1.05

0.32

0.51

0.75

0.60
0.54

106

25,068

28,155

9,931

82

961

7,954

0.66

0.39

0.79

0.41

Sverdlovsk Region

814

507,540

424,227

146,884

804

4,395

13,290

1.12

0.80

1.21

0.80

0.96

Tyumen Region

664

411,897

343,564

166,889

3,202

3,370

20,827

1.19

0.16

0.25

0.76

0.44

Chelyabinsk Region

545

222,915

236,809

78,279

543

3,510

9,979

0.94

0.52

1.00

0.71

0.77

ADDENDUM

Kurgan Region

BANK OF RUSSIA

END
1
Siberian Federal District

Republic of Altai
Republic of Buryatiya

2

3

4

5

6

7

8

9

10

11

12

13

3,080

1,207,511

1,161,437

362,020

2,934

19,554

9,548

0.95

0.52

0.91

0.62

32

8,687

22,540

1,585

14

207

6,437

0.93

0.81

3.77

0.38

0.73

1.02

223

36,020

37,147

10,522

111

960

8,261

1.40

0.41

0.76

0.42

0.66
0.49

Republic of Tyva

36

5,846

5,965

1,429

18

311

5,409

0.70

0.41

0.75

0.27

Republic of Khakassia

79

17,943

25,779

6,178

63

537

7,549

0.89

0.36

0.94

0.48

0.62

340

118,107

109,762

34,039

206

2,509

7,024

0.82

0.73

1.22

0.61

0.82

Altai Territory

100

Krasnoyarsk Territory

448

177,192

197,701

60,501

719

2,890

10,493

0.93

0.31

0.63

0.63

0.58

Irkutsk Region

477

134,930

147,337

48,827

397

2,508

9,829

1.15

0.43

0.85

0.63

0.72

Kemerovo Region

323

164,496

187,750

58,073

414

2,824

11,086

0.69

0.51

1.04

0.59

0.68

Novosibirsk Region

441

312,857

215,473

64,099

352

2,636

9,905

1.01

1.13

1.40

0.78

1.06

Omsk Region

231

125,031

113,857

39,746

304

2,018

10,577

0.69

0.52

0.86

0.59

0.65

Tomsk Region

162

71,870

64,309

23,904

229

1,035

11,043

0.94

0.40

0.64

0.67

0.63

Chita Region

288

34,533

33,816

13,117

108

1,119

7,971

1.55

0.41

0.72

0.47

0.68

1,257

403,063

348,688

189,418

1,204

6,487

12,137

1.17

0.43

0.66

0.77

0.71

162

64,236

72,708

21,946

253

950

14,213

1.03

0.32

0.66

0.52

0.58

89

22,501

16,052

13,583

66

346

13,811

1.55

0.43

0.56

0.90

0.76

Far Eastern Federal District

Republic of Sakha (Yakutia)
Kamchatka Territory
Primorsky Territory

368

102,840

83,990

50,803

256

1,997

9,949

1.11

0.51

0.75

0.82

0.77

Khabarovsk Territory

270

112,809

102,248

52,058

241

1,404

13,308

1.16

0.60

0.97

0.89

0.88

Amur Region

181

40,226

34,835

14,636

112

870

8,478

1.25

0.46

0.71

0.63

0.71

Magadan Region

46

15,372

11,593

7,891

37

166

14,593

1.67

0.53

0.72

1.04

0.90

Sakhalin Region

0.47

102

37,381

20,050

23,468

200

519

18,847

1.18

0.24

0.23

0.76

Jewish Autonomous Region

21

3,722

4,188

2,128

22

186

8,238

0.68

0.22

0.44

0.44

0.41

Chukchee Autonomous Area

18

3,976

3,023

2,906

18

50

15,889

2.16

0.28

0.38

1.16

0.72

23,570

21,520,724

11,961,239

5,136,387

27,358 141,998

11,519

1.00

1.00

1.00

1.00

1.00

Total

Categorised performance indicators on credit institutions with foreign interest in their authorised capital
relative to indicators on operating credit institutions (%)
1.01.03

1.01.04

TABLE 8
1.01.05

1.01.06

1.01.07

1.01.08

Credit institutions with a 50%plus foreign stake
Assets

8.1

7.4

7.6

8.3

12.1

17.2

Capital

7.1

6.6

7.8

9.3

12.7

15.7

22.9

19.7

14.0

10.5

23.1

23.2

7.1

6.1

6.2

7.4

10.0

15.6

25.9

22.0

15.8

17.1

22.5

22.2

2.3

2.3

3.0

3.4

6.2

8.9

10.4

9.3

9.4

9.6

13.3

17.7
11.5

Correspondent accounts with nonresident banks
Loans and other placements with nonfinancial organisations, including nonresident corporate entities
Loans, deposits and other placements with banks
of which household deposits
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Funds raised from organisations*

Of which: wholly foreign owned credit institutions
Assets

5.6

5.6

5.9

8.0

9.0

Capital

5.4

5.4

6.3

9.0

10.1

11.1

19.2

16.8

7.7

9.9

8.2

15.6

Correspondent accounts with nonresident banks
Loans and other funds placed with nonfinancial organisation, including nonresident corporate entities
Loans, deposits and other placements with banks
of which household deposits
Funds raised from organisations*

5.5

4.6

4.6

7.3

7.9

10.8

16.3

17.0

11.4

16.8

18.4

18.6

1.5

1.5

2.4

3.3

4.1

5.0

5.5

5.7

6.6

9.4

8.9

10.8

* These include deposits, government and other extrabudgetary funds, funds of the Finance Ministry, fiscal authorities and customers in factoring and forfeiting operations, float, and
funds written down from customer accounts but not passed through a credit institution’s correspondent account (net of funds raised from credit institutions).

ADDENDUM

BANK OF RUSSIA

Credit institutions’ assets grouped by type of investment
(billion rubles)
Assets
1

TABLE 9
1.01.07

Money, precious metals and gemstones, total

1.1 of which: money
2
Accounts with the Bank of Russia and authorised bodies
of other countries, total
of which:

1.04.07

1.07.07

1.10.07

1.01.08

368.5

284.5

306.1

343.7

501.7

356.7

276.0

295.9

328.4

487.1

955.6

961.6

1,532.9

965.4

1,294.7

2.1

credit institutions’ correspondent accounts with the Bank of Russia

624.5

492.7

516.7

565.1

791.2

2.2

credit institutions’ required reserves transferred to the Bank of Russia

220.9

209.4

244.7

318.7

221.6

2.3

Deposits with the Bank of Russia

3

Correspondent accounts with credit institutions, total

98.1

245.8

758.6

72.2

270.3

398.2

480.4

315.1

308.3

413.3

of which:
3.1

correspondent accounts with correspondent credit institutions

175.1

119.4

127.4

80.5

105.6

3.2

correspondent accounts with nonresident banks

223.1

361.0

187.7

227.9

307.7

1,961.4

2,404.4

2,725.9

2,434.7

2,554.7

1,341.2

1,627.3

1,824.0

1,549.9

1,674.0

537.2

585.6

615.6

559.8

580.3

391.0

531.8

645.1

645.3

629.6

4

Securities acquired by banks, total
of which:

4.1

debt obligations
of which:

4.1.1 Russian government debt obligations
4.2

stocks and shares
of which:

4.2.1 controlling shareholdings
4.3

discounted promissory notes

5

Other shareholdings in authorised capital

6

Loans, total

79.8

104.3

116.6

119.0

141.9

229.2

245.3

256.7

239.5

251.1

18.8

19.7

20.3

22.2

25.2

9,440.5

10,437.5

11,217.2

12,908.0

14,260.1

9,438.9

10,436.1

11,217.1

12,907.8

14,259.9

121.1

137.8

159.5

177.1

184.1

5,966.2

6,466.8

7,138.5

8,102.8

9,046.2

66.8

71.0

73.9

79.3

81.9

1,035.6

1,345.9

1,117.1

1,449.6

1,418.1

0.2

0.3

5.3

0.4

0.2

1.6
409.9

1.4
453.5

0.2
478.6

0.2
506.2

0.2
540.0

of which:
6.1 loans, deposits and other placements
of which overdue debt
of which:
6.1.1 loans and other placements with nonfinancial organisations
of which overdue debt
6.1.2 loans, deposits and other placements with banks

7

of which overdue debt
financing of government programmes and capital investment
on a repayable basis
Fixed and intangible assets and inventories

8

Disposition of profits

9

Other assets, total

6.2

90.9

111.9

62.1

81.7

122.7

401.8

445.4

543.9

661.1

528.7

154.7

170.2

249.5

340.7

197.4

66.9

81.1

92.5

93.9

95.1

150.4

163.1

171.3

186.9

196.5

14,045.6

15,599.0

17,202.0

18,231.3

20,241.1

of which:
9.1

float

9.2

debtors

9.3

deferred expenses

Total assets
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ADDENDUM

Credit institutions’ liabilities grouped by source of funds
(billion rubles)
Liabilities
1

TABLE 10
1.01.07

Bank funds and profits, total

1.04.07

1.07.07

1.10.07

1.01.08

1,783.0

2,171.6

2,416.4

2,602,7

2,809.2

1,338.3

1,621.6

2,040.1

2,139.4

2,182.2

444.7

550.0

376.3

463.2

627.0

371.5

117.3

221.0

343.5

508.0

13.8
156.6

13.6
128.1

13.0
157.6

2.5
169.4

34.0
208.3
124.5

of which:
1.1 bank funds
1.2

profits (losses), including financial results of previous years
of which:

1.2.1 reporting year’s profits (losses)
2 Loans, deposits and other funds received by credit institutions
from the Bank of Russia
3 Bank accounts, total
of which:
3.1

correspondent credit institutions’ correspondent accounts

94.8

66.2

82.8

67.3

3.2

nonresident banks’ correspondent accounts

14.1

14.4

15.5

14.7

18.4

1,730.5

1,877.4

2,103.9

2,301.5

2,807.4

4

Loans, deposits and other funds received from other banks, total
of which:

4.1

0.0

0.0

0.0

0.2

0.0

8,467.3

9,415.1

10,352.1

10,935.2

12,053.1

5.1 budget funds in settlement accounts

14.6

21.6

21.8

22.0

20.2

5.2

government extrabudgetary funds in settlement accounts

28.0

33.6

28.9

32.0

25.0

5.3

corporate funds in settlement and other accounts

2,361.2

2,872.3

3,102.5

3,185.4

3,170.1

5.4

customer float

57.4

108.5

112.9

131.6

70.6

5.5

corporate deposits

1,543.5

1,612.4

1,817.3

1,996.1

2,584.7

funds in household accounts

3,881.8

4,101.3

4,450.0

4,735.5

5,263.8

3,793.5

4,010.4

4,348.1

4,622.0

5,136.8

570.2

655.9

808.1

821.1

905.3

10.4

9.4

10.6

11.5

13.5

0.2
1,018.1

0.0
1,002.4

0.0
1,007.6

0.0
973.7

0.0
1,176.1
290.2

5

overdue debt
Customers’ funds, total
of which

5.6

of which:
5.6.1 household deposits
5.7

other borrowed funds

5.8
5.9

customer funds in factoring and forfeiting operations
funds written down from customer accounts but not entered
in a credit institution’s correspondent account
Debt obligations issued, total

6

of which:
6.1 bonds

168.3

197.0

229.6

235.2

6.2

certificates of deposit

33.1

31.5

31.8

34.1

30.0

6.3

savings certificates

16.2

17.3

18.6

20.1

22.4

6.4

promissory notes and bank acceptances

790.5

745.2

717.6

674.7

822.2

Other liabilities, total

876.2

990.8

1,151.4

1,246.3

1,153.0

7.1 reserves

452.4

492.4

525.0

570.4

586.3

7.2

float

265.2

318.4

378.5

458.7

338.5

7

of which:

7.3

creditors

21.6

24.5

82.0

25.2

33.0

7.4

fixed and intangible asset depreciation

75.0

84.0

90.4

98.3

105.2

7.5

deferred income

Total liabilities
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20.9

22.4

22.8

28.0

27.3

14,045.6

15,599.0

17,202.0

18,231.3

20,241.1

Indicators
1.

Loans, deposits and other placements, total
of which overdue debt

1.1.

1.2.

Loans and other placements with resident
nonfinancial organisations

Rubles
1.01.07

1.04.07

1.07.07

Foreign exchange
1.10.07

1.01.08

1.01.07

1.04.07

1.07.07

Total

1.10.07

1.01.08

1.01.07

1.04.07

1.07.07

1.10.07

1.01.08

6,720.3 7,376.2 8,263.9 9,345.6 10,466.8 2,718.6 3,059.9 2,953.2 3,562.2 3,793.2 9,438.9 10,436.1 11,217.1 12,907.8 14,259.9
107.1

123.0

139.1

160.9

14.0

20.4

1,445.1 1,540.0

16.2

17.0

121.1

137.8

159.5

177.1

184.1

1,771.1 1,953.9 5,664.4

6,158.7

6,832.3

7,729.0

8,530.5

60.4

63.4

68.7

70.8

9.8

9.5

9.5

9.2

10.5

66.1

70.0

73.0

77.9

81.2

Loans and other placements with nonresident
corporate entities, except banks

39.3

38.3

54.7

64.6

85.8

262.5

269.9

251.5

309.2

429.9

301.8

308.2

306.2

373.8

515.7

0.3

0.3

0.3

0.3

0.0

0.4

0.7

0.7

1.1

0.7

0.7

1.0

1.0

1.4

0.7

420.6

498.0

483.2

497.9

627.6

100.8

106.5

130.4

126.3

155.6

521.4

604.5

613.6

624.2

783.2

0.3

0.3

0.2

0.3

0.4

0.0

0.1

0.1

0.2

0.0

0.3

0.3

0.3

0.5

0.5

293.4

353.6

332.1

350.5

450.3

77.8

82.0

101.9

94.7

116.3

371.2

435.6

434.1

445.2

566.6

0.1

0.2

0.2

0.2

0.2

0.0

0.0

0.1

0.2

0.0

0.2

0.3

0.2

0.4

0.2
216.6

including: overdue debt

6,576.6 1,405.3

14.8

56.3

Loans, deposits and other placements with the financial sector

4,259.1 4,713.5 5,292.3 5,957.9

167.1

of which overdue debt

of which overdue debt
1.3.

TABLE 11

of which:
1.3.1. loans, deposits and other placements with resident
credit institutions
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of which overdue debt
1.3.2. loans, deposits and other placements with resident
financial institutions with various forms of ownerships

127.2

144.4

151.0

147.4

177.3

23.0

24.6

28.4

31.6

39.3

150.2

169.0

179.5

179.0

of which overdue debt

0.11

0.07

0.08

0.10

0.23

0.02

0.03

0.01

0.01

0.00

0.14

0.10

0.09

0.10

0.23

1.4.

Loans, deposits and other placements with nonresident banks

64.6

43.9

59.3

94.3

64.0

599.8

866.5

623.7

910.0

787.5

664.4

910.4

683.0

1,004.4

851.5

of which overdue debt

0.00

0.00

0.00

0.00

0.00

0.03

0.02

5.05

0.02

0.02

0.04

0.02

5.05

0.02

0.02

1.5.

Loans and other funds placed with government
financial agencies and extrabudgetary funds

93.1

89.4

81.5

86.7

119.5

0.9

0.9

0.8

0.8

0.3

94.0

90.3

82.3

87.5

119.7

of which overdue debt

0.01

0.01

0.04

0.11

1.01

0.00

0.00

0.00

0.00

0.00

0.01

0.01

0.04

0.11

1.01

1,754.1 1,903.5 2,190.3 2,511.8

2,828.6

305.5

329.5

362.3

390.4

406.1 2,059.5

2,233.0

2,552.6

2,902.1

3,234.6
100.6

1.6.

Loans to resident individuals

1.7.

Loans to nonresident individuals

of which overdue debt
of which overdue debt

50.3

62.0

75.1

91.5

94.8

3.5

4.1

4.8

5.4

5.8

53.7

66.1

79.9

96.9

0.6

0.8

0.9

1.2

1.5

5.0

5.4

5.7

6.3

6.0

5.7

6.2

6.6

7.5

7.5

0.01

0.01

0.01

0.01

0.01

0.22

0.23

0.25

0.26

0.10

0.23

0.24

0.25

0.27

0.11

For the record:
Overdue interest on loans, deposits and other placements
recorded in balance sheet accounts
Credit institutions’ investments in resident promissory notes
Credit institutions’ investments in nonresident promissory notes

0.75

0.84

0.82

0.80

0.40

0.01

0.02

0.03

0.03

0.02

0.76

0.86

0.85

0.83

0.41

224.1

239.7

252.0

235.5

247.4

3.9

4.4

3.4

2.4

2.5

228.0

244.1

255.4

237.9

249.9

0.0

0.0

0.1

0.0

0.0

1.3

1.2

1.2

1.6

1.2

1.3

1.2

1.4

1.6

1.2

BANK OF RUSSIA

Major characteristics of banking sector lending operations
(billion rubles)

Quantitative and qualitative characteristics of supervisors of the Bank of Russia head office and regional branches
(based on 1K Form data as of January 1, 2008)

TABLE 12

of whom
age

duration of work
in banking system

education

Total number
of jobs as of
January 1,
2008

Total number of
employees as of
January 1, 2008
(excluding
parttimers)

Banking Regulation and Supervision Department

182

159

22

52

18

155

2

25

50

113

Credit Institution Licensing and Financial Rehabilitation Department

148

132

21

26

11

126

5

15

40

102

Bank of Russia division

under
30 years
(born in
1978 and
later)

50 years
and over
(born in
1957 and
earlier)

of whom
women aged
55 years and
over and men
aged 60 years
and over

higher

secondary
vocational

up to
3 years

15 years
or more

women

Head office

105

Financial Monitoring and Foreign Exchange Control Department

110

104

18

23

12

101

1

16

16

61

Main Inspectorate for Credit Institutions

160

147

33

32

12

146

1

36

20

86

Head office total

600

542

94

133

53

528

9

92

126

362

Credit Institution Supervision Division (Section)

1,197

1,162

129

216

60

1,135

26

48

510

982

Credit Institution Inspection Division (Section)
Financial Monitoring and Foreign Exchange Control Division
(Department, Section)
Credit Institution Licensing Division (Section)

969.5

941

132

190

44

927

13

59

269

518

616
314

602
306

93
40

88
58

21
17

590
300

10
6

43
16

186
113

410
265

Regional branches

Moscow branch divisions

707

686

231

114

46

605

66

86

124

498

Main Divisions/National Banks total

3,803.5

3,697

625

666

188

3,557

121

252

1,202

2,673

Bank of Russia total

4,403.5

4,239

719

799

241

4,085

130

344

1,328

3,035

ADDENDUM
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